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INTRODUCTION 
The cornerstone of United Park's lawsuit is its claim 
that when current management took control of the mining company in 
1985 they discovered something that no one had been able to learn 
prior to their becoming involved: that over ten years earlier 
United Parkfs majority shareholders, aided and betted by a group of 
lenders, developers and ski resort operators, had stripped the 
company of its major assets and divided the booty among themselves. 
This supposedly miraculous corporate awakening is nothing more than 
a pretext to disguise new management's desire to overturn 
longstanding contracts whose terms now interfere with the planned 
new direction of the company. 
In August, 1985 Loeb Investors Co. XL (Loeb), a real 
estate investment partnership from New York, together with the Utah 
Bamberger Group (Bamberger) headed by David Bernolfo, acquired 
control of United Park and installed Bernolfo as president. As 
Bernolfo well knew, the company had ceased mining in 1982 and had 
no active business. What it did have, however, was thousands of 
acres of developable land in and around Park City, Utah, which the 
new owners valued at $45 million to $100 million or more. (R. 7955 
at 103-04 and Ex. 11.) Bernolfo, whose family had long owned a 
minority interest in United Park, also knew that United Park did 
not have any water to go with its developable real estate, but 
thought he knew how to get it. In 1983 the Bambergers had obtained 
a legal opinion suggesting that United Park might be able to force 
a renegotiation of the 1971 Water Rights Purchase Agreement under 
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which the mining company had sold all of its water rights to 
Greater Park City Company (GPCC) in connection with the sale of the 
Park City Ski Resort. (R. 3739, Ex. K.) 
In November 1985, barely three months after Bernolfo 
became president, United Park for the first time in 10 years 
notified GPCC and the Royal Street owners of the Deer Valley Ski 
Resort that they were in default under the resort agreements, 
including the Water Rights Purchase Agreement. (R. 1349-68.) When 
the ski resorts denied the purported defaults discovered by Mr. 
Bernolfo and refused to capitulate to his demands, United Park 
filed the original Complaint (R. 2) in this action on May 8, 1986. 
The Complaint alleged not only current contract breaches but also 
claimed that United Park had just discovered that the ski resort 
owners had been guilty of fraud and racketeering in connection with 
the 1975 restructure of GPCC, entitling United Park to termination, 
rescission or reformation of the 1971 and 1975 resort agreements, 
including the agreement to sell all of its water to GPCC. 
In January 1986, several months before the lawsuit was 
actually filed, Bernolfo had made the following prediction in a 
letter to Joseph Lesser, the manager of the Loeb interests: 
Now, as to United Park's properties, I believe 
we have conservatively 4,000 lot equivalents. 
As a result of the litigation we will have the 
water to service these lots. [R. 7955, Ex. 
16; emphasis added.] 
In his deposition Mr. Lesser testified that he understood Mr. 
Bernolfo1s reference meant that United Park would obtain the water 
by virtue of a settlement with Deer Valley or GPCC. (R. 7955 at 
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148, ) However, the expected settlement with the water it would 
bring never materialized. As a result, United Park subsequently 
amended the complaint to add a host of new alleged wrongdoers-
including its former majority stockholders—who it claimed had all 
acted together in 1975 to deprive the mining company of its life's 
blood. 
The Amended Complaint is a fictionalized recreation of 
events that occurred between 13 and 17 years before it was written. 
A major aspect of that fiction is the obvious attempt to avoid the 
statute of limitations by asserting that until 1985 there was not 
a single person who had the knowledge, the independence and the 
means to pursue the corporation's claims. In support of its 
contrived argument United Park has strained to associate everyone 
conceivable with the alleged wrongdoers and to explain away myriad 
facts which reveal that the statute of limitations expired a dozen 
years ago. However, there are at least two facts which United Park 
has never disputed—because it cannot—which are fatal to its 
claims: 
1. LaMar Osika, the Secretary-Treasurer and a 
shareholder of United Park during the complained-of 1975 
transactions, had actual, detailed knowledge of the 
transactions and had no affiliation with ARCO or ASARCO. 
2. The information contained in the September 1975 
proxy statement seeking approval of the restructure of GPCC 
from United Park's 5000 shareholders, independently inspired 
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at least six outside shareholders to contact the company and 
challenge the propriety of the transaction. 
These facts, without more, support the district court's ruling that 
United Park's claims in this case are barred by the statute of 
limitations. 
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 
§ 78-2-2(3)(j) (1990 Cum. Supp.). 
ISSUES FOR REVIEW 
The following issues on appeal relate to United Park's 
claims against Royal Street Land Company, Deer Valley Resort 
Company, Royal Street of Utah and Royal Street Development Company 
(collectively Royal Street): 
1. Did the district court properly refuse to permit 
United Park to conduct additional discovery prior to hearing the 
defendants' motions for summary judgment? 
2. Did United Park's affidavits in opposition to 
summary judgment satisfy the evidentiary requirements of Rule 
56(e), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure? 
3. Did United Park raise any genuine issues of material 
fact as to whether it discovered or in the exercise of reasonable 
diligence could have discovered its fiduciary duty and aiding and 
abetting claims against Royal Street in 1975 or any time prior to 
new management's arrival in 1985? 
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4. Did the district court properly grant Royal Street's 
motion to dismiss or for summary judgment dismissing United Park's 
claims for reformation of the 1971 and 1975 agreements? 
5. Did the district court correctly rule that United 
Park has waived or is estopped from asserting breach of contract 
claims against Royal Street? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The standard of review of the district court's refusal to 
permit United Park to complete discovery is abuse of discretion. 
See, Downtown Athletic Club v. Horman, 740 P.2d 275, 278 (Utah App. 
1987), cert, denied, 765 P.2d 1277 (Utah 1987); Cox v. Winters, 678 
P.2d 311, 312-15 (Utah 1984); Strand v. Associated Students of 
Univ. of Utah, 561 P.2d 191, 193-94 (Utah 1977). 
The standard of review of the district court's grant of 
summary judgment pursuant to Rule 56 is a determination whether, 
considering the evidence in the light most favorable to the losing 
party, there is no genuine issue as to any material fact or, even 
according to the facts as contended by the losing party, the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. This Court is 
free to reappraise the trial court's legal conclusions. Whether 
the facts justify summary judgment is a legal conclusion for this 
Court to review for correctness. Blue Cross & Blue Shield v. 
State, 779 P.2d 634, 636 (Utah 1989); Webb v. R.O.A. General, Inc., 
152 Utah Adv. Rep. 12, 13 (Utah App. 1991); Barber v. Farmers Ins. 
Exchange, 751 P.2d 248, 251 (Utah App. 1988). 
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DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS 
In addition to the provisions cited in United Park's 
Brief, Utah Code Ann. § 78-25-16 (1987); Rule 56(e), Utah R. Civ. 
P., and Rule 1002, Utah R. Evid., are determinative of issues on 
appeal. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case and Course of Proceedings 
The original Complaint filed May 8, 1986 named only GPCC 
and Royal Street as defendants. It alleged principally that the 
owners of GPCC and Royal Street were guilty of fraud and 
racketeering in connection with the 1975 restructure of GPCC and 
sought termination, rescission or reformation of certain 1971 and 
1975 agreements relating to United Park's sale of the Park City Ski 
Resort, together with certain development land and water. 
The resorts filed counterclaims (R. 1877; R. 2067) 
alleging that United Park had tortiously interfered with their 
business and economic relationships, that the Complaint was an 
abuse of process and was filed in violation of Rule 11, Utah R. 
Civ. P. 
Discovery in the ensuing two years was substantial, with 
the parties producing thousands of documents and taking over 3700 
pages of deposition testimony. (R. 7921, 7930-7955.) However, 
during this entire period United Park never sent a single 
interrogatory or request for production of documents to any of the 
Royal Street defendants. 
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In June 1988 United Park filed its Amended Complaint (R. 
2760) which added new parties, including United Park's former 
majority shareholders, ARCO and ASARCO. The fraud and racketeering 
claims against GPCC and Royal Street were dropped and replaced with 
breach of fiduciary duty claims premised upon substantially the 
same facts. The alleged role of the resort owners in the 1975 
transactions was downgraded from that of primary wrongdoers to 
aiders and abetters of ARCO and ASARCOfs allegedly wrongful 
conduct. 
On May 15, 1990, the district court dismissed all of 
United Parkfs claims against Royal Street and all other defendants, 
except for one factually distinct claim against GPCC. 
Specifically, with respect to Royal Street the court ruled as 
follows: 
(1) The Third and Fourth claims for breach of 
fiduciary duty and inducing or aiding and abetting breach of 
fiduciary duty are barred by the four-year statute of 
limitations contained in Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-25(3) (1990 
Cum. Supp.). (Findings No. 9-20; Conclusions No. 2, 3.) (R. 
7825-27; 7836-37.) 
(2) United Park is estopped from asserting 
rescission or reformation of the 1975 agreements because it 
continued to accept the benefits and performance of the 
agreements both before and after its claims for rescission and 
reformation were filed, and because of payment in full under 
the Land Purchase Agreement and Water Rights Purchase 
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Agreement by Royal Street. (Findings No. 57, 58; Conclusion 
No. 7.) (R. 7834-35; 7838.) 
(3) As to the Fifth, Sixth and Ninth Claims 
alleging contract defaults: 
(a) United Park's contract claims arising 
before May 1980 (or June 1982 as to any such claims first 
raised in the Amended Complaint) are barred by the six-year 
statute of limitations, Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-23(2). 
(Conclusion No. 8.) (R. 7838.) 
(b) Payment in full by GPCC and Royal Street 
under the Land Purchase Agreement and Water Rights Purchase 
Agreement cured any alleged defaults under these agreements. 
(Finding No. 60; Conclusion No. 10.) (R. 7835; 7839.) 
(c) United Park waived or is estopped from 
asserting underpayment of rental and other alleged continuing 
defaults based on statements in its annual reports that GPCC 
and Royal Street were current on all agreements, and its 
certifications to the escrow agent that GPCC and Royal Street 
had paid all amounts of lift revenue that were owed. 
(Findings No. 61, 62; Conclusion No. 9.) (R. 7835-36; 7838-
39. ) 
(4) United Park's Twelfth Claim for reformation of 
the Water Rights Purchase Agreement to allow United Park to 
use mining reservation water for all purposes failed to state 
a claim because it was based solely on facts occurring 
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subsequent to both the original 1971 agreement and the 1975 
amendments. (Conclusion No. 21.) (R. 7844.) 
United Park does not appeal from the dismissal of the 
rescission and termination remedies or from the ruling that its 
contract claims arising before May 1980 are barred by the six-year 
statute of limitations. (Appellant's Brief at 63 n. 25.) 
Accordingly, the only remedies which United Park is still pursuing 
against Royal Street are (1) damages for alleged breach of 
fiduciary duty and aiding and abetting in 1975 and for alleged 
contract breaches occurring after May 1980; (2) reformation of the 
provision of the Water Rights Purchase Agreement limiting United 
Park's reservation of certain water to mining use only; and 
(3) reformation of the Lease (Deer Valley) to eliminate the final 
two 20-year extensions (commencing in the year 2011), or to provide 
an increase in rentals during those extensions. 
Royal Street's counterclaims and Rule 11 claims are 
stayed during the pendency of this appeal. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Royal Street vigorously disputes the innuendo and 
insinuation with which United Park mischaracterizes the parties 
involved in and the events surrounding the 1975 transactions. 
However, it would be unproductive to take the time to "set the 
record straight" because the vast majority of those misstatements 
are simply not material to the dispositive question in this appeal: 
Did someone learn or should someone have learned of United Park's 
alleged claims back in 1975? Because the answer to that question 
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is yes, it is not necessary to dispute United Park's recitation of 
all the people who did not learn of the purported claims or 
supposedly were not independent enough of ARCO and ASARCO to bring 
them. 
The following undisputed facts describe the relevant 
transactions and establish the basis for upholding the district 
court's decision: 
1. United Park is a public company traded over the New 
York Stock Exchange, and is the successor in interest and surviving 
corporate entity of a number of mining companies which, since the 
late nineteenth century, operated mines in and around Park City, 
Utah. United Park has not actively mined its properties directly 
or through lessees since 1982, due to market and technological 
conditions which currently preclude economically sound mining. (R. 
2765-66.) 
2. From 1953 until the summer of 1985, United Parkfs 
major shareholders were ARCO and ASARCO. ARCO and ASARCO held a 
combined interest in United Park of approximately 36% of the common 
stock from 1972 until August 1985. Certain representatives of ARCO 
and ASARCO served as officers and directors of United Park during 
the period that ARCO and ASARCO owned stock in the company. 
(R. 2767.) 
3. United Park, as successor in interest, acquired 
title to some 14,000 acres of land in and around Park City, Utah, 
including the area now known as Deer Valley, together with certain 
water rights. (R. 2766.) 
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properties: United Park, which would contribute the land and water, 
including its existing ski operation and resort properties; RSDC, 
which as "master developer" would contribute expertise and 
management in resort operations and real estate development; and a 
third partner, to be found by Royal Street, who would provide the 
capital for development and expansion of the resort and ski 
operations. (R. 2770.) 
8. Ultimately, a corporate, rather than partnership, 
form was utilized by the parties, and in May 1970, Treasure 
Mountain Resort Corporation, now known as Greater Park City 
Company, was organized. United Park, rather than contributing 
land, water and ski mountain facilities to a partnership, would 
sell them to GPCC and would then have the right to purchase stock 
in the company. RSDC would also acquire stock in GPCC and would 
enter into a management agreement under which it would manage the 
activities of GPCC, including resort and real estate development, 
sales and ski mountain operations. (R. 2762-63, 2770-71.) 
9. In February 1971, GPCC, United Park and RSDC entered 
into the following agreements: 
(a) Land Purchase Agreement - United Park agreed to 
sell GPCC approximately 4,200 acres of real property suitable for 
commercial, condominium and subdivision development, together with 
the base facilities, golf course, other resort improvements and the 
personal property of the existing resort operations for the sum of 
$5,574,000, payable over time. (R. 3739, Ex. A, at 6.) 
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New York (Morgan) and Fidelity Bank of Philadelphia (Fidelity) 
(collectively Morgan-Fidelity), who provided the capital and assets 
required for the operation and expansion of GPCC, and Unionamerica 
who, directly and through its subsidiaries, made substantial 
secured construction and development loans to GPCC during 1972, 
1973 and 1974. (R. 2779-80.) 
12. By the summer of 1974, GPCC had greatly expanded the 
resort and developed condominium properties, but GPCC was in a 
highly leveraged financial condition and was not able to handle its 
growing debt, then in excess of $20 million. It was represented to 
United Park that unless GPCC underwent a financial restructuring, 
a financial collapse and perhaps bankruptcy was imminent. (R. 
2781-82.) 
13. Throughout late 1974 and early 1975, GPCC's major 
stockholders discussed various alternatives for the financial 
restructuring of GPCC. (R. 2782.) 
14. On June 23, 1975, the stockholders of GPCC entered 
into a Memorandum of Agreement which set forth the terms under 
which GPCC would be restructured. Under the terms of the 
restructure agreement, Alpine Meadows of Tahoe (Alpine Meadows) 
acquired 80% of the common stock of GPCC. The other 20% was 
acquired by Unionamerica, the single largest secured creditor of 
GPCC. United Park gave up its stock in GPCC but continued to 
receive the benefits of the land Purchase Agreement, the ski leases 
and the Water Rights Purchase Agreement which had been entered into 
in 1971. (R. 2787-90.) 
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of the proposed restructure of GPCC, (R. 7940 Ex. 4, 7167, Exs. 6~ 
11.) Copies of those letters are attached as Addenda 4 through 10. 
18. The stockholders of United Park approved the 
restructure transaction at their meeting in October 1975. 
(R. 2800-01.) 
19. One of the people who participated in the 1975 
restructure on behalf of United Park was E. L. "LaMar" Osika. Mr. 
Osika had been employed by United Park's predecessor company since 
19 36 and continued his employment when two companies merged to form 
United Park in 1953. Mr. Osika served as United Park's 
Secretary/Treasurer from 1958 until his retirement in 1981. 
(R. 7944 at 13-14.) He was also a shareholder of United Park. 
(R. 4128, Ex. D.) 
20. Mr. Osika was not affiliated with ARCO and ASARCO. 
(R. 3698.) 
21. Until his retirement in 1981, Mr. Osika was employed 
full time by United Park and was one of the individuals that 
carried out the day-to-day business activities of the company. 
(R. 7944 at 22-23.) He also attended board of directors' and 
shareholders' meetings during the 1970s. (R. 7944 at 14.) He 
participated in the both 1971 transaction between Royal Street and 
United Park and the 1975 restructuring of GPCC. (R. 7944 at 25-
26.) 
22. In connection with the 1975 restructure, Mr. Osika 
was not a director but "the negotiator." (R. 7944 at 29-30.) 
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have done. He has learned nothing since 1975 to change his mind on 
that subject. (R. 7944, at 26, 28.) Mr. Osika discussed the 1975 
restructure with David Bernolfo before the Complaint was filed and 
told Mr. Bernolfo that in his judgment the 1975 agreement 
restructuring GPCC was a proper business decision. (R. 7944 at 
122. ) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The district courtfs decision granting summary judgment 
in favor of Royal Street was correct and should be affirmed. 
1. The district court properly ruled that United Park 
was not entitled to conduct additional discovery prior to the 
hearing on the defendants' motions for summary judgment. Between 
the date of the Complaint and the filing of defendants1 motions, 
United Park had ample time and opportunity to conduct discovery and 
in fact did complete substantial discovery, amounting to thousands 
of documents and some 3700 pages of deposition testimony. If 
United Park needed additional documents from Royal Street, it has 
only itself to blame because it failed to propound a single 
interrogatory or request any documents from Royal Street. In 
addition, United Park's affidavit did not specify what factual area 
needed further probing before it could oppose the defendants' 
motions. As such, United Park's affidavit failed to satisfy the 
requirements of Rule 56(f). 
2. Four of the five Rule 56(e) affidavits which United 
Park submitted in opposition to the defendants' motions consisted 
almost entirely of inadmissible statements. Accordingly, the 
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the original 1971 agreement containing the reservation and the 1975 
amendments to that agreement. Additionally, the case law relied 
upon by United Park in support of its claims for contemporaneous or 
future unconscionability show that these claims have no merit as 
applied to the undisputed facts here. 
The claim for reformation of the mining water reservation 
has also been waived, estopped or mooted by United Parkfs 
acceptance of all amounts due under the Water Rights Purchase 
Agreement and release of the instruments of title, including title 
to the 2,850 gallons of "Group II" water which United Park now 
seeks to take back via reformation. These events occurred after 
the Amended Complaint seeking reformation was filed and summary 
judgment was awarded to defendants. In effect, United Park seeks 
a partial rescission, which is a remedy dismissed by the district 
court and not appealed by United Park. 
5. United Park also waived or is estopped from 
asserting its contract claims for water treatment costs and for 
alleged underpayment of lift revenue. United Park has incurred 
annual water treatment costs for years and never took the position 
that Royal Street was liable for these costs. To the contrary, in 
each year from 1975 to 1985 it represented in its annual reports 
that Royal Street was current on all of its obligations under each 
of the resort agreements. In addition to representing that Royal 
Street was current on all agreements, from 1975 to 1985 United Park 
annually certified that the lift revenue payments by Royal Street 
were accurate. It is not disputed that Royal Street has accounted 
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interrogatory nor served a single document request upon the Royal 
Street defendants.1 Nevertheless, in November 1986 Royal Street 
agreed voluntarily to produce numerous boxes of documents located 
at the offices of its former counsel, VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & 
McCarthy. See Addendum 17 hereto. Those boxes stood ready for 
inspection for over three years but United Park never availed 
itself of the opportunity to review the records. 
Both in its Rule 56(f) affidavit below and in its Brief 
on appeal, one of the reasons United Park claims to need additional 
discovery is that "Royal Street has not yet produced certain 
important documents." (R. 4867; Appellant's Brief at 27.) If that 
is so, United Park has no one to blame but itself. 
United Park's negligent failure to obtain documents from 
Royal Street2 does not mean that there was no discovery in this 
case. In fact, the opposite is true. Between 1986 and 1988, 
United Park and GPCC produced thousands of documents. Eleven 
substantive depositions, comprising some 3700 pages, were taken, 
including the deposition of United Park representatives Clark 
Wilson (R. 7930-32), LaMar Osika (R. 7944-45), David Bernolfo 
(R. 7933-37) and Joseph Lesser (R. 7955); Royal Street 
In March and July 1987 Royal Street's counsel of its own 
volition sent United Park's counsel several documents which Royal 
Street believed supported its position that United Park was fully 
informed of the 1975 transaction. Many of those documents are 
the very documents which LaMar Osika and the independent 
directors of United Park received in 1975. Compare documents 
listed on Addenda 15 and 16 hereto with R. 7265-66 and Exs. A-J. 
It appears from the record that United Park also failed to 
request documents from AMOT, Wells Fargo and the Morgan-Fidelity 
defendants. 
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statement on its face had triggered concern in several shareholders 
and arguably put all of United Parkfs shareholders on notice of 
potential claims. 
More importantly, with respect to Royal Street, even if 
the affidavit had adequately articulated how additional discovery 
would support its opposition to the summary judgment motions, 
United Park simply failed to initiate the allegedly necessary 
discovery in a timely manner during the 3-1/2 years between the 
time it initiated the lawsuit and the filing of the motions for 
summary judgment. The district court properly concluded that 
United Park was not entitled to further discovery. 
II. 
UNITED PARK'S RULE 56(e) AFFIDAVITS 
IN OPPOSITION TO THE MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT WERE INADMISSIBLE. 
United Park urges that the district court erred in 
granting summary judgment in light of United Park's compelling 
evidence that it could not discover and assert its claims before 
new management assumed control in 1985. That "compelling evidence" 
consisted almost entirely of inadmissible statements contained in 
five lengthy affidavits submitted by United Park. (R. 4733-4860.) 
Royal Street, joined by all the other defendants below and 
intervenor Wells Fargo, moved to strike four of the five 
affidavits on the grounds they were not based on personal knowledge 
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and consisted of improper hearsay, speculation and opinion. 
(R. 6821, 7107, 7121, 7163, 7476, 7481, 7533.) 
The district court denied the motion and allowed the 
affidavits (R. 7859) in spite of their infirmities, apparently for 
what they were worth. However, since "inadmissible evidence cannot 
be considered in ruling on a motion for summary judgment," D & L 
Supply v. Saurini, 775 P.2d 420, 421 (Utah 1989), this Court should 
rule that the affidavits should have been stricken.4 
Rule 56(e), Utah R. Civ. P., sets forth the requirements 
United Park's affidavits should have met to be admissible: 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be 
made on personal knowledge, shall set forth 
such facts as would be admissible in evidence, 
and shall show affirmatively that the affiant 
is competent to testify to the matters stated 
therein. [Emphasis added.] 
In other words, affidavits supporting or opposing summary 
judgment must pass the same evidentiary muster that the court would 
require at trial. There must be foundation and personal knowledge. 
In addition hearsay, speculation, argument, unsubstantiated 
conclusions and opinions are not permitted. Testimony purporting 
to describe or interpret the contents of documents is also improper 
because the rules of evidence require that the document itself, 
The fifth affidavit, of Hugh Leach, was proper in form but 
irrelevant to the dispositive issues before the district court. 
Because appellees do not seek to vary the judgment entered 
by the district court, it was not necessary to cross-appeal on 
this point. See, Halladay v. Cluff, 739 P.2d 643, 645 (Utah App. 
1987). See also, Walker v. Shoshone County, 739 P.2d 290 (Idaho 
1987) (cross-appeal is not required when respondent merely seeks 
to sustain judgment for reasons presented below which were not 
relied upon by the district court but should have been). 
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rather than parol evidence of its contents, be submitted. In 
addition to Rule 1002, Utah R. Evid. (the "best-evidence rule"), 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-25-16 (1987) provides that, except under a few 
exceptions that do not apply here, "[t]here can be no evidence of 
the contents of a writing, other than the writing itself . . . ." 
(Emphasis added.) 
This Court has consistently ruled that affidavits that do 
not meet these requirements should be stricken. See, e.g., Howick 
v. Bank of Salt Lake, 28 Utah 2d 64, 498 P.2d 352 (1972). See 
also, Treloggan v. Treloggan, 699 P.2d 747 (Utah 1985) (supporting 
affidavit must be based on affiant's personal knowledge, and 
affidavit based merely on unsubstantiated opinions and beliefs is 
insufficient); Western States Thrift & Loan Co. v. Blomquist, 29 
Utah 2d 58, 504 P.2d 1019 (1972) (hearsay and opinion testimony 
that would not be admissible if testified to at the trial may not 
properly be set forth in an affidavit supporting summary judgment). 
The Bernolfo, Callister, Taylor and Ed Osika affidavits suffer from 
all these infirmities, and more.5 
The Bernolfo Affidavit. Mr. Bernolfo readily admitted 
that his 46-page affidavit was based upon a lot more than his 
personal knowledge. "The matters I testify to in this affidavit 
are based on my personal knowledge, on facts set forth in the 
business records of United Park, or where indicated, information 
In connection with the motion to strike, Royal Street 
presented four detailed charts, identifying line by line the 
defendants' objections to each of the challenged affidavits. 
(R. 6821, Exs. A-D.) 
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obtained by United Park in its investigation of the claims asserted 
in this action." (R. 4734.) He then goes on to testify for 55 
paragraphs (38 pages) about events and transactions that occurred 
at least 10 to 15 years before he became an officer or director of 
the company. 
With virtually no exception, the first 55 paragraphs of 
Mr. Bernolfo's affidavit are wholly inadmissible for a variety of 
reasons. Many paragraphs purport to describe in minute detail the 
provisions of the 1971 and 1975 agreements and related documents, 
as well as editorializing about the rights and obligations of the 
parties. !3ee, e.g. , Ml 11-18, 31-32, 34 (R. 4739-44; 4750-54; 
4755-58). Mr. Bernolfo has no personal knowledge of the agreements 
and events outside the documents that describe them. His attempt 
to offer parol evidence of their content and meaning violates the 
best evidence rule and Utah Code Ann. § 78-25-16. The same is true 
of other paragraphs that actually cite to documents to support the 
proposition asserted. See, e.g. , flfl 23-24, 26, 29, 33, 35, 36 
(R. 4745-47; 4749; 4754-55; 4758-59).6 
Not only does Mr. Bernolfo cite to the contents of 
business records in his affidavit, he cites to the other affidavits 
submitted in opposition to the defendants1 motions and to his own 
United Park argued below that the affidavits were really 
"summaries1' of evidence contained elsewhere in the record. If 
the only purpose of the affidavits was to "summarize" the record, 
one wonders why they were filed at all. After all, the 
statements of fact in United Park's opposition to the motions for 
summary judgment summarized United Park's version of the 
pertinent documents. In reality, United Park's "summaries" are 
not summaries at all. They are arguments as to the conclusions 
the court should draw from the underlying documents. 
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deposition testimony and that of others. These affidavits and 
testimony—even Mr. Bernolfo1s own--do not reflect Mr. Bernolfofs 
personal knowledge. Moreover, most of what is said by others and 
adopted by Mr. Bernolfo is pure, inadmissible hearsay, from which 
Mr. Bernolfo speculates and offers opinions. Paragraph 40 is a 
classic example of why the Bernolfo affidavit should have been 
stricken: 
40. Under the 1971 Land Agreement, 
United Park agreed to sell 4200 acres of real 
property suitable for commercial, condominium 
and subdivision development, together with the 
resort base facilities, golf course, and other 
resort improvements and personal property of 
the existing resort for the sum of 
$5,4 00,000.00. In 1975, due to GPCC's 
defaults, United Park was entitled to take all 
of that property back except for the 2,000 
acres which had been conveyed. Instead, under 
the 1975 Resort Agreements, United Park agreed 
to continue to sell those properties with no 
increase over the discounted 1970 prices, even 
though they had increased greatly in value; 
. . . Perhaps the most illuminating and 
definitive summary of 1975 market values of 
the United Park properties is found in Robert 
Wells1 (GPCC's chief financial officer) 
Memorandum of April 19, 1975. Vol. V-B, Ex. 
13. This memorandum, which was apparently 
prepared for the GPCC restructuring 
discussions, reflected total GPCC residual 
land values of developable properties at April 
1975 of $37,866,000 of developable properties 
(sic) with the Deer Valley/Lake Flat 
properties alone worth over $15 million. The 
Park City Ski Resort properties and facilities 
were not included in this evaluation nor was 
the golf course, even though the golf course 
was later sold by AMOT to Park City for $1 
million after AMOT carved out valuable 




This paragraph, like so much of Mr. Bernolfo's affidavit, 
contains virtually no admissible evidence. The 1971 and 1975 
agreements are the best evidence of what they say. Whether United 
Park "was entitled to take all of that property back" "due to 
GPCC's defaults" is a legal question. What Mr. Cornwall 
"apparently" believed is hearsay. The reason a memorandum was 
"apparently" prepared is Mr. Bernolfo's speculation. 
The second half of Mr. Bernolfo's affidavit, while it 
does contain a few facts based upon his personal knowledge, for the 
most part is made up of hearsay, argument, speculation and 
unfounded opinion. E.g., flf 41-47, 49-51, 53-55, 57, 59-61, 64-67, 
69, 70b-70d, 72-75, 79-83, 85-96, 98-101 and 106-19 (R. 4762-95). 
For example, paragraph 61 states: 
61. As explained more fully in the 
affidavit of Mr. Osika, the investigation 
conducted by Mr. Sears and Cimarron's counsel, 
Stephen Leshin of the Dallas firm of Jenkins 
and Gilchrist, was conducted in the context of 
the preparation for Cimarron of the Prospectus 
and Joint Proxy Statement for this merger. In 
that context, Mr. Sears and Cimarron's counsel 
had little incentive and, indeed, a direct 
conflict of interest with United Park in terms 
of finding or asserting any basis on which the 
value of United Park might be increased. 
[Emphasis added.] 
(R. 4772.) Mr. Bernolfo has no knowledge of and no admissible 
basis for these bald statements of argument and speculation. The 
same is true of almost the entire discussion of Wheeler Sears from 
paragraphs 56 through 67 (R. 4770-76). E.g., H 65 ("Given that 
relationship, it seems highly unlikely that Mr. Sears or Cimarron 
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would assert claims against ARCO or ASARCO on behalf of United 
Park."). (R. 4774.) 
Paragraphs 79-91 and 96-98 (R. 4781-87; 4790-91) contain 
detailed recitations of Mr. Bernolfofs discussion with a variety of 
people. For example, in paragraph 90, Mr. Bernolfo says: 
90. . . .Mr. Cornwall told me that he 
had been told by GPCC officials that the 
United Park properties had no value in 1975. 
Mr. Cornwall said that he not only thought the 
land was worthless in 1975 but also that the 
ski resort was losing money. Mr. Cornwall 
told me that the United Park Board members 
were told that if United Park did not agree to 
the GPCC restructuring proposal, GPCC was 
facing bankruptcy. 
(R. 4786.) This is just one example of inadmissible hearsay and 
hearsay within hearsay that United Park now argues is "compelling 
evidence" that should have led the district court to deny the 
summary judgment motions. 
Almost all of Mr. Bernolfo1s affidavit is inadmissible on 
one ground or another. For this reason, it should have been 
stricken in its entirety.7 
The Callister and Taylor Affidavits. The substantive 
paragraphs of each of these affidavits are grounded in rumor, 
In the district court, United Park tried to avoid the 
consequences of the hearsay, speculation, opinions and 
conclusions contained in Mr. Bernolfo1s affidavit by arguing that 
such statements were offered to demonstrate the intensive 
investigation that was required to uncover the wrongs perpetrated 
against United Park. This argument is disingenuous because 
United Park's district court memorandum in opposition to the 
summary judgment motions and its Brief on appeal do rely on the 
truth of Mr. Bernolfofs assertions in their attempt to create 
factual issues to defeat summary judgment. (E.g., R. 4547-57; 
Appellant's Brief at 45-50.) 
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speculation and hearsay. For example, paragraphs 6-9 of Mr. 
Callister's affidavit detail "[t:]0 the best of [his] recollection" 
the "substance" of what Sid Cornwall had said in a meeting. 
(R. 4802-06.) In paragraph 8(b) Mr. Callister states that 
[Mr. Cornwall] did not know about any sale by 
Royal Street or GPCC of the Spiro water, or 
any other water rights subject to the Water 
Rights Purchase Agreement, but he indicated 
that, in his opinion, if there were such 
sales, they would be major defaults of the 
Water Rights Purchase Agreement. [Emphasis 
added.] 
(R. 4805.) 
Mr. Taylor's affidavit summarily reports his 
understanding of events from conversations with other people, who 
in his case are never even identified. E.g., H 3 ("Although I was 
not directly involved in the skiing operations, I knew the GPCC 
people who were and understood from them that these operations were 
profitable."). (R. 4858.) Mr. Taylor's affidavit, however, goes 
far beyond hearsay and openly offers rumor, impressions and 
speculation about the events in 1975. 
4. In 1975, I believed that I was one 
of the most knowledgeable people in the GPCC 
organization as to the sales potential of GPCC 
properties and GPCC real estate values. 
Because of this, I expected to be a part of 
GPCC's restructuring process but was never 
asked to participate. In fact, the GPCC 
officers were very secretive about the 
restructuring. . . . 
5. I recall that there was a rumor in 
1975 and some talk among GPCC employees about 
a possible GPCC bankruptcy, but no GPCC 
employees that I can recall believed this 
rumor because GPCC had a profitable ski resort 
and many valuable, undeveloped properties 
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which, in my opinion, alone, had a total value 
well in excess of $20 million. 
6. It was my impression that when GPCC 
was split up in 1975, Union America received 
from GPCC some of the valuable, undeveloped 
properties and a number of Park City lots in 
addition to GPCCfs developed properties on 
which it had construction loans. The Edgar 
Stern/Royal Street interests (Stern) obtained 
most of GPCCfs undeveloped properties and 
achieved what had always appeared to be their 
major objective to develop an exclusive Deer 
Valley, having never been satisfied with Park 
City. . . . [Emphasis added.] 
(R. 4859.) 
Both Mr. Callister and Mr. Taylor's affidavits openly 
reflect that neither of these gentlemen is competent to testify 
about the matters stated. Given their lack of personal knowledge 
about the facts, all they can do is offer rumors, impressions, 
speculation and hearsay. This type of testimony, while intended to 
whet the court's curiosity, is impermissible under the rules. Both 
Mr. Callister and Mr. Taylor's affidavits should have been stricken 
in their entirety. 
The Osika Affidavit. E. L. "Ed" Osika, Jr. is the son of 
LaMar Osika who joined United Park in 1982 after his father 
retired. Ed may have more personal knowledge as to some matters 
than Mr. Bernolfo since he has been with the company longer. 
Nonetheless, his affidavit suffers from the same infirmities as the 
Bernolfo affidavit because it goes far beyond the scope of his 
knowledge. Ed has no personal knowledge of the events that 
occurred between 1971 and 1975, but he devotes many pages in his 
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affidavit to discussing alleged breaches of the terms of those 
agreements by the resorts. In addition, although he states that he 
has personally inspected the properties, he makes conclusory 
statements about what must have happened and what the resort 
"appeared" to have done rather than simply stating from his own 
personal knowledge what it is he observed. When necessary to 
support his arguments, Ed resorts to hearsay and then argues about 
the legal ramifications of what he heard. The following are a few 
representative examples of the reasons the greater part of Ed 
Osika's 44-page affidavit is inadmissible. 
Paragraph 12 (R. 4818-20) purports to describe the 
ARCO/ASARCO employees on United Park's board of directors from 1974 
through 1985. The company's records are the best evidence of this 
information, particularly for the periods prior to the time Mr. 
Osika was employed by the company. 
Paragraphs 14, 17-20, 24, 25, 29, 32-34, 38-40, 53, 61-
63, 66, 68-69, 77, 80, 85, 87, 88, 90-91 and 104 (R. 4821-31; 4834-
35; 4838-41; 4844-46; 4847-50; 4854) also contain testimony 
concerning facts and documents about which Ed Osika has no personal 
knowledge and for which the documents themselves are the best 
evidence. 
Paragraph 14 is a good example of these problems, as well 
as unsubstantiated conclusions and opinion: 
14. The minutes of the meetings of 
United Park's Board of Directors do not 
indicate that the Board of Directors ever 
reviewed or considered the fairness or 
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propriety of the 1975 Resort Agreements 
between the time the Agreements were approved 
in October 1975 and November, 1985. In 
particular, nothing in the minutes indicates 
that Wheeler M. Sears informed the Directors 
of any review or investigation conducted by 
him regarding the fairness or propriety of the 
1975 Resort Agreements. Furthermore, I am not 
aware that Mr. Sears made any analysis of the 
1975 Resort Agreements to determine their 
fairness with respect to United Park or 
whether United Park could assert claims based 
on the Agreements. I do believe that the 
files and records of United Park would have 
been inadequate for any such review, 
investigation or analysis because they did not 
contain sufficient GPCC information to 
determine the real estate values of GPCC's 
properties in 1975. [Emphasis added.] 
(R. 4821.) 
In addition to the many paragraphs that resort to 
argument and legal conclusions (paragraphs 18-21, 23, 24, 27, 32, 
33, 36, 41-43, 46-48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, 60, 62, 68, 72-75, 
77-79, 81, 82, 84, 86, 87, 89, 90, 93, 96 and 100-106) (R. 4823-38; 
4840; 4842-55), Mr. Osika's affidavit also contains numerous 
statements grounded in inadmissible hearsay (e.g., paragraphs 45, 
54, 60, 65, 67, 69-71, 73, 74, 76-78, 83, 84, 91-93, 95, 96, 98, 
99, 101 and 103) (R. 4831A; 4835; 4837-45; 4847; 4849-54). 
Mr. Osika, through hearsay, argument and legal 
interpretation of the water agreement and Utah law, even goes so 
far as to resolve one of the more important disputes between the 
resorts and United Park. In paragraph 74, Mr. Osika states: 
74. In late 1984, legal counsel informed 
me of an agreement between Royal Street and 
Park City Municipal Corporation in which Royal 
Street had assigned its portion of United 
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Park's share of the Spiro Tunnel water for 
water connections and waiver of water 
development fees which in 1984 appeared to me 
to be potentially worth approximately $4 
million. I requested an opinion of our legal 
counsel as to whether Park City Municipal 
Corporation was a "public utility" as that 
term is defined under Utah law. United Park1s 
legal counsel informed me that Park City 
Municipal Corporation is not a public utility 
under Utah law and is, therefore, not subject 
to regulation by the Public Service 
Commission. Counsel informed me that Utah law 
provides that a "water corporation" is a 
public utility, but that a town, city, county 
or other governmental unit is expressly 
excluded from being a "water corporation" 
under the Utah Code. Thus, Park City 
Municipal Corporation is not a public utility 
within the meaning of paragraph 22 of the 
Water Agreement. [Emphasis added.] 
(R. 4843.) 
Mr. Osika's affidavit, except for paragraphs 1-11, 13, 
22, 28, 37, 44, 49, 51, 59, 64 and 97, should have been stricken. 
Obviously the district court viewed the affidavits 
offered by United Park with great caution. The court properly 
granted summary judgment because affidavits that contain virtually 
no admissible evidence create no genuine issues of material fact 
sufficient to avoid summary judgment. Nevertheless, the affidavits 
should have been stricken. 
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III. 
THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY RULED THAT UNITED 
PARK'S THIRD AND FOURTH CLAIMS AGAINST ROYAL 
STREET ARE BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS. 
United Park's Brief on Appeal is a clever attempt to 
accomplish two goals: First, it seeks to convince the Court that 
a wrong so egregious has occurred that it must be remedied, 
irrespective of how long ago the alleged transgression occurred. 
Second, it throws out a barrage of "facts" in the hope of luring 
the appellees into quibbling with its version of the 1975 events so 
it can deceive this Court into believing that summary judgment was 
improperly granted. 
In fact, United Parkfs version of the events surrounding 
the restructure of GPCC is contrived, and its characterization of 
the parties1 dealings with one another is unfair and untrue. 
However, the question for this Court to decide is not whether 
United Park had a claim against the appellees for misconduct in 
connection with the 1975 transaction. The question is, even 
assuming that United Park did have such a claim, could that claim 
have been brought prior to 1985? The material facts that United 
Park simply cannot dispute demonstrate that the answer to that 
question is yes. 
A. The Legal Standard. 
The statute of limitations began to run in this case when 
United Park discovered, or in the exercise of reasonable care 
should have discovered, that there was a wrong to be complained of. 
See Stewart, v. K&S Co. , 591 P.2d 433, 435 (Utah 1979). 
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United Park argues that because the Court must apply the 
discovery rule to determine when the statute of limitations began 
to run, this case could not properly be decided on summary 
judgment. That argument is simply incorrect. In Koulis v. 
Standard Oil Co. of California, 746 P.2d 1182, 1185 (Utah App. 
1987), the Court of Appeals affirmed summary judgment for the 
defendant on the ground that plaintiff's claim was barred by the 
statute of limitations for fraud, Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-26(3), 
which incorporates the discovery rule. 
In Mauqhan v. SW Servicing, Inc., 750 F.2d 1381 (10th 
Cir. 1985), the Tenth Circuit, applying Utah law, recognized that 
cases involving statute of limitations defenses frequently lend 
themselves to summary disposition where the evidence is "'so clear 
that there is no genuine factual issue1 that the determinations can 
be made as a matter of law." Id. at 1388. In that case, the court 
simply was not convinced that as a matter of law the plaintiffs 
knew or should have known enough facts to start the statute 
running. However, the court did note that ,f[w]hen the claim is one 
of concealment and the very facts allegedly concealed are available 
in public records, the argument that the plaintiffs should as a 
matter of law, be held to constructive knowledge of their cause of 
action is much stronger.11 Id. See also, State of Ohio v. 
Peterson, Lowry, Rail, Barber & Ross, 651 F.2d 687, 694 (10th Cir. 
1981), cert, denied, 454 U.S. 895 (1981) ("[a]ny rule which makes 
the statute of limitations necessarily a jury question defeats the 
statute's purpose of preventing trials of stale claims"). 
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Most recently, in an opinion filed in January 1991, the 
Utah Court of Appeals affirmed summary judgment against a 
corporation alleging breach of fiduciary duty by a former 
stockholder on the ground that the claims were barred by Utah Code 
Ann- § 78-12-27 (1987), the same statute of limitations applicable 
in this case.8 See Webb v. R.O.A. General, Inc., 152 Utah Adv. 
Rep. 12 (Utah App. 1991). 
B. LaMar Osika's Actual Knowledge of All the Facts 
Allegedly Giving Rise to United Park's Claim Commenced the Running 
of the Statute of Limitations in 1975. 
While United Park would have this Court believe that no 
one other than the defendants or their agents had actual knowledge 
in 1975 of the facts upon which the company now bases its claims, 
the undisputed facts are to the contrary. At oral argument below, 
United Park made a belated attempt, completely unsupported by the 
record, to taint the independence of its former officers and 
directors who were involved in the 1975 transactions by claiming 
that they had ties to ARCO and ASARCO or that they were "implicated 
in the wrongdoing." However, even if these unsupported allegations 
could have created a genuine issue of material fact, which the 
district court correctly found they did not, there is still one 
person who United Park has not even attempted to dispose of. 
The district court ruled that United Park"s claims 
against ARCO and ASARCO were barred by § 78-12-27's three-year 
limitation applying to claims against directors and stockholders, 
and that the claims against Royal Street were barred by the four-
year catch-all limitation contained in § 78-12-25(3). 
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E. L. "LaMar" Osika appears nowhere in United Park's 
Brief even though he was one of the people most involved with the 
1975 restructure of GPCC. United Park has never disputed that he 
was independent of ARCO and ASARCO and has never claimed that he 
was in any way implicated in any wrongdoing in connection with the 
1975 transaction. As Secretary/Treasurer and a stockholder of 
United Park, Mr. Osika probably had as much knowledge as anyone 
about the transaction. He describes his participation in the 1975 
restructuring of GPCC as that of "the negotiator." (R. 7944 at 29-
30.) Because he carried on the day-to-day activities of United 
Park and attended the company's directors1 and shareholder's 
meetings, as well as GPCC directors' meetings during the critical 
period, there is no question that Mr. Osika received, on behalf of 
United Park, the critical information and documents which the 
company now implies were available only to the wrongdoers and their 
operatives. 
Principal among United Park's claims of alleged 
concealment is that it was only through document production and 
deposition testimony the company "learned critical information that 
it had been unable to obtain beforehand, particularly with respect 
to 1975 values of United Park's land and the comparative values 
received by the parties to the Agreements." (Appellant's Brief at 
49.) 
The undisputed facts demonstrate that this contention is 
false. At a meeting of GPCC's board of directors on November 25, 
1974, Robert Wells, one of the Royal Street managers of GPCC, 
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distributed a proposed recapitalization program for United Park, 
together with a summary of residual values of the company's land 
holdings as of November 1, 1974. That summary projected the 
development value of GPCC's properties to be over $27.4 million as 
of April 1978, with the Deer Valley/Lake Flat properties alone 
worth over $15 million. Mr. Osika, who attended the meeting, was 
privy to these facts and to the directors' discussion of the 
various documents and aspects of the proposed program. See 
Addendum 12. 
On that same day, Mr. Osika reported on the board meeting 
in a letter to Clark Wilson (an ARCO representative on United 
Park's board) and forwarded the documents he had received: 
Herewith enclosed are the agenda and 
actions passed at a meeting of the Board of 
Directors of Greater Park City Company held 
November 25, 1974, in the law office of 
VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy. Also 
included are financial statements as of 
October 31, 1974, for Greater Park City 
Company, private offering of 753,500 shares of 
Greater Park City Company's common stock and 
residual values of land holdings as of 
November 1, 1974. All proposed actions were 
passed at the meeting. 
(R. 7976, Ex. 8.) 
The record further substantiates that Mr. Osika was 
present at GPCC board of directors' meetings on April 14, May 5 and 
May 22, 1975 in which critical discussions concerning the actual 
restructure took place. (R. 7261, Exs. C, D and E.) He also 
attended United Park's stockholder's meetings of May 27 and 
October 7, 1975 at which the restructure was described to the 
shareholders of United Park. In fact, Mr. Osika acted as the 
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secretary of both those meetings, a role he assumed in virtually 
all of United Park's shareholders' meetings from at least 1971 
through his retirement in 1981. 
The record is unequivocal and undisputed that Mr. Osika's 
knowledge and participation in the 1975 restructure of GPCC was 
substantial. He even assisted in the preparation of the 
September 2, 1975 proxy statement. Given his knowledge and his 
undisputed independence from ARCO and ASARCO, Mr. Osika could have 
brought the claims now presented by United Park as early as 1975. 
The reason he didn't, of course, is that he approved of and 
supported all the agreements entered into in connection with the 
1975 transactions. He believed then, and believed on the day his 
deposition was taken in this case, that the restructure of GPCC was 
the best thing that United Park could have done under the 
circumstances. And that is what he told to Mr. Bernolfo when Mr. 
Bernolfo interviewed him in 1986 prior to filing this action. 
Mr. Osika did not bring or induce anyone else to bring 
United Park's claims in 1975--but he could have. As a result, the 
statute of limitations on United Park's Third and Fourth Claims 
against Royal Street began to run in that year. 
C. United Park's Concealment Argument with Respect to 
the Outside Shareholders is Completely Without Merit. 
As a result of the September 2, 1975 proxy statement, 
United Park's outside shareholders knew or should have known of 
their claims arising from the 1975 transaction. Under Utah law, 
"if one is fully informed of such facts and information as would 
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put a person of ordinary intelligence and prudence upon inquiry, 
and one makes no inquiry, then he or she is deemed to have 
discovered all that would have been revealed, and the running of 
the statute of limitations commences." Koulis v. Standard Oil Co. , 
746 P.2d 1182, 1185 (Utah App. 1987). Accord, Webb v. R.O.A. 
General, Inc., 152 Utah Adv. Rep. 12, 13 (Utah App. 1991). 
United Park tries to avoid the impact of the proxy 
statement by arguing that whether a document such as a prospectus 
gives shareholders knowledge of a cause of action is a question of 
fact to be determined in light of all the evidence. Appellantfs 
Brief at 37. The problem with this argument is that here no one 
needs to determine whether the proxy statement put United Park's 
shareholders on inquiry notice of potential claims. It is 
undisputed that as a result of merely reading the proxy statement, 
six shareholders contacted United Park to complain about or 
question the proposed 1975 transactions. See Addenda 4-10 hereto. 
Mr. Jerome Gartner, an attorney representing shareholder 
Timothy Donath, sent a 14-page letter reciting all the reasons why 
the proposed reorganization should not be approved. He called the 
proxy statement misleading and pointed out that the rights of the 
minority shareholders may well differ from the majority and "other 
conflicting interests involved in the proposed agreement." He went 
into great detail describing the 1971 agreements and emphasized 
that United Park had gone to great lengths in those agreements to 
ensure that if the expansion and development program of GPCC did 
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not succeed, then United Park could recover all its property from 
GPCC. Mr. Gartner emphasized the key issue in his mind: 
The question is why UPK [United Park] 
should abandon most of its property rights 
because of the UA Group's [Royal Street] 
failure, and why UPK should not recover all 
the property based on the original precautions 
provided for in the 1970 agreement approved by 
the stockholders. 
(R. 7977 [Addendum 4] at 7.) 
Mr. Gartner then went on to catalog the points of error 
he perceived in the proxy statement and to raise a series of 
questions for the company's consideration, including the following: 
(1) The statement that the proposed disposition "will 
not have a material effect on the company's assets" ignored the 
dual position of United Park as both an equity holder and mortgagee 
of the property. 
(2) The statement that the property had only nominal or 
no special book value did not consider that the company had a 
number of appraisals of valuation of the ski resort with which to 
estimate for the shareholders the value of the resort and component 
parts so they could have some basis to decide the fairness of the 
consideration they were receiving. 
(3) The proxy statement provided no meaningful way for 
the shareholders to evaluate whether Unionamerica was receiving 
property that properly belonged to United Park. 
(4) Are any of the properties being disposed of to 
Unionamerica in payment of unsecured loans that properly should 
have been equity capital? 
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(5) Have profits erroneously, unfairly or illegally been 
drawn for the benefit of Unionamerica and related companies in 
detriment of United Parkfs rights? 
(6) What is the benefit to United Park in assigning 
approximately 6,000 acres in the ski slope rather than canceling 
the lease? 
(7) Did not the directors of GPCC have a fiduciary duty 
to the shareholders of United Park that was in conflict with the 
loyalty to themselves? What are the conflicts of interests? 
In short, Mr. Gartner's letter looks very much like a 
rough outline of the Amended Complaint that was filed in this 
action some 13 years after it was written. The issues he raises 
are virtually identical to the claims United Park now asserts. 
United Park goes to great lengths to discredit the 
defendant's argument that the Gartner letter is evidence that the 
outside shareholders had notice of potential unfairness and 
problems with the 1975 transaction. The plaintiff even argues, in 
essence, that Mr. Gartner's complaint about the transaction does 
not count because he was a sophisticated New York City lawyer who 
had litigated plaintiffs' securities lawsuits and that the standard 
that applied to him should not apply to all other stockholders of 
United Park City Mines. Mr. Gartner may have been a sophisticated 
New York lawyer, but he was not the shareholder of United Park to 
whom the proxy statement was sent. The shareholder, a Mr. Timothy 
Donath, was obviously aroused enough by the proxy statement that he 
took the matter to his lawyer. In fact, Mr. Gartner states: "The 
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hurried presentation of this demand at this late date stems 
directly from the misleading and confusing impression of the facts 
obtained from reading your proxy statement for the October 7, 1975 
meeting of shareholders. (R. 7977, Ex. 4 [Addendum 4] at 2.) 
Mr. Gartnerfs client was not the only stockholder in 1975 
who believed that the proxy statement raised red flags. For 
example, Mr. Day L. Chase of Medina, Ohio wrote: 
A copy of your Notice of Special Meeting 
of Stockholders for October 7th was received 
this morning. What a boondoggle! 
It was interesting to note that an asset 
with sufficient book value to act as a tax 
deduction, now has absolutely no value. 
Two new corporations born on the assets 
of a bankrupt. 
The ramifications are so deep, so 
insidious and unbelievable that, it could 
constitute a text for uncontrolled corporate 
maneuver. 
(R. 7250 [Addendum 5].) 
Mr. Reuben L. King of Reidsville, North Carolina felt 
sufficiently ignorant of the "terms, legal claptrap arguments, 
evasions and loopholes involved in the Proxy Statement" that he 
signed under protest to preserve his rights to seek legal redress 
against the company if there "is any larceny, legal or illegal 
rascality or subterfuge involved." (R. 7167, Ex. 7 [Addendum 6].) 
Mr. Ronald P. Hansen of Los Angeles, California, recited 
a list of concerns he had from reviewing the proxy statement, 
including 
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United Park's disposing of $972,000 worth 
of its stock for $2,000; 
the amendment of the ski leases to allow 
additional extensions to GPCC and 
restriction on United Park's right to 
sell certain properties; 
no mention of how GPCC would pay if it 
had no residential or commercial property 
development; 
no mention of increasing the interest 
rate to current rates. 
Mr. Hansen concluded that M[i]n light of the above I am unable to 
understand, and voted my proxy accordingly, why you have not 
enforced collection of funds due . . . to UPK and proposed some 
other method of UPK development of UPK properties involved." 
(R. 7254 [Addendum 7].) 
Mr. Gordon D. Stott of Mt. Kisco, New York stated that 
"even as a stockholder who has some knowledge of the background I 
question whether sufficient background material is indeed present 
to permit shareowners to pass judgment on such a complex 
situation." (R. 7256 [Addendum 8].) 
Louis C. Perry of Webster Groves, Missouri wrote that "in 
order to assess the merits of the proposed transfer of assets, I 
need financial statements of the various companies designated to 
receive the several interests to be conveyed." (R. 7257 
[Addendum 9].) 
Finally, Mr. Gartner, in addition to the letter already 
quoted, wrote a two-paragraph letter addressed to the board of 
directors, which stated in pertinent part: 
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The proposed irreparable and final action 
in selling off UPK's title and all rights to 
the Park City ski resort and invaluable water 
rights will remove forever one of the two main 
assets of UPK. The sole remaining asset of 
UPK will be the hope of income from the joint 
venture to develop the mine controlled by the 
two controlling shareholders, Anaconda and 
American Smelting and Refining Company. 
(R. 7260 [Addendum 10].) 
In short, the proxy statement triggered suspicion in 
quite a number of people. Those people chose to do nothing about 
their concerns. But their inaction does not change the fact that 
the proxy statement itself contained information from which United 
Park's shareholders knew or should have known of their claims. 
Perhaps the best evidence of the ease with which United 
Park's shareholders could have learned of any claims arising from 
the 1975 transaction is the way in which United Parkfs current 
management actually did "discover" its purported claims. What 
triggered David Bernolfo to investigate the 1975 transaction was 
not the discovery of some previously undisclosed secret that 
finally surfaced when he took office. Rather, it was something 
that was open, obvious and available to anyone: "And when I read 
the reorganization I believed that on its face it was unfair to the 
mining company. And then we started--1 started to get into the 
1975 [reorganization] a number of ways." (R. 7937 at 434.) With 
a little effort, any shareholder could have gone through the 
exercise that Mr. Bernolfo did. The "means of knowledge are 
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equivalent to actual knowledge." Nancy Lee Mines, Inc. v. 
Harrison, 511 P.2d at 828, 829 (Idaho 1973). Accord, Armstrong v. 
McAlpin, 699 F.2d 79, 88 (2d Cir. 1983). 
The truth in this case is that no one hid the terms of 
the 1975 transactions from United Parkfs shareholders. Certainly 
some details were omitted from the proxy statement, a fact which 
United Park now maximizes from its vantage point 16 years later. 
But, as United Park's present counsel admitted under oath in this 
case, these claims are nothing new. People have been aware of them 
since 1975. 
fTlhere had been charges leveled back in 1975 
by people, in the records of the company, that 
the board had not protected the company's 
interests. I mean, this was a matter of 
common knowledge. 
A lawyer, at the time, in 1975, when they 
had the final stockholders' meeting, as I 
recall it was a stockholders' meeting, where 
these agreements were presented, had sent a 
night letter to all of the board, which was in 
the records, challenging what they were doing, 
and claiming they were selling out the 
interests of the stockholders. So this was 
nothing new. [Emphasis added.] 
(R. 7969 at 242.) 
The district court understood the import of the 
undisputed facts in this case. It properly ruled that the four-
year statute of limitations on United Park's claims against Royal 
Street began to run in 1975. 
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IV. 
THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY DISMISSED UNITED 
PARK'S CLAIM AGAINST ROYAL STREET FOR 
REFORMATION OF THE 1971 AND 1975 AGREEMENTS. 
United Park's Twelfth Claim seeks identical relief 
against Royal Street and GPCC. Accordingly, Royal Street adopts 
the argument of GPCC on this point, a summary of which appears at 
page 20-21 of this Brief. 
V. 
THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY RULED THAT UNITED 
PARK HAS WAIVED OR IS ESTOPPED FROM ASSERTING 
ITS CONTRACT CLAIMS FOR WATER TREATMENT COSTS 
AND FOR ALLEGED UNDERPAYMENT OF LIFT REVENUE. 
The contract claims against Royal Street and GPCC are 
identical on this issue. Accordingly, Royal Street adopts the 
argument of GPCC on this point, a summary of which appears at page 
21 of this Brief. Additionally, Royal Street adopts the arguments 
of Wells Fargo with respect to estoppel and waiver of United Park's 
contract against Royal Street. 
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CONCLUSION 
For all the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully urged 
that the district court's order granting summary judgment in favor 
of Royal Street be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted this 15th day of February, 1991. 
GIAUQUE, CROCKETT & BENDINGER 
Richard W. Giauque 
Wendy A. Faber 
500 Kearns Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 533-8383 
By fr&JU^ 
Attorneys for Royal Street Land 
Company, Deer Valley Resort 
Company, Royal Street of Utah 
and Royal Street Development 
Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
On this 15th day of February, 1991, four copies of the 
foregoing Brief of the Royal Street appellees were sent by first-
class mail with postage thereon fully prepaid to: 
WATKISS & SAPERSTEIN 
David K. Watkiss 
David B. Watkiss 
Perrin R. Love 
Carolyn Cox 
310 South Main, 12th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
STRACHAN & STRACHAN 
Gordon Strachan 
P.O. Box 4485 
Park City, Utah 84060-4485 
PRINCE, YEATES & GELDZAHLER 
James A. Boevers 
175 East 400 South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
BURBIDGE & MITCHELL 
Richard D. Burbidge 
Stephen B. Mitchell 
139 East South Temple, #2001 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Merlin 0. Baker 
Jonathan A. Dibble 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
PARSONS, BEHLE & LATIMER 
Randy L. Dryer 
Elisabeth R. Blattner 
185 South State, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & BACHTELL 
Michael F. Jones 
1850 Beneficial Life Tower 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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Attorneys for Defendants 
Greater Park City Company and 
Alpine Meadows of Tahoe, Inc. 
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Royal Street Land Company 
Royal Street Development Company, 
Inc., Deer Valley Resort Company 
and Royal Street of Utah 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & FLETCHER 
Attorneys for Intervenor 
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MAY 1 5 1890 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED PARK CITY MINES COMPANY, 
a Delaware corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS1 AND 
INTERVENOR1S MOTIONS 
TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS 
GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY, a 
Utah corporation; et al., 
Defendants. 
WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A., 
Intervenor. 
Civil No. C-86-3347 
and 
Civil No. C-86-8907 
Judge Pat B. Brian 
GREATER PROPERTIES, INC., a 
Delaware corporation, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, 
N.A., a national banking 








4 J 4 A A A fL1 / l^«JrV7 
In connection with all defendants1 and intervener's 
motions to dismiss or for summary judgment, pursuant to URCP 
56(e) defendants Atlantic Richfield Company ("ARCO"); ASARCO, 
Inc. ("ASARCO"); Greater Park City Company ("GPCC"); Royal 
Street Land Company, Deer Valley Resort Company, Royal Street 
of Utah and Royal Street Development Company, Inc. (all 
collectively referred to as "Royal Street" or the "Royal Street 
defendants"); Alpine Meadows of Tahoe, Inc. ("AMOT"); and 
intervenor Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. ("Wells Fargo"), moved to 
strike all or portions of the Affidavits of David W. Bernolfo, 
Harold W. Taylor, Louis H. Callister and Edwin L. Osika filed 
by plaintiff United Park City Mines Company. The motions to 
strike were heard by the Court at the April 4, 1990 hearing on 
defendants' and intervenor's motions to dismiss or for summary 
judgment. The Court reviewed the affidavits, considered the 
legal memoranda and oral arguments, and entered its Memorandum 
Decision on the motions to strike. Accordingly, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motions to strike are 
denied. 
DATED this / Q day of May, 1990, 
BY THE COURT: 
J2_ / ^ 4 . 









I hereby certify that, on the j day of May, 1990, 
I caused to be mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing ORDER ON DEFENDANTS1 AND INTERVENORfS MOTION 
TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS to the following: 
David K. Watkiss 
David B. Watkiss 
WATKISS & SAPERSTEIN 
310 South Main, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-2171 
James A. Boevers 
PRINCE, YEATES & GELDZAHLER 
175 East Fourth South, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Richard D. Burbidge 
Stephen B. Mitchell 
BURBIDGE & MITCHELL 
139 East South Temple, #2001 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Michael F. Jones 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & FLETCHER 
Suite 1850 Beneficial Life Tower 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Gordon L. Roberts 
Randy Dryer 
Elisabeth R. Blattner 
PARSONS, BEHLE & LATIMER 
185 South State, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Merlin O, Baker 
Jonathan A. Dibble 
Keith A. Kelly 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
400 Deseret Building 
79 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
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MAHLER 
I, Suite 900 - ' } -




ttre I, Suite 900 
t Fourth South 
! Lake City 
Gordon Strachan, Esq. 
STRACHAN & STRACHAN 
614 Main Street, Suite 401 
P.O. Box 4485 
Park City, Utah 84060-4485 
Philip C. Potter, Jr. 
Donald N. Dirks 
DAVIS, POLK & WARDWELL 
One Chase Manhattan Plaza 







annexed to a copy of the document or notice, specifying the times when, and 
the paper in which, the publication was made. 
History: L. 1951, ch. 58, § 1; C. 1943, Summons, proof of publication, Rules of Civil 
Supp., 104-25-14. Procedure, Rule 4(g). 
Cross-References. — Probate notices, pub-
lication in newspapers, § 75-1-404. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 58 Am. Jur. 2d Notice § 31. 
C.J.S. — 66 CJ.S. Notice § 21. 
Key Numbers. — Notice <£=» 14. 
78-25-15. Filing of affidavit — Original or certified copy as 
evidence. 
If such affidavit is made in an action or special proceeding pending in a 
court, it may be filed with the court or clerk thereof. If not so made, it may be 
filed with the recorder of the county where the newspaper is published. In 
either case the original affidavit, or a copy thereof certified by the judge of the 
court or officer having it in custody, is prima facie evidence of the facts stated 
therein. 
History: L. 1951, ch. 58, § 1; C. 1943, for copies furnished by party, Rules of Civil 
Supp., 104-25-15. Procedure, Rule 77(e). 
Cross-References. — Officer not to charge 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 58 Am. Jur. 2d Notice § 31. 
C.J.S. — 66 CJ.S. Notice § 21. 
78-25-16. Parol evidence of contents of writings — When 
admissible. 
There can be no evidence of the contents of a writing, other than the writing 
itself, except in the following cases: 
(1) when the original has been lost or destroyed, in which case proof of 
the loss or destruction must first be made. 
(2) when the original is in the possession of the party against whom the 
evidence is offered and he fails to produce it after reasonable notice. 
(3) when the original is a record or other document in the custody of a 
public officer. 
(4) when the original has been recorded, and the record or a certified 
copy thereof is made evidence by this code or other statute. 
(5) when the original consists of numerous accounts or other docu-
ments which cannot be examined in court without great loss of time, and 
the evidence sought from them is only the general result of the whole. 
Provided, however, if any business, institution, member of a profession or 
calling, or any department or agency of government, in the regular course of 
business or activity has kept or recorded any memorandum, writing, entry, 
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print, representation or combination thereof, of any act, transaction, occur-
rence or event, and in the regular course of business has caused any or all of 
the same to be recorded, copied or reproduced by any photographic, photo-
static, microfilm, micro-card, miniature photographic, or other process which 
accurately reproduces or forms a durable medium for so reproducing the origi-
nal, the original may be destroyed in the regular course of business unless its 
preservation is required by law; and such reproduction, when satisfactorily 
identified, is as admissible in evidence as the original itself m any judicial or 
administrative proceeding whether the original is in existence or not, an 
enlargement or facsimile of such reproduction is likewise admissible in evi-
dence if the original reproduction is in existence and available for inspection 
under direction of court The introduction of a reproduced record, enlargement 
or facsimile, does not preclude admission of the original. 
In the cases mentioned in Subdivisions (3) and (4), a copy of the original, or 
of the record, must be produced; in those mentioned in Subdivisions (1) and 
(2), either a copy or oral evidence of the contents. 
History* L. 1951, ch. 58, § 1; C. 1943, 
Supp., 104-25-16; L. 1983, ch. 165, § 1. 
Amendment Notes, — The 1983 amend-
ment deleted "unless held in a custodial or fi-
duciary capacity or" before "unless its preser-
vation is required" in the first sentence of the 
second paragraph. 
Cross-References. — Abstracts of title ad-
missible m evidence, § 1-1-15 
Best evidence rule, when secondary evidence 
admissible, Rules of Evidence, Rules 1002, 
1004, 1006, 1008 
Contents of writing proven by testimony, de-
position or written admission of party against 
whom it is offered, Rules of Evidence, Rule 
1007. 
Statute of frauds, § 25-5-1 et seq. 
Summaries of writings as proof of contents, 
Rules of Evidence, Rule 1006 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Original in possession of adverse party. 
Secondary evidence. 
Summary of noncomplicated exhibits. 
Original in possession of adverse party. 
Testimony concerning the defendant com-
pany's records was properly admitted into evi-
dence as an exception to the best evidence rule 
where the president of the defendant company, 
who had custody of the records, refused to 
grant access to the records and had left the 
state so the records could not be produced, and 
the plaintiff had made an attempt to produce 
the records Meyer v General Am Corp , 569 
P 2 d 1094 (Utah 1977). 
Secondary evidence. 
Where records should have been kept, and 
are not produced, the court should look with 
extreme caution upon secondary evidence Ste-
vens v Gray, 123 Utah 395, 259 P 2d 889 
(1953) 
Summary of noncomplicated exhibits. 
Where exhibits attempted to be summarized 
are neither so numerous nor so complicated 
that they could not be individually examined 
and appraised by the jury, the trial court was 
within its discretion in refusing to admit a 
proffered summary into evidence. Shupe v. 
Menlove, 18 Utah 2d 130, 417 P 2d 246 (1966;. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 30 Am Jur 2d Evidence 
§ 1016 et seq , 52 Am Ju r 2d Lost or De-
stroyed Instruments § 59 
C.J.S. — 32A C J S Evidence § 851 et seq., 
54 C J S Lost Instruments § 13 
Key Numbers. — Evidence <&=> 176 et seq , 
Lost Instruments «=» 8(2) 
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Brigham Young Law Review. — Reason- Opening default or default judgment claimed 
able Assurance of Actual Notice Required for to have been obtained because of attorney's 
In Personam Default Judgment in Utah Gra- mistake as to time or place of appearance, 
ham v. Sawaya, 1981 B Y U. L Rev 937
 t n a l f o r f l l m g 0f necessary papers, 21 A.L.R.3d 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 47 Am. Jur 2d Judgments .^255 
*




l u r f t o * v e * o t l c e f application for de-
A.L.R. - Necessity of taking proof as to ha- [au l t J«^nient where notice is required only 
bihty against defaulting defendant, 8 A.L.R.3d by custom, 28 A.L.R.3d 1383. 
^QYO. Fai lure of par ty or his a t torney to appear a t 
Appealabil i ty of order set t ing aside, or refus- pretr ia l conference, 55 A.L.R.3d 303. 
ing to set aside, default judgment , 8 A.L.R.3d Default judgments agains t the United S ta tes 
1272 under Rule 55(e; of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Default ing defendant 's r ight to notice and Procedure, 55 A.L.R. Fed. 190. 
hear ing as to determinat ion of amount of dam- Key N u m b e r s . — J u d g m e n t «=» 92 to 134. 
ages, 15 A.L.R.3d 586. 
Rule 56. Summary judgment. 
(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or 
cross-claim or to obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the 
expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action or after service of 
a motion for summary judgment by the adverse party, move with or without 
supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his favor upon all or any 
part thereof. 
(b) For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or 
cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought, may, at any time, 
move with or without supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in his 
favor as to all or any part thereof 
(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion shall be served at least 
10 days before the time fixed for the hearing. The adverse party prior to the 
day of hearing may serve opposing affidavits. The judgment sought shall be 
rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, 
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is 
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled 
to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory m 
character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a 
genuine issue as to the amount of damages. 
(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion. If on motion under this rule 
judgment is not rendered upon the whole case or for all the relief asked and a 
trial is necessary, the court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the 
pleadings and the evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if 
practicable ascertain what material facts exist without substantial contro-
versy and what material facts are actually and in good faith controverted. It 
shall thereupon make an order specifying the facts that appear without sub-
stantial controversy, including the extent to which the amount of damages or 
other relief is not in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the 
action as are just. Upon the trial of the action the facts so specified shall be 
deemed established, and the trial shall be conducted accordingly. (e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Support-
ing and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set 
forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirma-
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tively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein. 
Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affida-
vit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affida-
vits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, 
or further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is made and 
supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the 
mere allegations or denials of his pleading, but his response, by affidavits or 
as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that 
there is a genuine issue for trial. If he does not so respond, summary judg-
ment, if appropriate, shall be entered against him. 
(f) When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits 
of a party opposing the motion that he cannot for reasons stated present by 
affidavit facts essential to justify his opposition, the court may refuse the 
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be 
obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such 
other order as is just. 
(g) Affidavits made in bad faith. Should it appear to the satisfaction of 
the court at any time that any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule 
are presented in bad faith or solely for the purpose of delay, the court shall 
forthwith order the party employing them to pay to the other party the 
amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused 
him to incur, including reasonable attorney's fees, and any offending party or 
attorney may be adjudged guilty of contempt. 
Compiler's Notes. — This rule is similar to 
Rule 56, F.R.C.P. 
Cross-References . — Contempt generally, 
§ 78-7-18, 78-32-1 et seq. 





—Inconsistency with deposition. 
—Necessity of opposing affidavits. 
——Resting on pleadings. 
—Sufficiency 




—Waiver of right to contest. 
—When unavailable. 
—Who may make. 
Affirmative defense. 
Answers to interrogatories. 
Appeal 
—Standard of review. 
Attorney's fees 









—Weight of testimony. 
Improper party plaintiff. 
Issue of fact. 
—Corporate existence. 
—Deeds. 
—Lease as security. 
Judicial attitude. 
Motion for new trial. 
Motion to dismiss. 
Motion to reconsider. 
Notice. 
—Provision not jurisdictional. 
—Waiver of defect. 
Procedural due process. 
Purpose 
Summary judgment improper. 
—Damage to insured vehicle. 
—Dispersal of interest. 
—Findings by court. 
—Foreclosure of trust deeds. 




—Nonspecific denial of requests for admission. 
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letters, words, or numbers, or their equivalent, set down by handwriting, 
typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, magnetic impulse, 
mechanical or electronic recording, or other form of data compilation. 
(2) Photographs. "Photographs" include still photographs, X-ray 
films, video tapes, and motion pictures. 
(3) Original. An "original" of a writing or recording is the writing or 
recording itself or any counterpart intended to have the same effect by a 
person executing or issuing it. An "original" of a photograph includes the 
negative or any print therefrom. If data are stored in a computer or 
similar device, any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to 
reflect the data accurately, is an "original." 
(4) Duplicate. A "duplicate" is a counterpart produced by the same 
impression as the original, or from the same matrix, or by means of 
photography, including enlargements and miniatures, or by mechanical 
or electronic re-recording, or by chemical reproduction, or by other equiv-
alent techniques which accurately reproduce the original. 
Advisory Committee Note. — This rule is stance with Rule 1(12), Utah Rules of Evidence 
the federal rule, verbatim. The definition of (1971) 
"writing" in subdivision (1) corresponds in sub-
Rule 1002. Requirement of original. 
To prove the content of a writing, recording, or photograph, the original 
writing, recording, or photograph is required, except as otherwise provided in 
these rules or by other rules adopted by the Supreme Court of this State or by 
Statute. 
Advisory Committee Note. — This rule is Cross-References. — Proof of writing, 
Rule 1002, Uniform Rules of Evidence (1974) 78-25-9 et seq. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS The best evidence rule generally has come to 
denote only the requirement that the contents 
In general. of an available written document be proved by 
Cited the introduction of the document itself; the 
T best evidence rule has no application to a case 
n
 &e i*era • where a party seeks to prove a fact which has 
Trial court committed error by allowing de-
 a n e x l s t e n c e mdependent of anv writing. Roods 
fendant to read during his testimony from ma-
 y R o o d s 6 4 5 p 2 d 6 4 0 ( U t a h ' 1 9 8 2 ) 
terial contained in exhibits that had been pre-
viously denied admission. Intermountain Cited in Meyer v General Am. Corp., 569 
Farmers Ass'n v Fitzgerald, 574 P 2d 1162 P 2d 1094 (Utah 1977), State v Wilson, 608 
<Utah), cert, denied, 439 US 860, 99 S Ct P 2d 1237 (Utah 1980); Billings v Nielson, 738 
178, 58 L Ed. 2d 168 (1978) P 2d 1047 (Utah Ct. App 1987) 
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P R O X Y 
SPECIAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS OF 
UNITED PARK CITY MINES COMPANY 
This Proxy is Solicited on Behalf of the Management for The 
Special Meeting to Be Held on October 7, 19T5 
KXOW ALL MEX BY THESE PRESENTS that tne vr.de*ilz-td stock-^ldc* of t-e 
United Par< Cry Mines Corrpa-v a De a.vare Corpora'on (tne "Corroa-.y') cc-st.*utes ard 
appoirts Milts P Ronr.ey ard E L Osika. or eithe- or thcr. the true ar.d la.v:.! at:or-e T 
agerts and prox.es of the uncersig-ed witn tu.l power* or suoatitut.on and rcocaticr for a^ d J 
the narre place and stead or the undersized, to ^ te upon ard act with respect to a»I the sra-ts 
of Caoitai Stock ot the Corrpanv stand.rg in the name or the undersigned or wi:.- respect to 
whicn the undersigned is entit'ed to vote and act. at tKe Spec al Mee*:rc ot Stock-o de*s ot —e 
Comoany to be held at the omxe ot the Company, 309 Kearns Building Sal: Lake C.*/ Utah c-
October 7, 19/5 at 10 30 oclock tn the torenoon (Mountain Da\hght Time), and at an. ard a\ 
adjournments thereof, with all the powers rhe undersigned would possess if then and there per-
sonally present, and especially to vote 
D FOR The dispostt.cn of the Greater Park City Company stock ow-ed b" tue 
Company and the restructuring of the Company's agreerre-ts w:t- G'-atr: 
• AGAI>"ST Park City Compare as more particularly described m the Prox; State-e-.t 
dated September 2, 1975 
THE SHARES REPRESE.NTLD BY THIS PROXY TTILL BE VOTED FOR THE DI5-
POSITION OF THZ STOCK A>D THE RESTRUCTURING, UNLESS OTHERWISE l>.. 
DICATED. Further powers axe delegated hy thu Protv to the above attorneys, tgenta. and 
proxies to vote the share* of the undersigned for the transaction of in^ and all other 
business which xnav properly come before the meeting. 
The undersigned hertov re\okes any proxy or proves he-etofore gt%*~ to -c*e upon or ac: 
with respect to »ucn stocK *ird her-o% ratines and cornr*rs ail tnat sa.d a::or-e>s, a^eru ard 
prox.es, the.r substitutes, or an> ot tr.sm, ma> lawtui!/ do by v.rtue r.erjct. 
Dated 1973 
Lcjal Sigair-rs^s) cf S sc*a= ir- s; 
If vou car-ot arts-d J"? srsraJ - e r -r z tz>z 
%\zr zzi rtK.-i ta.s proxv r-crpu/ D :i*. , r* 
afcc/e e*ar« a* J:c sfe-rts art as.ej : I 
itiszz are -**ed ia v*o zaa::- ecia ~-». » s> 
>o ?o«tase is HerpiMred if this PROXY is Returned m the EnclojeJ Envelope and 'Lu cd 
in t i Lni'ed states. 
UNITED PARK CITY MINES COMPANY 
309 Kearns Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING Or STOCKHOLDERS 
To the Stockholders of 
United Park City Mines Company: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a special meeting of the stockholders of United Park City 
Mines Company, a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), will be held at the office of die Com-
pany, Room 309 Kearns Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, on Tuesday, October 7, 1975, at 10:30 a.m. 
(Mountain Daylight Time) for the following purposes: 
1. To approve the disposition of the stock of Greater Park City Company owned by the Com-
pany and the restructuring of the Company's agreements wich Greater Park City Company, 
as more particularly described in the attached Proxy Statement, 
2. To transact such other business as may properly come before the meeting or any adjourn-
ment thereof. 
In accordance with the Bylaws of the Company, the Board of Directors has fixed the close of 
business on August 22, 1975, as the date for the determination of stockholders entitled to notice of 
and to vote at said meeting. 
Stockholders who do not expect to attend in person are urged to fill in, dare, si^n and return 
promptly the Proxy in the enclosed return envelope to which no postage need be affixed if 
mailed in the United Scates. 
By Order of the Board of Directors 
E. L. Osika, Secretary 
SA: Like Grv, U:~h 
$-_7^mber2,'l9:5 
P R O X Y S T A T E M E N T 
UNITED PARK CITY MINES COMPANY 
309 Kearns Building 
Self Lake City, Utah 84101 
SPECIAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS 
October 7, 1975 
This Proxy Statement, which was mailed to shareholders on approximately September 8, 1975, 
is furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by the management of United Park City 
Mines Company, a Delaware corporation (the "Company"), for use at the Special Meeting of 
Stockholders of the Company to be held at 10:30 a.m. (Mountain Daylight Time) on October 7, 
1975, at the o£ce of the Company, 30? Kearns Building, Sait Lake City, Utah, and at any adjourn-
ment thereof. 
On August 22, 1975, the record date for determination of stockholders entitled to notice of 
and to vote at the meeting, the Company had outstanding 5,400,755 shares of capital stock, $1.00 
par value. Each such share is entitled to one vote on ever}* matter submitted to the meeting. 
On the record date, The Anaconda Company, a Montana corporation ("Anaconda"), was 
the record and beneficial owner of 993,537 shares c: capital stock of the Company, representing 
18.4% of the total shares outstanding, and Asarco, Inc., a New Jersey corporation ("Asarco") was 
the record and beneficial owner of 688,012 shares of capital stock of the Company, representing 
12.7% of the total shares outstanding. Management of the Company knows of no other stock-
holder, who holds in the aggregate, of record or beneficially, 10% or more of the outstanding capital 
stock of the Company. 
ANY PERSON GIVrNG A PROXY HAS THE RIGHT TO REVOKE IT AT ANY 
TIME BEPORE IT IS EXERCISED. 
APPROVAL OF RESTRUCTURING OF INTERESTS IN 
GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
Introductory Statement 
As a result of the inability of Greater Park City Company, a Utah corporation ("G?CC,)t 
to meet its existing contractual obligations, and to otherwise obtain financing adequate to carry 
on its business and activities, as of June 23, 1975, the principal creditors and the stockholders of 
GPCC entered into a Memorandum of Agreement ("Agreement") setting forth in general terms 
the essential provisions of and the essential steps to be taken pursuant co a plan for the adjustment of 
the assets and liabilities of GPCC. The par:;es to the Agreement are GPCC, Ur.ionamerica, Inc. 
("UA"), Royal Street Corporation ("R5C"), Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New Ycrk, as 
Trustee ("Morgan"), The Fidelity Bank, as Trustee ("Fidelity"), Alpine Meadows of Tahoe, Inc. 
("Alpine"), and the Company. 
As stated in the Agreement, the ultimate purposes of the intended transactions are to relieve 
GPCC of real estate inventory, real estate held for development, and essentially all of its real estate 
mortgage debt and to infuse into GPCC adequate equity capital to place it on a solid financial 
footing whereby its operations nuv be buccesstully md profitably conducted. In order to achieve 
these objectives, certain parties to the Agreement U v e agreed to changes or modifications m or dis-
position of their ownership interest in, or contract or credit arrangements with, GPCC an \ certain 
other ot the related parties, and Alpme has agreed to contribute funds to GPCC ihe Company has 
agreed to disposition ot its stock ownership interest in and modulation* of its contractual agree-
ments with GPCC, subject to the recjuircniL it chit they be approved by the stockholders of the 
Company. 
It is the opinion of management of the Comniuv that it the restructuring of GPCC in sub-
stantially the form established by the Agreement is not effected, GPCC will not be able to meet 
its obligations to the Company or its other major creditors and will not be able to continue in opera-
tion. As a result, the Company would be required to enforce its rights under the respective agree-
ments with GPCC, as described below, which would likely result m the recovery by the Company of 
the property interests covered or secured by such agreements It v.ould then be necessary for the 
Company to take whatever actions may be appropriate tor the operation of the ski properties and de-
velopment and sale of the real property Management believes that such action may result in pro-
tracted and complex legal proceedings and would be detrimental to the interests of the Company if 
this were to occur, and the Board ot Directors ot the Company has determined that the modifications 
described below with respect to the contractual and ownership interests and rights m GPCC axe in 
the best interests of the Company and its stockholders and recommends that the stockholders vote 
in favor of such modifications. In this respect, Anaconda and Asarco have indicated their approval 
of the provisions of the Agreement and have indicated that they irtend to vote the shares of capital 
stock m the Company which they hold m favor of the disposition and modifications. The Agreement 
provides that the disposition and modifications must be approver by the holders of a" majority of 
outstanding shares of capital stock of the Company represented a: a meeting of stockholders to be 
held prior to October 31, 1975 In order for business to be conducted at the meeting, at least a 
majority of the outstanding shares of capital stock (a quorum) must be represented at the meeting. 
Present Rights and Incerests of the Company m GPCC 
At the present time, the ownersnip interest in and the contract rights of the Company with 
GPCC are as follows: 
1. The Company owns 900,000 shares (63 2%) of the preferred stock and 900,000 shares 
(39.47o) of the common stock of GPCC whicn it acquired at an aggregate cost of $972,000. 
2. The Company and GPCC are parties to a Purchase Agreement dated as of January 1, 1971, 
as amended ("Purchase Agreement ), pursuant co winch GPCC initially had the right to purchase 
trom the Company approximates 1,200 acres or real property together with various facilities and 
improvements and personal property located at Park City, L'tar. The total price payable under the 
Purchase Agreement was the sum ot S5,574,o27, the sum of S; 949 429 of which is still payable. 
Approximately 2,014 acres of re il property are still subject to ir.e Purchase Agreement. The Pur-
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chase Agreement provides that in the event of default by GPCC thereunder or *nder the Water 
Rights Purchase Agreement or the principal Ski Slope Lease described below, the Company will 
have several alternative rights, including the right to be released from the obligation to convey any 
properties which have not previously been conveyed and to retain all payments theretofore made 
by GPCC or to treat the Purchase Agreement as a note and mortgage and proceed to foreclose the 
same. GPCC is currently in default in making payments under the Purchase Agreement, and 
accordingly, aside from the provisions of the Agreement, the Company presently has the right to 
pursue these remedies. 
3. The Company and GPCC are parties to a Water Rights Purchase Agreement dated as of 
January 1, 1971 covering the purchase by GPCC of certain water rights owned by the Company. 
The purchase price for the water rights was the principal sum of $500,000, none of which has 
been paid. The purchase price is payable at the time the last payment is made under the Purchase 
Agreement. Accrued interest on the purchase price at the rate of 6% per annum is payable monthly. 
GPCC is presently in default in the payment of accrued interest under the Water Rights Purchase 
Agreement which at July 31,1975 amounted to $25,000. 
4. GPCC is entitled upon certain performance under the Purchase Agreement to a lease 
covering 47 acres in the Deer Valley area and a lease covering approximately 700 acres in the 
Crescent Ridge area, and the Company and GPCC are parties to a lease dated as of January 1, 1971 
pursuant to which the Company leases to GPCC for the construction, development- and operation of 
ski lifts, ski runs and other winter and summer recreational and resort facilities, approximately 
5,363 acres of real property located in the Park City area. The leases and lease rights are referred 
to herein as the "Ski Slope Leases". The primary term of the Ski Slope Leases is 20 years and GPCC 
presently has the option to extend that term for an additional 20 years. The rental payable under the 
Ski Slope Leases is an amount equal to 1% of the first $100,000 of lift revenue received during 
each calendar year and 0.5% of lift revenue in excess of $100,000 received during said calendar 
year, with a minimum rental of $.50 per acre per year. During 1973 and 1974, respectively, the 
Company received $9,425 and $14,417 as rental under the Ski Slope Leases. GPCC is not in default 
in making the required payments under these leases. 
5. On July 30, 1974, the Company and other stockholders loaned to GPCC the sum of 
$2,000,000. The Company, as its participation in this transaction, loaned to GPCC the sum of 
$787,040. This loan is secured by a mortgage on certain property of GPCC at Park Gty. Principal 
on the loan was payable on April 30, 1975. The loan bears interest at a rate equal to the prime rate 
of The Chase Manhattan Bank, N. A. GPCC is presently in default in paying the principal amount 
and accrued interest on this loan. At July 31, 1975 the accrued interest payable to the Company 
amounted to $76,722. 
Proposed Modifications in the Interests of the Company 
Pursuant to the Agreement, it is proposed that the following steps will be taken with respect 
to the interests of the Company: 
1. The preferred stock of GPCC held by the Company will be sold to GPCC for $1,000. 
The cemmen stock of GPCC held by die Company will be sold to Alpine for $1,000. 
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2. Accrued and unpaid interest under the Purchase Agreement to April 30, 1975, Ih the amount 
of $169,030, will be cancelled. There will be no principal payments due and payable under the 
Purchase Agreement for the years 1975, 1976 and 1977. A principal payment of $217,179 will 
be payable on January 1, 197S, and a principal payment of $550,000 will be payable on the first 
day of each year thereafter until January 1, 19S9, at which time a final principal payment in the 
amount of $232,500 will be payable. Interest on the Purchase Agreement from May 1," 1975, to Lhe 
first day of Lhe month in which the closing of the restructuring of GPCC is effected, at the rate of 
7'fo per annum, will be paid on such closing date, and thereafter it will be payable monthly. 
3. Accrued and unpaid interest under the Water Rights Purchase Agreement to Aoril 30, 
1975 in the amount of $17,500 will be cancelled. Interest under the Water Rights Purchase" Agree-
ment from May 1, 1975 to the first day of the month in which the closing of the restructuring of 
G?CC is ejected, will be paid on such closing date, arid thereafter it will be paid monthly. 
4. Accrued and unpaid interest payable to the Company under the stockholders loan to April 
30, 1975 in the amount of $62,122 will be cancelled. In addition, the present security* Jbr such Joan-
will be released and the unpaid principal balance will be covered by a note in the principal amount 
of $787,040, payable in installments of $350,000 on January 1, 1990 and $437,040..oii January 1, 
1991, with interest thereon at the rate of Ifc per annum from May 1, 1975. The mote will be 
secured by a mortgage of the interest now held or hereafter acquired by GPCC la* certain real 
property which is presently being purchased by GPCC pursuant to the Purchase Agreement. 'Interest 
accruing on the note from May 1, 1975 to the first day of the month in which the'desing of the 
restructuring is e£ec:ed, will be paid on the date of closing. Thereafter, interest f^iil" be payable 
monthly. Management of the Company does not believe that the transactions described in Para-
graphs 1 and 3 under the caption "Actions to be Taken by the Other Parties to tEt"^ Agreement" 
will have any material e5ect on the stockholders loan. 
5. The Ski Slope Leases will be amended to provide options for two additional extensions of 
20 years each. If such options are exercised, ski rental during the first such additional extension will 
be 2fk of the first $100,000 of annual ski lift ticket revenues and lf0 of the excess, and rental 
during the second such additional extension will be 5fo of the first $100,000 and V/2J0 of the 
excess. In addition, the Company will agree that until May 1, 1980, it will not exercise its rights 
under the Ski Slope Leases pursuant to which the Company has the right to sell certain property 
covered thereby after granting to the lesset the right of first refusal to purchase such property. 
6. In order to accomplish the transactions contemplated by the Agreement, it is- intended that 
certain rights of GPCC under the Purchase Agreement, Water Rights Purchase Agreement and the 
Ski Slope Leases will be assigned or otherwise transferred to certain other entities which are parties 
to the Agreement or are amiiates of such parties. It is intended that in connection with such transfers 
or assignment, the Company will consent thereto only upon the condition that C?CC will not be 
released or relieved of or from any obligations under such agreements, that ail cross-default pro-
visions under such agreements shall remain in force and enect, and that an escrow and trust agree-
ment will be entered'into between the interested parties and First Securiry Bank of Utah, N.A. or 
such other bank as may be agreed upon, whereby all monies arising from ski operations, land sales, 
or other activities affecting s'uch properties or agreement, which any of said parties is obligated :c 
pay to give C?CC funds for the performance of Lhe terms and provisions or the agreements with 
the Ccmranv, shall be paid to such Trustee and disbursed by it to the Company upon.the indebted-
ness owing :c the Company under such agreements. 
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Actions to be Taken by the Other Parties to the Agreement 
Under the Agreement, numerous changes are required with respect to the interests of the 
other parties to the Agreement, including but not limited to the following: 
1. On June 12, 1975, a nominee of UA acquired from GPCC and Treasure Mountain Cor-
poration, a wholly-owned subsidiary of GPCC, certain real property, tiust deed notes, contracts and 
personal property in exchange for the cancellation of debt and accrued interest owing by GPCC 
and Treasure Mountain Corporation to UA in the amount of $9,225,655. UA held mortgages, trust 
deeds or other liens or encumbrances on the real property so acquired. In addition, in consideration 
for the assignments described in Paragraph 6 below, UA will cancel amounts owed to it pursuant to 
certain subordinated notes and stockholder loans which, at April 30, 1975, were in the aggregate 
amount of $552,547. 
2. RSC will sell all of its claims as a creditor of GPCC, in the aggregate amount of approxi-
mately $5,489,780, together with ail of its preferred stock and common stock in GPCC, to Alpine 
for the sum of $4,000. In addition, a wholly-owned subsidiary of RSC will have the rights referred 
to in Paragraph 5 below. 
3. Morgan and Fidelity will cancel subordinated notes, stockholder notes and accrued interest 
owed to them by GPCC, which at April 30, 1975 were in the aggregate amount of $6,240,515, and 
will contribute to GPCC all of their stock in GPCC. Subsidiaries of Morgan and Fidelity will have 
the rights referred to in Paragraph 6 below. 
4. Alpine will cancel all of the debt of GPCC transferred to it by RSC and, in addition, will 
contribute tc GPCC the sum of $1,300,000. 
5. A subsidiary of RSC will acquire from GPCC a one-half interest in the water rights covered 
by the Water Rights Purchase Agreement, a substantial portion of the developable reai estate owned 
by GPCC, including a substantial pcrtion of that which is being acquired by GPCC under the Pur-
chase Agreement (subject to the rights of the Company) and under a Real Estate Contract wkh 
Herbert S. and William M. Armstrong, for which that subsidiary will assume payment obligations 
of GPCC in the amount of $2,256,S5S under the Water Rights Purchase Agreement, the Purchase 
Agreement and said Real Estate Contract. The price payable by GPCC for these property- interests 
was approximately $2,107,46S. The Company does not know the current market value of these 
property interests. 
6. GPCC will assign its rights in the Ski Slope Leases and its rights under the Purchase Agree-
ment to purchase certain property on which the ski lifts and ski runs are situated to two newly-
formed corporations to be owned by Morgan, Fidelity and UA, which in turn will sublease such 
interests to GPCC. The interests will remain subject to the rights of the Company under the Ski 
Slope Leases and the Purchase Agreement. GPCC will remain liable to the Company for the re-
quired payments under the Ski Slope Leases and the Purchase Agreement. However, certain 
revenues from the operation of the properties will be placed in escrow and will be available, to the 
extent required, to make the payments thereunder. 
As a result of tht transactions proposed by the Agreement, when the rcstrdctunn^ of G?CC 
is effected, it is intended that GPCC will be principally engaged in the business of operating the ski 
lifts, golf course and related facilities at die Park City Resort and will not be engaged in any residen-
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tial or commercial real property development activicies, and Alpine wili own SO^c oLthe outstand-
ing common stock of GPCC and the remaining 20fc wiU be owned by UA. In addition, the liabilities 
of GPCC will not be in excess of its itscts. 
Effect on the Company's Financial Condition 
Management of the Company does not believe that the disposition of the stock of GPCC and 
the modifications of the agreements with GPCC will have a significant cScct on the Company's 
assets and business. Because of the method in which the Company has accounted foe irs stock 
interest in GPCC in past years, all of the Company's investment in Lhe stock was written off for 
accounting purproses during 1974 and prior years. Thus, the disposition of rhe stock at this 
time for a nominal consideration will not have a material effect on the Company's income and 
assets as reflected on its financial statements as at December 31, 1974. 
The Company has not accrued interest on the obligations payable by GPCC sinct September 30, 
1974. Accordingly, the foregiveness at this time of interest on such obligations through April 30, 
1975 wili not require any further adjustments in the Company's financial statements, or affect nc: 
income or net tangible book value as at December 31, 1974. It is the position of the Company, 
however, that subject to the Agreement, such interest is owing to the Company and, accordingly, 
the references to accrued interest in this Proxy Statement includes interest durmg that period of time. 
COST AND METHOD Or PROXY SOLICITATION 
Tne cost of soliciting proxies will be borne by the Company. In addition to solicitations by 
mail, arrangements have been made with brokerage houses, nominees and other custodians and 
fiduciaries to send the proxy material to their principals, and the Company will reimburse them for 
their expenses in doing so. Proxies may also be solicited personally or by telephone or by telegraph 
by the directors and officers of the Company without additional compensation. 
OTHER BUSINESS 
The management is not aware of any other business which will come before the meeting. If 
any other business should come before the meeting, the persons named in the proxies solicited by 
management will vote on it according to their best judgment. 
By Order of the Board of Directors 
E. L. CsiXA, Secretary 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
September 2, 1975 
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Tab 4 
J E R O M E G A R T N E R 
A T T O R N E Y AT LAW 
3 t O MADISON A V E N U E 
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10017 
OXFONO 7 - O O » 0 
October 3, 1975 
Mr. Clark L. Wilson, Director 
United Park City Mines Company 
309 Kearns Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dear Mr. Wilson: 
I am writing to you on behalf of Timothy Donath who has been 
a shareholder, for a long time, of the United Park City Corporation 
(hereinafter referred to by its New York Stock Exchange symbol, UPK). 
I respectfully demand that you, individually and collectively 
as directors of UPK adjourn the scheduled meeting of October 7, 1975 
until you issue a revised proxy statement setting forth the fairness 
of the consideration to be received by the UPK stockholders; and 
consider, review and modify your proposed final sale of the valuable 
ski resort, Park City, as set forth in fuller detail below. And 
further, that you take immediate steps to withdraw your signature end 
approval from the proposed reorganization of G?CC (Greater Park City 
Corporation, which presently controls the ski area) and related 
corporations, until careful review of the proposed abandonment of the 
invaluable rights of the ski area now possessed by UPK. These rights 
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for value, who will cut off the claims now enforcable against the 
other parties to the proposed transaction. 
The hurried presentation of this demand at this late date 
stems directly from the misleading and confusing impression of the 
facts obtained from reading your proxy statement for the October 7, 1975 
meeting of shareholders• Only intensive research and review of the 
inccmplete set of documents available for inspection at the New York 
Stock Exchange and Securities and Exchange record room at Federal 
Plaza, New York made possible the facts and analysis outlined below, 
to aid you to make the correct determination before it is too late, 
to preserve the rights of the UPK stockholders to the valuable property 
being abandoned in the proposed agreement set forth in your October 7 
proxy statement. Particularly, I call your attention that the riqhts 
and interests of the minority stockholders may well vary from those 
of controlling stockholders and other conflicting interests involved 
in the proposed agreement; and that your duty as directors is to all 
the shareholders. 
The great loss about to be suffered by the shareholders of UPK 
can best be understood by a brief description of the background of the 
company, this history of the ski resort and the original agreement 
approved by the stockholders in 1970. 
BACKGROUND OF COMPANY (UPK) 
UPK owns an old and famous silver mine, started in the I8~nis, 
located about thirty miles outside Salt Lake City, Utah, and reputedlv 
the original basis of the gresrc Hearst fortune. The mining ar^s 
( Continued) 
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originally contained hundreds of individual claims, many of which were 
later consolidated into UPK. After the prosperity during World War II, 
the mine'a prosperity depended on the fluctuating prices of silver, 
zinc and lead, although its ore is very rich, with consistently close 
to 25* yield in zinc and lead, as well aa varying amounts of silver. 
With an apparently quasi-independent Board of Directors, the mine was 
regularly worked in the 1950'a and 1960*8 and, aided by a government 
grant, acme exploration of resources waa done. 
In the early 196^'a, the directors decided to exploit the 
potential of the land above the mine for a aki reaort and the greatly 
increased value of land adjoining a aki resort for aki houses. With 
the aid of a million dollar loan from the Small Bueiness Administration, 
the Park City ski resort waa atarted, aki lifts built, and land sales 
commenced on the 10f000 odd acres of the mountain owned by UPK. 
Litigation was auccessfully pursued to substantiate the UPK 
rights to water, upon information and belief subsequent to the sale 
agreement of the contested rights to the UA group (defined below). 
Water rights are invaluable in this arid area of the vest. 
1970 DECISIONS 
About 1970, two major decisions were made: first, to lease 
the mine to the two controlling shareholders, Anaconda and American 
Smelting and Refining Company, who were to build a 750 ton/day 
concentrator and actively exploit the mine. (The concentrator went 
into use in April of 1975 and, according to the Anaconda 1A Q report 
of spring, 1975, should prcduce over 6°tonn tons of lead and zinc 
(Continued) 
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concentrate, and 1.2 million ounces of silver each year from April, 
1975, onward. UFK will be entitled to one-third of the profit 
after the mining companies recover the costs of their investment. 
The mine is operated completely by the mining companies end UFK has 
a passive equivalent of a royalty position with a small guaranteed 
annual payment from the mining companies' joint venture. 
Secondly, at the same time, a deal was entered into with 
Union American, and some affiliates of Union American (hereinafter 
T^ferr^d to as UA) for the intensive development of the ski resort of 
Park City, for the purpose of building it into one of the major ski 
areas of the world. 
TTnui in 1970, the two major assets of UFK were sold and leased 
end the agreements thereof submitted for stockholder approval, which 
was obtained. The Board of Directors was and has continued to be 
constituted of paid employees of Anaconda and American Smelting, plus 
several non-employee directors. It would appear that effective centre 1 
of the Board of Directors and policies rest with the two controlling 
shareholders through their representatives on the Board of Directors. 
BACKGROUND OF THE SKI RESOFT ARRANGEMENTS 
The 1970 ski resort agreement was between UFK and a group of 
companies controlled by UA (hereinafter r^fcrTed to as UA Group). 
The UA Group includes the Greater Park City Corporation (GFCC), 
Treasure Mountain Corporation, Royal Street Corporation, Western 
Mortgage, and other companies whose names are presently unknown. 
In capsule, UFK was to have a double position in the new 
arrangement: first, the right to approximately half of the c-uitv 
stock in the new ski resort development, and, secondly, the protection 
(Continued) 
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of a first purchase money mortgage, whose terms provided that UFK 
could recover all the property and improvements, if there was any 
^.default in paying the five million doller purchase price (payable 
over a period of years). The UA Group was to provide en initial 
four And one-half million dollars ecuity capital as well as to arrange 
additional financing and operate the ski resort and building venture. 
The agreement as presented to the stockholders in 1970 
spelled out many of the precautions in the original agreement 
between the UA Group and UFK, to safeguard the UFK interest in the 
ski resort* Among them were: 
(1) The 4200 acres to be sold to the UA Group were divided into 
fourteen parcels with title to be released over a period of time as 
payments were received and building commenced on a particular parcel. 
(2) The sale of water rights was, in effect, not final until the final 
payment was made for the purchase price. 
(3) The 610O acres containing the ski lifts and recreational arees 
were only leased to the UA Group. 
(4) The UA Group had to invest not less than 4.5 million dollars in 
capital beeore the agreement would become effective. 
(5) The UA Group had to spend not less than $150,000.00 in feasibility 
studies, preliminary land use analyses, market studies and revenue 
projections. 
(6) Other protective clauses included maintenance of property and a 
variety of vavs for UFK to enforce its rights if payments were net trace. 
(Continued) 
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(7) Representation by UPK was provided on the board o£ boards of 
several of the UA Group. 
(8) UPK received the rights to accuire approximately half of the acuity 
in the ski resort company at a nominal sum, vhich rights were mostly 
exercised by UPK. 
At the time this agreement was made, UPK vas running a 
substantial functioning ski resort with operating revenues of 
approximately one million dollars a year. Land sales, however, were 
minimal. UA was handed, for a downpayraent of one million dollars, 
rights over 10,000 acres of valuable land, a going ski resort, and 
valuable water rights, in return for their premise to supply equity 
capital, expertise and borrowing ability. 
This agreement could be characterized as follows: UPK 
purchased a partner to develop the ski resort, which partner claimed 
to have the money and the financial and real estate expertise to 
profitably develop the potential of ski houses around a major ski 
resort. UPK gave the UA Group over half of the profits and interest 
in return for a small down payment and numerous promises to put in 
the necessary funds, borrow more funds and provide the real estate 
knowhow. 
The original agreement took many precautions to protect the 
UPK position should the UA Group not be able to successfully deliver 
as promised. These precautions, whose details are spelled out in the 
1970 agreement, can be summed up as follows: UPK would recover all 
(Continued) 
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the property and improvements if the UA Group wag not successful. 
It is clear from the number and details of the precautions that the 
possibility of failure en the part of the UA Group was both contemplated 
and provided for in the original agreement. 
As of October, 1975, it is clear that the ski resort project 
is not presently an economic success, and the UA Group has failed 
in carrying out its part of the original bargain. 
The Question is why UH< should abandon most of its property 
rights because of the UA Group's failure, and why UPK should not recover 
all the property based on the original precautions provided for in the 
1970 agreement approved by the stockholders. 
Payment of three million dollars, starting three years from 
now, for the ski resort values the improvements at zero and the 
acreage at $300 per acre and the water rights at zero. 
A rough and probably low estimation of $1^,000 for a building 
site values all of UPK1a interest at approximately 3nn building sites. 
(Continued) 
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PROPOSAL C? PROXY STATEMENT FOR OCTOBER 7, 1975 MEETING 
Upon information and belief, the present proposed proxy statement 
for the October 7 meeting is materially misleading, fa*!ls to set forth 
the fairness of the consideration to be received by UPK for the proper :y 
being disposed of, and is in violation of the SEC rules and regulations, 
particularly l^BS and Section 14, particularly those specifying the 
fairness of the consideration for property disposition and providing 
of financial records for previous years. Further, the present 
proposal violates the directors' duties to the shareholders, especially 
minority shareholders, under state and common law equity and law. 
Raised below are some of the particular points of error in 
this prcocy statement: 
Ch page six, EFFECT ON COMPANY'S FINANCIAL POSITION, your 
statement that the proposed disposition "vill not have a material 
effect en the company's income and assets" is, upon information and 
belief, false and misleading. 
1. It ignores the dual position the company holds as both 
an equity holder in the ski slope corporation and its fall-back 
position when the notes are not paid to receive all the property and 
improvements back. 
2. To state that book value is zero is to ignore how ycur 
accountants, Price Waterhouse, originally determined the value of the 
company's interests in the 10,000 acres and ski properties. According 
to your annual report for 1970, Price Waterhouse stated that they were 
simply assigning the arbitrary value of the five million dollars tc be 
(Continued) 
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rece ived from the UA Group as the v a l u e , and were unable t o determine 
any other v a l u e s . As i l l u s t r a t e d below, book value of land held over 
10O years bears no r e l a t i o n t o the true value . 
3 . The above paragraph ignores that the or ig ina l 197H agreement 
contemplated that the company could rece ive the property back in case 
of a d e f a u l t ; tha t the p r o t e c t i v e prov i s ions were not the usual ones 
of a mortgage and bond s o l e l y , but were much more ex tens ive , and 
a c t u a l l y of an owner who was p r o t e c t i n g himself i n case the a l l eged 
lander and developer could not d e l i v e r on h i s express and implied 
promises t o s u c c e s s f u l l y develop the s k i area , which in f a c t has now 
happened. 
4 . You have a v a i l a b l e a number of appra i sa l s of va lua t ion of 
the s k i r e s o r t a r e a : 
a . Valuation repon: submitted for SBA loan in the 1960 ' s ; 
b . $150 ,000 .00 study done by UA Group in 1970-71 as 
p r e c o n d i t i o n t o c l o s i n g the agreement; 
c . Valuat ions and appra i sa l provided to various landing 
banks by the UA Group as part of lending done 1971 - 1975; 
d. AppriseIs and va lua t ion reports tendered to Morgan 
Guarantee group for 1974 l o a n s ; 
e . Appraisal and v a l u a t i o n as part of UFK lending $7^0,^nn#nn 
t o UA Group f o r s k i r e s o r t in 1974; 
f • F inanc ia l s tatements 1971 - 1975 from UA Group, GFCC amd 
the r e s t , showing p r i c e s rece ived f o r house s i t e s T p r o f i t s frcra s a l e s , 
e t c . 
Therefore i t would e a s i l y be p o s s i b l e for you t o provide the 
(Continued) 
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shareholders with the estimates cf value of the ski resort and 
component parts so the shareholders could have some basis to decide 
the fairness of the consideration to be received as recuired by Rule 
14 of the SBC, disposition of property. 
The logic offered by your book value approach to the UPK 
interest is illustrated below; 
I particularly want to call your attention to the question 
of the fairness of the consideration to be received for the abandonment 
of both the equity position in Park City ski area and the abandonment 
of the right under the original agreement with Union American end 
related affiliates to recover all the property if the payments were 
not faithfully made, vhich is the present fact. 
You make the statement, to summarise, that ell the property 
interest of UPK in the thousands of acres of Park City ski area has 
only nominal or no special book value (apparently lumping the stock 
and underlying property reversion right together) and will not 
affect the company's financial position. 
Pollowing this reasoning, what is the value to the United 
States of Alaska, which was accuired within the same decade that the 
original* predecessor of United Park Mines accuired the slopes of 
Park City. The United States paid $7,000,000.00 (Sewardfs Folly) 
for Alaska, establishing the book value. If your technical reasoning 
is correct, the United States could sell Alaska to the oil companies fc:r 
(Continued) 
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that same amount and the citizens would have received book value, 
and therefore not affected their financial condition. 
Alaska is an excellent example that the book value of property 
acquired 10O years ago may bear no relationship to its present true 
value. Your allegation that there is no fi nancial loss to the company 
based on the book value of the land, either in the ecuity value of 
stock or the reversionary property right is, upon information and 
belief, a material misstatement to the stockholders, depriving 
them of any reasonable basis of determining the fairness of the 
consideration. 
RSIATION CF UNION AMERICA TO UPK 
Your proxy statement provides no meaningful way for the 
shareholders to evaluate whether Union America is not receiving pieces 
of the ski resort that properly belong to UPK. 
1. The original agreement provided for the UA Group to provide 
4.5 million in capital. The second amendment to the option agreement 
appears to provide that Union America could lend 4 million to the UA 
Group of companies involved in the ski resort. If this is true, ere 
any of -the properties being disposed of in the June 22 agreement referrec 
to on page 5 of your proxy statement in payment of that unsecured lending 
which was, under the stockholder ratified version, to be capital at 
risk by Union America. 
2. According to the March 1974 issue of Fortune Magazine, 
page 15S, : 
"An initial $4-millicn investment, already recovered, 
in the 5,2nn-acre ski village of Park City, Utah, for instance, 
has produced $14 million in development, construction, and 
long-term financing fcr Unionamerica. (Bob Volk, an ardent skier, 
(Continued) 
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frequently stays in a company-owned Park City condominium.)" 
Where did the four million come from; did not part of that belong to 
UFK; vas that money supposed to remain in the company; have profits 
erroneously, unfairly and illegally been drawn from the UA Group 
for the benefit of Union Aiaerica and related companies in detriment of 
UFK rights? 
Does RSC, as part of the Union America Group have any rights 
superior to UFK that entitle it to receive one-half of the water 
rights? What is the benefit to UFK in assigning the approximately 
6,000 acres in the s.ki slope rather than cancelling the lease? 
3. Did not the directors of the UA Group, including GFCC, 
Treasure Mountain end Western Mortgage, have a fiduciary duty to the 
shareholders of UFK' which was in conflict with the loyalty to the 
UA Group? What decisions are reflected in the proposed assigning of 
assets to the UA Group? 
4. Do any conflicts exist between the UA lending group and 
the controlling shareholders of UFK? 
UNANg.TSRSD PROXY STATEMENT QUESTION 
1. What is the estimated cost to UFK of the litigation which 
might result if this agreement is not approved? 
2. What is the estimated value to be received by UFK if the 
company's rights are enforced under the 197H agreement? 
OTHER PROBLEM REGARDING PROXY ST*TTMENT 
The proxy statement does state in two places of the six-r^c* 
(Continued) 
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document that UPK could recover all the property. Even a careful 
reading of the entire proxy statement would not aler'S-the share-
holder to the following key facts: 
1. The original agreement ratified by the shareholders 
contemplated, in case of default, recovery of all the property, 
and its language and intent was greater than a mortgage position. 
2. Any estimate of the value of the various property 
rights being .in effect abandoned is omitted. If 6,0on acres were 
only leased, why should UFK part with them now as part of this 
arrangement? If the legal remedies are pursued and all the property 
returned, what are the potential gains? 
3. What is the security of the various lenders that they should 
receive most of the equity, particularly in regard to the UA Group? 
4. It is ignored that Park City has become one of the great 
ski resorts of the world, and its value and potential is much greater 
than when the agreement was first entered into in 1970. 
Unless the United States is in a permanent recession or 
depression, the value of ski property is likely to recover rapidly. 
I, THEREFORE, RESPECTFULLY DEMAND that you in your individual 
capacities, and collectively as officers and directors of UPK edjcrjm 
the scheduled meeting of October 7, 1975, revise the proxy statement 
in conformity with the SEC rules and regulations, fully inform th^ 
(Continued) 
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s h a r e h o l d e r s of t h e n e c e s s a r y f a c t s , i n c l u d i n g t h e v a l u e of t h e 
s k i p r o p e r t i e s and o t h e r q u e s t i o n s r a i s e d a b o v e , and c o n s i d e r , r e v i e w <tnc 
m o d i f y y o u r p r o p o s e d a c t i o n i n d i s p o s i n g of t h e p r o p e r t y v a l u e s i n 
P a r k C i t y s k i r e s o r t v h i c h UFK possesses. As d i r e c t o r s and o f f i c e r s , 
I u r g e i n r m e d i a t e r e v i e w of y o u r d u t i e s t o s t o c k h o l d e r s , i n c l u d i n g 
m i n o r i t y s t o c k h o l d e r s who w i l l be m a t e r i a l l y a f f e c t e d by y o u r 
p r o p o s e d a c t i o n s . 
S i n c e r e l y , * 






Tnita~ Far-.-: C i ty Mines Company 
3C9 Mearr.s Bui ld ine 
Sa l t Lake C i t y , Utah °±ICI 
C-entlemen: 
A. copy of your Mo "ice of Special Meeting of 
Stockholders for October 7th v?as received this morn-
ing. ' h~t 3 bccndc—le J 
It was interesting to note that an asset with* 
sufficient book value to act as a tax deduction, now 
has absolutely no value. 
As pointed out before, ycu could hardly wait 
to exercise your stock option in a defunct organization 
so that you could forgive a larger debt. This could 
only happen if contrived. 
I spoke of the natural and very visible end 
o* the V/ater* Rights debacle in a prior letter. 
Two new corporations born on the assets of a 
bankrupt. 
The ratifications are so deep, so insidious 
and unbelievable "hat, it could constitute a text for 
uncontrolled corporate maneuver• 
A. simple minded man ( without the knowledge 
of all promises made, documented and otherwise) 
would say to take our lumps, foreclose the best 
security we will ever have, charge off the balance 
and ferret planning a devious pattern and method for 
for taking additional losses a fer' years hence. 
curs 
UtjLi. 
:av L. Ci-iase 
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Talapbona No. (801) 332-4031 
Mr. lauban L. Xing 
203 L***ooville Ave. 
leidsville, HC 27320 
Daar Mr. King: 
Va thank you for your proxy racantly submitted and vlsh to tay that tha 
proposal for raatructura of Greater Park Clcy Coapany vas approvad by tha 
shareholders« 
Va appreciate your intaraat in tha company and recognise that our trans-
action for raatrueturiog Greater Park Clcy Coapany vat vary coaplax and 
difficult to understand. iovever, our Board of Directors gave full 
consideration and deemed the proposal aa outlined in the proxy statement 
as in tha beat interest of the company and shareholders. 
Yours vary truly
 9 





Ronald P. Hansen 
1115 S. Flm Dr. *507 
Los Anaeles, Calif. ^00** 5 
Sept. 22, 1975 
0. L. Osika, Secretary, 
United Park°Mines Company, 
309 Kearns Building, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84101 
Dear Sir: Re: Stockholders Meeting 10'7/75 
Greater Park City Company(GPCC) 
I recently received a proxy statement as a stockholder 
in United P a r ^ A m e s Company (UPK) . 
In reviewing the proxy statement I note: 
(a) GPCC has not paid UPK as of 4/30/7 5 for-
Purchase Agreement (2,014 Acres) $3,^49,429 $16°,030 
water Rights 500,000 17.500 
Stockholders Loan 787,040 62.1*2 




(b) Above stock to be disposed of for $2,000 
(c) Ski Slope Lease (6,110 acres) being amended to 
allow GPCC additional extentions and restriction 
on UPK exercise of right to sell certain properties 
included therein while (a) is unpaid. 
(d) No guarantee is mentioned that other GPCC stockholders 
will guarantee to pay for (a) as mentioned in 
UPK 1974 Annual Report. 
(e)- No mention of how GPCC proposes to repay (a) if 
no residential or commercial property development. 
(f) Stockholders Loan proposed security appears to 
duplicate Purchase Agreement security. 
(g) No mention of interest rate increase to current rates. 
(h) Anaconda and Asarco are mentioned as having indicated 
their intention to vote in favour of disposition and 
modification. 
In light of the above I am unable to understand, and 
voted my proxy accordingly, why you have not enforced collection 
of funds due under (a) to UPK and proposed some other method 
of UPK development of UPK properties involved. 
A reply to the above items would be appreciated at your 
earliest convenience. 
Your> truly 
Ronald P. Hansen 
CC. J.B.M. Place, President 
Anaconda Company, 
2 5 Broadway, 
New York, N.Y. 10004 
R.L. Hennebach, President 
Asarco, Inc. 
120 Broadway, 




GORDON D. S T O T T 
SJLlZrBS HOAD 
MT. KXSCO. N. Y. 10549 
/ - VV v - ?~*^  
6 : .• 
Mr. E.L. Osika, Secretary-Treasurer September 30, 1975 
The United Park City Mines Company 
309 Kearns Bldg. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Dear LaMar: 
Reference is made to our earlier correspondence in June and July 
concerning the Greater Park City Company's reorganization. I believe I 
initially asked if some of the underlying agreements were available for 
stockholder inspection. You advised me in June that they had not as yet 
been drafted and that a complete condensation would appear in the proxy 
statement and material seeking approval by United Park City stockholders. 
I have that proxy statement. It is indeed a f,condensationffand 
my hat is off to the attorneys who were able to squeeze so much into so little. 
However, even as a stockholder who has some knowledge of the background I 
question whether sufficient background material is indeed present to permit 
shareowners to pass judgement on such a complex situation. Accordingly, 
I would still, for my own benefit, like to see the supporting agreements 
prior to the October 7th meeting. 
I plan to be in Salt Lake on the morning of October 6th and 
hope that I can examine the material in question at your office. If any 
questions arise on the matter please call John Horsley at Moyle 5 Draper. 
Sincerely, 
\ * • r v.
 # | . i ; 
Gordon' D.% Stott 





LOUIS C. PERRY CO. 
Rrn] Estatp and lasurnnrp 
LOUtS C PERRY JR 
679 WEST LOCKWOOO AVENUE 
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119 
Phone 962-6266 
Are* Code 314 
September 11 , 1975 
Mr. E. L. Osika 
United Park City Mines Co. 
309 Kearns Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84101 
Dear Mr. Osikai 
With reference to proxy material for Special Stockholders 
Meeting to be held on October 7, 1975, in order to assess 
the merits of the proposed transfer of assets, I need financial 
statements of the various companies designated to receive 
the several interests to be conveyed. Also, the ownership 
of these companies should be disclosed. 
Specifically, would appreciate receiving statements 
of Greater Park City Company, Unionamerica, Inc., Royal Street 
Corporation and Alpine Meadows of Tahoe, Inc., together with 






Saptsabar 24, 1975 
Mr. Louis C. Parry 
679 Wast Lodnrood Avanua 
Wabstar Crovaa, HO 63119 
Daar Mr. Parryi 
la ansvar to your lattar of Saptaabar 11, 1975, sad la ordar to eoasarva 
tlat, va suggast that you mrlta dlractly to tha various eovpsnlas for in-
formation raqulrsd* 
Va ara barsvith listing tha addrassaa of thasa coapanlasi 
Ualona»ariea, Inc. 
Flguaroa at fifth Straat 
Los Aagalas
 f CiL 90017 
CPCC 
P. 0. Box 39 
Park City, Ut 84060 
loyal Straat Corporation 
520 loyal Straat 
lav Orlaaas, Li 70130 
Alpina Maadovs, Inc. 
P. 0. Box AM 
Tahoa City, OL 95730 
Tours vary truly, 







A T T O R N E Y AT LAW 
3 1 0 M A D I S O N A V E N U E 
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10017 
OXrono 7.00*0 
October 3, 1975 
Board of Directors 
United Park City Mines Company 
309 Kearns Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dear Sirs : 
I am writing on behalf of Mr. Timothy Donath, who has been a 
shareholder for a long time of United Park Mining (UPK) and 
wish to point out that there are many other minority shareholders 
in the same position. 
The proposed irreparable and final action in selling off UPK's 
title and all rights to the Park City ski resort and invaluable 
water rights will remove forever one of the two main assets of 
UPK. The sole remaining asset of UPK will be the hope of income 
from the joint venture to develop the mine controlled by the 
two controlling shareholders, Anaconda and American Smelting and 
Refining Company. 
Enclosed is a copy for each of the directors and officers 







Hov«*ar 23 , 1974 
Mr. Clark L. Wilson 
Chairaan Szacutlva Cocas! t t a a 
Unltad Park City Mlnaa Company 
1S49 Vast Scrch Ta«pia 
Sale Laka City , Utah 84116 
Daar Mr. Wilson: 
Harswith enclosed a r t tha agenda and act iona passad ac a awating of tha Board of 
Diractors of Grsacar Park City Coopany bald Hovambar 23, 1974, i n tha law o f f l e a 
of Van Cote, Bag lay , Cornwall 4 McCarrhy. Also includad ara f inanc ia l s t a t a u n c s 
as of Octobar 31* 1974
 9 f or Great ar Park City Ccarpany, privata of far ing of 
723,500 sharaa o f Graacar Park Ci ty Ccopazxy's ccanon a took and raa idus l valuaa 
of land boldings as or Hovaabar 1 , 1974 , Al l propoaad act ions vara passad ac tha 
tnaacing. 
Mr. Xing ttacad thac tha s u i t encarad by Slwood Nia l san against Graatar Park 
saaoad to hava no b a s i s and chat a a c t i o n to d i smis s i t would ba asda for quick 
s a c t i a o s n t , wi th a sendy to ba mada of councar s u i t . 
Tha r a c a p i t a l i n a c i c n raporc was d i s c u s a ad ac soma l a a g t h . Mr. Travis scatad 
thac i t waa s t i l l tha f a a l i n g of Unltad Park City Mlnaa Ccapany that a guaranty 
of paymanc of a purchasa contrac t vottld bava to ba obtain ad bafora Onitsd Park 
could ra l inqul sh l t a a c u i t y i n Graacar Park. Ha a l s o sea tad thae Unltad Park 
would, saad to hawa a i a t i r oo tha Board of Biracrnr* and* thac nal£har of thaaa 
raquiraoanta war-a marvel on ad i n tha privaca placaoanc of f a r . Mr. St a m said ba 
vmdaracood tha r a y i r ^ a n c a t and thac thay would ba a parr of tha prlvata p laca-
s c o t guarancaa* p o s s i b l y by 3oyai S traac Corporation, Unionaoariea, and Mr, X. 
Mr. Gil Buciar s c a t ad thac ba f a i t i t was c r i t i c a l to bawo a 99-yaar laaaa aa a 
b u i l t - i n i n f l a t i o n hodga for a proapacciva invaacor . Ha a l s o scacad that tha 
prafarrad stock now i s s u a d would ba a dacriaane to acquiring aa inwaator. Ha 
a l s o stacad that a guaranty of paraaoc of contract did not tmmm p r a c t i c a l and 
that ba was- spaaklng from tha s tandpoint of a proapacciva invaatnr . Mr. Trawls 
s t a t s d chsc Unitsd Park was i n a p o a i t i o n to forca bankruptcy, which Unltad Park 
did not wish to d o . Mr. Buci ar sea tad thac aa* bankruptcy laws wars baing forau-




amounts vert considered in with other liabilities. Mr. bright Hertin stated 
thet United lark wes in a moch different position, being that of the lessor or 
holder of en unfulfilled contract end thet he did not feel it would be eonaid* 
ered in the asms light es e mortgags. Mr. Stem stated thet he understood the 
Mining company's position end thet he felt the proposed private offering wes 
probably ovmx optimistic end thet the actual placement would be et grester cost 
than shown. It elso stated that ths offering report ee shown wes to be etudied 
with all parties to stake any tc—tnt necessary mm soon as possible. 
Kr. lomney stated that any provisions for privets offering other than ee discus-
sed at ths last Greater Fark Executive H—tttse meeting would probebly £ake 
United fark shareholder action, which would be time consuming, expensive, and 
with undeterminable results. 
Ths shove constant* are brief end condensed but Z believe carry the tone of the 
meeting. 
Tours very truly, 




MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
A meeting of the Board of Directors of Greater Park 
City Company, a Utah corporation, was held &t 141 East First 
South Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, on Monday, November 25, 
1974, at 10:30 a.m. 
The following directors of the corporation were pres-
ent: 
Edgar B. Stern, Jr. 
J. Warren King 
Dwight W. Martin 
Robert W. Wells 
Ralph Lautmann 
Gilbert Butler 
Lee C. Travis 
Arthur Q. Davis 
In addition, E. L* Osika, Miles P. Rcmney, Niles Andrus, Merle 
Huseth, F. G. Becker and M. Scott Woodland were in attendance. 
Edgar B. Stem, Jr., served as Chairman of the meet-
ing, and M. Scott Woodland served as Secretary o£ the meeting. 
The Chairman stated that notice of the meeting had 
been given in accordance with the By-Laws of the corporation 




was present and that the meeting was duly called, convened 
and ready for the transaction of business. 
Upon motion of J. Warren King, seconded by Ralph 
Lautmann and unanimously carried, the directors waived the 
reading of the minutes of the meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors held May 21, 1974, and approved said minutes in the forms 
which had previously been delivered to the directors. 
The Chairman introduced Mr. F. G. Becker to the di-
rectors and recommended that Mr. Becker be elected as a "Vice 
President-Heal-Estate- Sales of the corporation. At the re-
quest of the President, Mr. Becker reviewed for the directors 
his experience and employment during recent years. Upon mo-
tion of Dwight W. Martin, seconded by J. Warren King, the fol-
lowing resolution was adopted: 
RESOLVED: That F. G. Becker be and he is hereby 
elected to the office of Vice President-Real Es-
tate Sales of Greater Park City Company, to serve 
in that capacity at the will of the Board of Di-
rectors of the corporation. 
At the request of the Chairman, Robert W. Wells pre-
sented for consideration by the directors the form of a pro-
posed Agreement between Greater Park City Company and Develop-
ment Associates, Inc., providing for the sale to Development 
.?- C1002511 
Associates, Inc., of the 20,000 shares of the issued and 
outstanding Common Stock of Park City Properties, Inc., 
owned by Greater Park City Company. Mr. Wells recommended 
that said Agreement be approved. Mr. Wells further requested 
that the directors ratify and approve the contribution to the 
capital of Park City Properties, Inc., by this corporation as 
of November 1, 1974, of the amount of $76,103.44 by forgive-
ness of debt in said amount and that the corporation contrib-
ute to the cagvital of Park City Properties, Inc., on April 1, 
1974, or on the closing date of the sale of stock to Develop-
ment Associates, Inc., pursuant to the aforesaid'Agreement, 
of an amount equal to any indebtedness of Park City Proper-
ties, Inc., owing to Greater Park City Company on said date. 
Upon motion of Arthur Q. Davis, seconded by J. Warren King, 
and unanimously carried, the following resolutions were ad-
opted: 
RESOLVED: That the form of Agreement between Greater 
Park City Company, as ffGPCC,M and Development Asso-
ciates, Inc., providing for the sale to Development 
Associates, Inc., of 20,000 shares of the issued and 
outstanding common stock of Park City Properties, 
Inc., a copy of which was presented to this meeting, 
be and the same is hereby approved. 
RESOLVED: That the appropriate officers of this cor-
poration be and they are authorized, empowered and 
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directed to execute such agreement with such changes 
therein as the officers executing the same deem ap-
propriate and to take such action as is necessary to 
fulfill and discharge the obligations of GPCC there-
under. 
RESOLVED: That the contribution by Greater Park 
City Company to the capital of Park City Properties, 
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of this corporation, 
as of November 1, 1974, in the amount of $76,103.44 
by the forgiveness of debt in a like amount, be 
hereby ratified, confirmed and approved. 
RESOLVED: That this corporation contribute to the 
capital of Park City Properties, Inc., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of this corporation, on April 1, 1975, or 
on the closing date of the sale of the stock of Park 
City Properties, Inc., to Development Associates, 
Inc., if earlier/ an amount equal to any indebtedness 
of Park City Properties, Inc., owing to this corpora* 
tion on said date by forgiveness of such debt. 
Robert W. Wells described to the directors a proposed 
sale by Greater Park City Company to Unicnamerica, Inc., or a 
party designated by it, of a one-acre tract adjacent to the 
Clementine ski run for the sum of $100,000.00 in cash, which 
would be applied as partial payment of development loans from 
Unionamerica, Inc., to Greater Park City Company, plus reim-
bursement of design costs incurred by Greater Park City Company 
with relation to a lodge to be constructed on said tract in the 
sum of approximately $25,000.00. Mr. Wells indicated that 
Unionamerica, Inc., had requested that Greater Park City Company 
-4-
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warrant that the zoning of said tract will, for a period of 
five years, permit construction of a 12-unit condominium or 
comparable-size lodge on said tract and agree that it will 
not make sale of any land between said tract and the Clemen-
tine ski run or uphill from said tract and adjacent to the 
Clementine ski run to be used for construction of any build-
ing or improvement, nor will Greater Park City Company con-
struct any above the surface improvements thereon. Upon mo-
tion of Dwight W. Martin, seconded by Arthur Q. Davis, the 
following resolution was adopted: 
RESOLVED: That Greater Park City Company sell to 
Unionamerica, Inc., or a party designated by it, a 
one-acre tract situated above Crescent Ridge Road 
and adjacent to the northwesterly side of the Clem-
entine ski run, for a purchase price of $100,000.00, 
said purchase price to be applied as partial payment 
of a presently outstanding development loan from 
Unionamerica, Inc., to Greater Park City Company, 
plus reimbursement to Greater Park City Company of 
design costs heretofore expended by Greater Park City 
Company with relation to the lodge contemplated to 
be constructed on said site, which costs are in the 
approximate amount of $25,000.00. 
RESOLVED: That, in connection with said sale, Greater 
Park City Company: 
(a) Warrant that the zoning of said one-acre tract 
will, for a period of five years following the 
date of the sale, permit the construction, use 
and operation of a 12-unit condominium or com-
parable-size lodge on said tract; and 
- 3 - ClOO'^M 
(b) Agree that Greater Park City Company will not 
make sale of any property between said one-
acre tract and the Clementine ski run or ad-
jacent to the Clementine ski run and uphill 
from said tract, to be used for construction 
of buildings or facilities thereon, nor will 
Greater Park City Company construct any above 
the surface improvements thereon. 
Ralph Lautmann abstained from voting on said motion. 
Robert W. Wells reported that construction and in-
stallation of the Theriot Springs water treatment and storage 
facilities had been completed in accordance with the Agree-
ment between Greater Park City Company and Park City Munici-
pal Corporation and possession thereof had been delivered to 
Park City Municipal Corporation on November 19, 1974. Mr. 
Wells reported that a formal ceremony with relation to trans-
fer of said facilities was scheduled to be held on December 4, 
1974. No action was required in connection with said report. 
At the request of the Chairman, Merle Huseth pre-
sented the Financial Statement of the corporation as of Octo-
ber 1, 1974, and discussed certain aspects thereof with the 
directors. No action was required in connection therewith. 
Messrs. Stem, King, Wells and Huseth described to 
the directors the present status of studies relating to the 
possible recapitalization of the corporation and presented to 
the directors a written outline of a proposed recapitalization 
-6-
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program, as well as a summary of residual values of land 
holdings of the corporation as of November 1, 1974. The 
directors discussed various aspects of said proposed pro-
gram and outline. No action was taken in connection there-
with. 
Robert W. Wells indicated that Greater Park City 
Company had contributed to the capital of Treasure Mountain 
Corporation the sum of $72,776.00 as of April 30, 1974, and 
the sua of $795,555,00 as of October 1, 1974, by forgiveness 
of debt in said amounts. Mr. Wells requested that the direc-
tors ratify and approve such action. Upon motion of J. Warren 
King, seconded by Ralph Lautmann, the following resolutions 
were adopted: 
RESOLVED: That the contribution by Greater Park 
City Company to the capital of Treasure Mountain 
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of this cor-
poration, as of April 30, 1974, in the amount of 
$72,776.00; by forgiveness of debt in a like amount, 
be and it is hereby ratified, confirmed and approved. 
RESOLVED: That the contribution by Greater Park 
City Company to the capital of Treasure Mountain 
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of this cor-
poration, as of October 31, 1974, in the amount of 
$795,555.00, by forgiveness of debt in a like amount, 
be and it is hereby ratified, confirmed and approved. 
C1002516 
Mr. Wells presented to the directors copies of a 
Sale Agreement dated as of November 7, 1974, between Greater 
Park City Company, as "Seller," and Harold S. Smith, as "Pur-
chaser/1 a Lease dated as of November 7, 1974, between said 
parites and a short-form Lease dated as of November 7, 1974, 
between said parties, all of which related to the sale and 
leaseback of the property and building at 1600 Park Avenue 
owned by the corporation, which was formerly used as a ware-
house and is presently being remodeled to permit use as cor-
porate offices. Upon motion being duly made, seconded and 
unanimously carried, the following resolutions were adopted: 
RESOLVED: That the execution and delivery on be-
half of Greater Park City Company of the following: 
(a) Sale Agreement dated as of November 7, 1974, 
between Greater Park City Company, as "Sel-
ler," and Harold S. Smith, as'"Purchaser"; 
and 
(b) Lease dated as of November 7, 1974, between 
Harold S. Smith, as "Lessor," and Greater Park 
City Company, as "Lessee"; and 
(c) Short Form Lease dated as of November 7, 1974, 
between Harold S. Smith, as "Lessor," and 
Greater Park City Company, as "Lessee"; 
copies of each of which documents were presented to 
this meeting, be and the same are hereby ratified, ap-
proved and confirmed as the acts of Greater Park City 
Company. 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the appropriate offi-
cers of Greater Park City Company be and they are 
hereby authorized and empowered in the name of and 
on behalf of the corporation and under its corporate 
seal or otherwise to make, execute, receive and de-
liver any and all instruments, papers and documents 
and do and perform any and all acts and things which 
shall be or become necessary, proper, convenient or 
desirable to implement, effectuate and fulfill the 
obligations of Greater Park City Company under the 
aforesaid documents, 
J. Warren King discussed with the directors the ac-
tion entitled "In the United States District Court for the 
District of Utih, Central Division, Elwood L. Nielsen and 
Great Eastern Mining Company, a Utah corporation, Plaintiffs, 
vs. Greater Park City, Warren King, Jan Wilkington and John 
Price, Civil No. 74-357," copies of the Complaint in which ac-
tion had theretofore been distributed to the directors. Mr. 
King advised that the deposition of Mr. Nielsen had been 
scheduled and that it was contemplated that a motion to dis-
miss would be filed in said action. He indicated that it was 
the intention of management to diligently defend said case. 
The directors discussed the background of the action but took 
no action in connection therewith. 
Written reports from the division managers of the 
Communications Division, Design, Engineering, Offsite Proj-
ects and Management Divisions, Food and Beverage Department, 
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Hotel Division, On-Site Construction Division, Personnel 
Department and Resort Division and a written report with 
relation to Real Estate status were presented to the direc-
tors. No action was taken in connection therewith. 
Robert W. Wells presented to the directors and de-
scribed the terms of a certain Real Estate Contract dated 
as of November 1, 1974, between Greater Park City Company, 
as "Seller," and Harold S. Smith, as "Purchaser," a Bill of 
Sale dated as of November 1, 1974, between Greater Park City 
Company, as "Vendor,ff and Silver King Lodge Associates, as 
"Vendee," and a Management Agreement dated as of November 1, 
1974, between Silver King Lodge Associates, as "Owners," and 
Greater Park City Company, as "Manager," relating to the prop-
erty known as the Silver King Lodge. Mr. Wells requested that 
the directors ratify and approve the execution, delivery and 
performance of said documents by the corporation. Upon motion 
being duly made, seconded and unanimously carried, the follow-
ing resolutions were adopted: 
RESOLVED: That the execution and delivery on behalf 
of Greater Park City Company of the following: 
(a) Real Estate Contract dated as of November 1, 
1974, between Greater Park City Comnany, as 
"Seller," and Harold S. Smith, as "Purchaser"; 
and 
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(b) Bill of Sale dated as of November 1, 1974, 
between Greater Park City Company, as "Ven-
dor,ff and Silver King Lodge Associates, as 
"Vendee"; and 
(c) Management Agreement dated as of November 1, 
1974, between Silver King Lodge Associates, 
as "Owners," and Greater Park City Company, 
as "Manager"; 
copies of each of which documents were presented 
to this meeting, be and the same are hereby rati-
fied, approved and confirmed as the acts of Greater 
Park City Company. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the appropriate of-
ficers of'Greater Park City Company be and they are 
hereby authorized and empowered in the name of and 
on behalf of the corporation and under its corpo-
rate seal or otherwise to make, execute, receive 
and deliver any and all instruments, papers and doc-
uments and do and perform any and all acts and things 
which shall be or become necessary, proper, conveni-
ent or desirable to implement, effectuate and fulfill 
the obligations of Greater Park City Company under 
the aforesaid documents. 
Upon motion being duly made, seconded, and unanimously 
carried, the following resolution was adopted: 
RESOLVED: That the meeting of the Board of Direc-
tors of Greater Park City Company previously sched-
uled to be held on December 10, 1974, be postponed 
to and be held at 11:00 a.m., January 21, 1975, at 
the Administration Building at Park City Resort. 
There being no further business to come before the 
-11-
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meeting, it was, upon motion being duly made, seconded and 
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GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
RESIDUAL VALUES OF LAND HOLDINGS 
NOVEMBER 1, 19 74 
Greater Park City Company controls approximately 5,000 
acres of real estate in and around the Park City Resort. This 
memorandum summarizes the development potential of this real 
estate and presents its estimated residual value. Schedule 1 
summarizes this residual value. Following Schedule 1 is a nar-
rative summary of each parcel, indicating its planned use and 
the method of valuation. This memorandum accompanies a pro-
forma reflecting the projected results of operations of Greater 
Park City Company for the four years ending April 30, 1978. 
Residual values in this memorandum are projected to April 30, 
1978, net of projected sales of real estate through that date. 
Exhibit 1 contains development plan maps reflecting 
the general nature of the Companyfs land holdings. 
Exhibit 2 is a summary of significant land sales by 
the Company from February, 19 71 to date, presented here for 
the readers information in establishing comparables. 
Exhibit 3 is a copy of an MAI appraisal prepared in 
August of 1973 on the Holiday Ranch development of the Company, 
presented here as support of projected values of that develop-
ment as well as for information it contains relating to com-
parable sales by parties other than the Company. 
Exhibit 4 is a summary of land planning and engineering 
80000261 
studies of the Company relating to the proposed development 
of its Deer Valley - Lake Flat tracts. 
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GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
SUMMARY OF RESIDUAL VALUES - REAL ESTATE 






























Treasure Mountain Village 
Corner Hwys. 224 & 248 
.4 acre on Park Avenue 
Masonic Hill 
Treasure Hill 










Thaynes Condominium Site 
Claimjumper II Site 
Ten Acres - Hwy. 248 
West Thaynes Subdivision Site 
Silver King Lodge Site 
Park City lots & misc. 










































































































































GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
November 1, 1974 
RESIDUAL VALUES OF REAL ESTATE 
TREASURE MOUNTAIN VILLAGE AREA -
GPCC owns 6.36 acres between the existing village 
development (Marsac Mill Manor & Silver Mill House pro-
ject) and the proposed Sheraton site. This tract hc\.<= 
been preliminarily master planned as high density com-
mercial and condominium or hotel property. Prototype 
buildings have been designed to determine maximum densi-
ties.
 N The site will allow 15 prototype buildings of 4 
levels with underground parking. Building area can con-
tain 270,000 square feet excluding parking. 540 rooms 
can be developed with an additioric.il 67,500 sq. ft. of 
commercial space. On a density basis @ $3,000 per unit 
the property is valued at $2,160,000. On a comparable 
land value basis, the present market indicator of value 
of $6 per square foot or approximately $1,660,000 for 
the tract. 
GPCC owns 2.4 acres east of the proposed Sheraton 
site and north of the Silver King Lodge. This tract 
has also been planned as a part of the Village complex 
and can allow 6 buildings of the type described above. 
On a density basis, the tract is valued at $864,000 and 
on a comparable land value basis, it is valued at 
$625,000. 
GPCC owns 3.119 acres presently used as the Resort 
main parking area. Its value for development depends 
on the economics of locating day skier parking elsehwere 
and busing skiers. On a density basis, the tract is val-
ued at $1,152,000 and on a comparable land value basis 
@ $815,000. These values are reduced by the cost of 
developing alternative parking for 340 cars @ $2,000 per 
car or $680,000. 
Land 
Density Comparable Mean 
Total Value-11.9 acres $4,176,000 3,100,000 3,638,000 
Cost of Parking 680 ,000 
Net Value 2,958,000 
Sales Projected through 1978 1,440,000 
Value of Residual 1,518,000 
2. 1.6 ACRES - CORNER OF Hv\TYS. 224 & 243 
This tract lies on the northeast corner of the two 
highway intersection leading into Park City. Its proposed 
use is commercial and the location is prime. The narrow 
depth of the property is some detraction from value. Pro-
jected value is $3 sq. ft. less a 1/3 discount because of 
its configuration. 
Approx. 70,000 sq. ft. @ $2.00 = $140,000 
3. .4 ACRES ON PARK AVENUE - BETWEEN PROPOSED HOLIDAY INN 
AND GPCC OFFICE BUILDING 
This tract has a prime location but lacks depth. It 
measilres approximately 80' X 220 ' with the 220f being Park 
Avenue frontage. It has been offered for sale to the op-
erator of a proposed shuttle bus depot @ $1.50 sq. ft. 
17,000 sq. ft. @ $1.50 = $25,500 
4. MASONIC HILL - APPROX. 180 ACRES 
This tract lies east of lower Park Avenue leading into 
Park City. The terrain is hilly and is suitable for very 
low density residential development. It is valued at $5,000 
per unit for one unit per five acres, resulting in a net val-
ue of $1,000 per acre. 
180 acres C $1,000 = $180,000 
5. TREASURE HILL - 170 ACRES SOUTH AND EAST OF BASE LODGE 
This tract is very hilly terrain. It runs from the 
base lodge south to the southern end of the old City but 
is irregular and has limited access. Part of it is used 
for ski terrain. Its value is speculative. 
180 acres $-0-
6. 30 ACRES - HV7Y 224 CONNECTED TO HOLIDAY RANCH SADDLE 
Twenty acres of this tract lies on Hwy 224, running 
from the Holiday Ranch entrance road 1600' south. Ten 
acres lies to the east in the saddle adjacent to the Holi-
day Ranch development. The northernmost 13 acres is re-
served for future day skier parking (1400 cars). Seven 
acres of highway frontage is valued for commercial use 
at $1.50 sq. ft. and the ten acre saddle is valued at .50* 
sq. ft. for residential or lodge nase. 
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7 acres @ $65,000 = $455,000 
10 acres @ $20 ,000 = 200,000 
$655,000 
7. DEER VALLEY - 4 81 ACRES 
This tract, together with the land in the Lake Flat 
area, combines to represent the probable most valuable 
land held by GPCC. Preliminary land planning studies in-
dicate a density of 1500 units. Present land pricing 
follows a guideline of $5,000 per unit. This tract is 
valued @ $7,500 per unit, the increase representing the 
prime nature of the tract. Deer Valley is the entrance 
or base of expansion of Park City skiing. It connects by 
lifts to Lake Flat forming a large "V" of skiing around 
the sourthern end of the City. Because of the projected 
overall low density of 3 units per acre, the tract value 
averages less than $.50£ sq. ft. 
1500 units @ $7,500 11,250,000 
On site development costs 
(See Exhibit 4) 1,512,000 
Net 9,738,000 
8 & 9. LAKE FLAT AND SURROUNDING AREA - APPROXIMATELY 700 ACRES 
These tracts adjoin Deer Valley on its southern end 
and represents the most unique property controlled by GPCC. 
Engineering and density planning suggests approximately 
six small developments in the area. A total of 1010 units 
are projected in the total area utilizing only approximately 
100 of the approximate 700 acres for development. The re-
mainder of the property would be utilized as open space, 
ski area, and wooded areas. 
Density prices are based on $8,000 per unit which is 
considered conservative when compared to present day values 
of less desirable properties in other areas. 
1010 units at $8,000 8,080,000 
Development Costs (Exhibit 4) 2 ,444 ,304 
Net 5,635,696 
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HOLIDAY RANCH TRACT 
This tract consists of approximately 850 acres lying 
in the% northeast corner of the boundaries of the City of 
Park City, the center of the t:.act being located approximately 
1 3/4 road miles from the present ski area base. Approxi-
mately 820 acres of the property was acquired by the Company 
from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in Feb-
ruary, 1971 in a cash transaction for $450,000. The remain-
ing approximately 30 acres was acquired from UPCMC as a part 
of the base purchase agreement. Two-thirds of the tract 
consists of relatively flat terrain and is bounded on the 
north and northeast by rolling hills. The tract is accessed 
from the west off State Highway 224 and from the south off 
State Highway 24 8. 
The tract has been master planned and engineered by 
the Company and development began in 19 73 with the construc-
tion of a 100 unit 168 acre ranchettes subdivision. The 
subdivision was completed and marketing began in September, 
1974. 
Planning of the tract envisions it as the future center 
of permanent population of Park City and as a highly desir-
able residential community area for Salt Lake City employ-
ment. Proposed development will surround a championship 
golf course and a major tennis complex. Designated develop-
ment parcels have the flexibility of being used for single 
family, cluster or high density condominium development. 
Land use is as follows: 
Golf Course and Clubhouse area 142 acres 
Equestrian Center (stables and riding 
area) 20 acres 
Tennis & Swim Complex 7 acres 
Reserved for Park City Institute use 













Community Services (School and Church 
sites) 
Light Services Commercial 
Residential Development -
Holiday Ranchettes Subdivision 
(completed) 
Low Density Single Family Homesites 
Higher Density Single Family, cluster 
development, townhouses sites (golf 
course frontage) 
The following development costs are estimated as nec-
essary to improve the property to its highest and best use, 
including cost of amenities and primary road and utility 
system. The road system consists of asphalt paved roadv/ay 
with curb and gutter. All utilities are underground. 
The tract was appraised by Mr. Augustas Johns, MAI, of 
Salt Lake City in August of 19 73 (Exhibit B ) . Mr. Johns 
evaluated the development ground within the* tract, excluding 
the Holiday Ranchettes subdivision, at approximately $4,300, 
000 or $9,300 per acre, assuming the use of the entire tract 
as planned by the Company. On a market value approach, as 
opposed * to a development plan approach, he utilized land 
comparables to arrive at a total tract value of $4,500,000. 
Subsequent planning indicates that the projected densities 
in GPCCTs original development plan and Mr. Johns appraisal 
should perhaps be reduced, emphasizing the area as primar-
ily single family as opposed to a mix in favor of second 
home condominiums. 
GPCC's projections reflect a development plan in favor 
of a lower density. The economics of the tract remain es-
sentially the same as reflected in Mr. Johns appraisal. The 
difference in net income from appraised value arises to a 
large extent from absorption of amenity costs in the project 
even though the amenties are of continuing use in operation 
of the resort. Other differences are accounted for in the 
assumption of a significantly higher cost of money, includ-
ing the costs of financing of amenities and the tract des-
cribed in Section 6 of this memorandum which was included in 
the previous appraisal but omitted in the proforma. 
The initial subdivision in this tract (Holiday Ranchettes) 
was completed in October, 1974 and marketing began at that 
time. Approximately 2/3 of the 100 homesites have been sold 
to date. GPCC has granted an option to a developer group 
(Ranch Homes, Inc.) for 30 acres for a 100 lot subdivision 
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for an option price of $510,000• The option runs to 
April 1, 1975. 
Projected net income $2,910,838 
Sales projected through 1978 2,015 ,197 
Residual $ 895,641 
VHAYNES CANYON B/iSE AREA - 5 ACRES 
This tract surrounds the base of a proposed access 
lift located immediately north of th^ Spiro Tunnel entrance 
and west of the golf course driving range. Approximately 
3 acres are considered saleable after providing for lift 
access and base facilities. The property is suited for 
high cjensity commercial and lodging (condominium or hotel) 
and is valued @ $5.00 sq. ft. One fourth of the tract is 
projected as being sold in fiscal 1970 after establishment 
of the lift base. 
140,000 sq. ft. @ $5.00 $700,000 
Projected sales through 1978 175 ,000 
Net $525,000 
SHERATON SITE - TREASURE MOUNTAIN VILLAGE AREA -2.82 ACRES 
A Sheraton franchisee has agreed to purchase this 
tract for a proposed 200 room hotel at a minimum density 
price of $3,000 per room. Closing is scheduled for 
December 2, 1974. 
Sales price $600,000 
CLEMENTINE SITE - ADJACENT TO THREE KINGS SKI AREA -
2.34 ACRES 
Sweetwater Developmant Company has been granted an 
option to June 1, 19 75, to purchase this site for a pro-
posed 50 unit time sharing condominium project. The op-
tion price is based on density at $7,000 per unit minimum. 
Option price $350,000 
UNIONAMERICA SITE - ADJACENT TO THREE KINGS SKI AREA 
1 ACRE 
The principals of Unionamerica, Inc. have agreed to 
purchase this tract for a 10 - 12 unit condominium lodge. 
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Closing is scheduled for early December, 1974, for a price 
of $100,000. 
Sales price $100,000 
CLOCKTOWER SITE - ON RESORT ENTRANCE ROAD ACROSS PROM REG-
ISTRATION BUILDING - 1.2 ACRES 
Negotiations have been conducted with Clocktower Assoc-
iates for the sale of this site fo3: a 30 unit condominium 
project. The sales price is based on density at $5f000 per 
unit. The sale is projected to close in early fiscal 1976. 
Projected sales price $150,000 
THLYNES CANYON CONDOMINIUM SITE - ACROSS FROM DRIVING RANGE 
14 AGKL'S 
This tract lies between the 10th and 13th fairways of 
the present golf course. GPCC has developed plans for an 
approximate 112 unit condominium project on this site but 
has deferred any plans for development. The site is pro-
jected for sale in fiscal 1976 based on a 10 unit per acre 
density. 
Projected sales price $700,000 
CLAIMJUMPER II SITE - 3.5 ACRES ON HWY 24 8 ADJACENT TO 
PROPOSED HOLIDAY INN 
Negotiations have been underway for some time with 
the contractor of the Claimjumper Condominiums (Gull 
Associates/ Ltd.) for the sale of this site for additional 
condominium development. The negotiated price is $225,000 
and the sale is projected to close in fiscal 1976. 
Projected sales price $225,000 
TEN ACRES ON HWY 24 8 - ACROSS FROM HOLIDAY RANCH 
This tract is suitable for future use as commercial 
or light industrial property. It is not served by utilities 
at the present time. A sale was projected for fiscal 1977 
at $100,000. However, GPCC recently agreed to sell the 
tract for $150,000 with the sale closing December 6, 1974. 
Negotiated sales price $150,000 
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19. WEST THAYNES CANYON SUBDIVISION SITE - 16 ACRES 
GPCC owns an undivided 2/3 interest in 2 4 acres im-
mediately west of the existing Thaynes subdivision and 
the existing golf course. GPCCfs projections are for a 
joint development yielding 10 large golf course lots to 
GPCC at a net profit of $10,000 per lot. 
Px-ojected net value $3 00,000 
20. SILVER KING LODGE SITE -1.5 ACRES IN TREASURE MOUNTAIN 
VILLAGE 
This tract was leased by UPCMC in 1"64 to an operator 
of a 28 unit lodge. The lease was assigned to GPCC by 
UPCMCi in connection with GPCC's purchase agreement. The 
lease was unprofitable to GPCC, yielding approximately 
$7,000 per year. The lodge is in the process of sale by 
the ownei* and in connection therewith, GPCC has agreed to 
sell the land and its interest in the lease for $100,000 
to the 3odge purchaser. In addition GPCC will manage the 
facilities for the new owners. Closing is scheduled for 
November 18, 19 74. 
21. PARK CITY LOTS - MISC. BUILDINGS IN PARK CITY 
GPCC owns approximately 200 platted lots (25f X 75') 
in the City of Park City, together with several isolated 
small unplatted tracts. Significant parcels include the 
Elcy garage properties located on Heber Avenue and Main 
Street (valued at $225,000 and scheduled for sale in Dec-
ember, 1974), two acres adjacent to the Snow Country Apart-
ments (valued at $90,00 0) and several complete blocks with-
in the platted City. All of these properties are valued 
at an aggregate of $800,000. 
Aggregate value $800,000 
Projected sales through 1978 400,000 
Residual $400,000 
22. BRIGHTON AREA AND MT. MAJESTIC - 564 ACRES 
These tracts consist of primarily potential ski ter-
rain. Negotiations are in process with the BLM and Forest 
Service for exchange of these tracts for ski terrain con-
tiguous with present GPCC ski terrain. No development 
value is placed on these tracts. 
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KEETLEY AREA - 174 ACRES 
This tract lies approximately 1 mile east of Deer 
Valley and is contiguous to the proposed Jordanelle Res-
ervoir, a 5 1/2 mile long, 2 1/2 mile wide recreation and 
water supply reservoir planned as a part of the Central 
Utah Project. Upon construction of the reservoir, this 
tract is suitable for homesite development with the res-
ervoir as an amenity, Thiee hundred hom^sites averaging 
1/2 acre in size are projected at a density value of 
$3,000 per unit. 
300 units at $3,000 = $900,000 
BONANZA FLATS - 1015 ACRES EAST OF BRIGHTON (SOUTHEAST OF 
PARK CITY) 
This tract is a beautiful higher altitude (9,000 -
10,000f) area with some meadowland. Several lakes are 
located on the property. Most of the surrounding acreage 
is Forest Service. Because of environmental restrictions, 
the development potential of the tract is somewhat limited. 
Some adjacent land has been developed into summer homes. 
Development of the tract could yield several hundred large 
cabin or homesites netting $2,000 - 3,000 per unit with a 
potential residual of $1,000,000 (500 units @ $2,000), 
UPCMC has an option to 2/76 to reclaim this tract for po-
tential mining. Because of this restriction, the tract 
has been valued only at the reclaim price. 
Reclaim price $148,500 
SHADOW LAKE AREA - 238 ACRES 
This tract is primarily recreational terrain, located 
west of the Thaynes lift of the present ski area. It con-
tains a lake used for summer attraction accessed by horse-
back or 4-wheel drive vehicle. A portion of the acerage 
is ski terrain. No development value is assigned to the 
tract. 
RICHARDSON FLATS - 570 ACRES 
This tract is relatively flat terrain lying 3 miles 
east of Park City near the intersection of Hwys 24 8 and 
U.S. 40. The tract is well suited for development of low-
er cost housing, industrial and commercial -use. Developed, 
the tract should yield $4,000 - $5,000 per acre or a po-
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tential of $2,500,000. However, UPCMC also has the right 
to reclaim this tract for mining purposes at its original 
release price plus interest and has indicated that it plans 
to do so. The tract is valued at its reclaim price. 
Reclaim price $140,000 
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GREATER PARK CITV COMPANY 
ANALYSIS OF REAL ESTATE SALES 
S 
Purchaser and Use Location 
73 -Olpin Mortuary - Mortuary 
73 Hermes Associates - Silver King Bank 
7 3 Univenture - commercial 
73 Univenture - commercial 
72 First Security B3nk - bank 
74 Destination Resorts - condominiums 
"1 Craig Folson - commercial 
Park City Municipal Corporation -
maintenance yard 
73 George Folychronis - grocery store 
74 Comstock Associates - Holiday Inn Hotel 
74 Park Citv Skvrise, Inc. - Sheraton Hotel 
/74 Sweetwater Dev. Co. - condominiums 
/74 Unionamerica, Inc. - condominium lodge 
/74 Frandsen/Blonquist - connercial 
74 Ranch Homes, Inc. - subdivision 
/72 Univenture - commercial 
74 Taft - residential/commercial 
/74 Andorson - residential 
74 Shaft Condominiums - condominiums 
74 Knudsen - lod^o/chalet 
74 I.C.C.C. - rental chalet sites 
Industrial Park - on Hwy. 248 
Lot 2, Park Ave. Comm1! Subdivision 
Lot 1, Park Ave. Comm'l Subdivision 
Corner Park Ave. fc Resort entrance road 
Corner Park Ave. fc Snow Country Drive 
Village - at Three Kings lift 
Industrial Park - on Hwy. 248 
Industrial Park - off Hwy. 248 
Lot 4, Park Ave. Comm1! Subdivision 
Corner Hwys. 224 & 248 
Villaqe - at Three Kinqs lift 
Clementino site - adj. to Three Kings ski area 2.34 
South of Crescent condos.-adj. to 3 Kings ski 1.00 
On Hwy. 248 - across from new school site area 10.00 











Main Street - Park City .103 
Heber Avenue - 2 blocks east of Main .13 
Heber Avenue - 3 blocks east of Main 1.10 
Empire Avenue - across from resort parking lot .17 
Empire Avenue - across from resort parking lot .32 
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runrosz AUV PATE or APPRAISAL 
Thz pu<xposz oi this appraisal Is to zstlmatz thz wcA.kz£ 
valuz oS £hz dzscxlozd p-xopznt:j as oi 7 August, 7973. 
l\an.hz£ valuz Is defined at thz highest price zstlv.atzd In 
iCAB:io ;- nonztj i-:!Uck c fKCpzA.tu will bring 11 zxposzd -'c-t 
Sale -in thz open ccfihzt allot:lng a reasonable tlr.,e to llnd 
a pu/ic.ha.szfi. e;.'io buys i-lth knowledge oi all tae uses ^ " B W C ' I 




Ml milt east oi Park Cl£:j ay on Utah Hlghaatj 14%, Park 
Cltij, LI tail 
Legal Description 
See Addznda. 
Propz<it:( T:Ir.h.is A•••>•:ralbed 
Title tc said property it assumed to bz held .in $zz slaplz, 
irez o$ zncuabranczs and unazr rzsponslblz ownership. 
VESCKIPTIC.: 
Region and Cl£:> "Data 
Thz economy c< Utah and tha. Jntcrr.ountaln Zzit In general 
Is based largely on the land, Its t a c and Its contzntt. The 
hub c j thls^ a.xec, unci-n a* thz L'asatch Trent, extendi along 
tkz v:est blopz c-t the i:asa.tcn *!cante.ins «ret:i Cgden to p.xoo'o 
and contains approximately 75'j c j Utah's population. The 
czntz.i o< the^region and, In particular, the Uasatcn Tront, 
Is Salt Lake City •>•:hici Is located In taz north central part 
o j thz state and Is Utah's capital, Thz population o< its 
metropolitan ana Is estimated at 565,000 o'.x nearly 1/2 that 
o£ thz state as a xnolz, 
Industrialization Is prliua-xily restricted to thz Uasatch Trent 
area and, along tilth dlst.xl.uu.iion, government and a g<Xeiclng 
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tourist industry, provides a reasonable degree o« diversi-
fication and balance to the cconourj. 
Ilzcrzation and tourist industries have znjotjzd r.odzst growth 
vAiizh, with proper coordination and increased promotional 
activity, .should provide ion. an attractive econov.ic potential. 
The center Cj these industries is Salt Lake Cittj r:here nearby 
mountain resents cnpdasizinr< clnter sport activities and, to 
an increasing degree, sunr.er recreation, nave shot:n narked 
gnoutn over the last dzcadc. Areas such as Alto., Brighton 
'and Tark Clt'.j are no v:ore than 50 'minutes ±rc\;\ tlit city end 
are easilj accessible year %round. l\ost o0' tkz increased 
activity Is In Alta and Van,!: Citfj U/IC/LC the ^cr)ter has 
recently incorporated i:ith construction oj a sev:er systeu 
to serve the several large develcpwents unden:a:j, and tut 
latter vjharc a r.ajor >\ultit..iilion dollar recreation cenplex 
is actively developing. Alta Is sowevnai United In Its 
potential *cr expansion duz to thz proxioitij o-j surrounding 
mountains; hot-:cvzr, its snot: character and condition are s'aid 
to be outstanding, and Its prl^ar.j appeal is to tne wore 
enthusiastic skiver. Tank City, on the other hand, enjoys 
clnost unli)>ited potential i:ith tkz colorful atnesphere cJ 
an old Mining couinunittj as a nuclzus and steadily expanding facilities, out, because
 mo{, Its lower elevation/is subject 
to a shorter ski season. tilth retropolltan Salt Lake Ciin 
in Suck clcsz pKcxir.it" and' a developing ctizntzlz /.rem both 
coasts as i-'ell as thz nldcest, thz potential $or recreaticnallij 
oriented development in these areas provides an increasing l<t 
productive investment narkzt. 
Ucighborhood 
Thz community o$ Park Citij, enez a thriving mining tov:n, is 
located approximately' 27 riiles southeast c{ Salt lain City 
In thz hza.it e J thz dasatc'a '.louuiains. IMnlng continues, to 
a United degree, but l'ic ccrununitij' s present function is 
that c^a croring recreation center zhz local point o£ tchich 
Is winter sporzs. Several nc:*: motels, ski lodges and 
condominium dzveiopiienis iiave been uulCt duriny the last 
several tjears clone c:ith expansion o$ t<ic $olt course to 
IS holes, and the shi 2ac-L£itics to include 7 double c'nair 
ll$is and one triple li\t providing access to 5S ski runs 
with an atjarenatc lenuth oj appro xiv:ateltj 35 uiles. la 
addition, a 2-1/Z i:\ile leno ccnuola t\ai.:i:a>j provides uear 
'round inzc-iest. The pxir\ar\f uevelc^cx Is the greater Park 
Cittj Corporation r:hich nas acquired sci,c.t*iing over 5,000 
deeded acres and leases on 6,) 00'addizion:^ acres o< land 
surroundin-j the co^nunitij. Createn Pari: Cittj Corps, plans 
are $or a totallyminieurated development surrounding a 
nucleus o$ hotels anu nails and incLucinn burthen expansion 
oi ski ^aciJLities, the addition o&.a secona j c i j course and 
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pJivvZtZcn {>o<i ZznnZi, zqaz6£siZan and o£hzK 6poti£6 az£ZvZ£Zz6. 
?KZ6zn£ dzvzlopncn£ KZp<lZ6Zn£6 appicxZmatzZij ^40,000,000 o j 
an ovzKalZ $1 o'o,000,0.00 psiocjKam that ZA not ZZkzZtj £o 6c 
&u/ipa6 6zd Zn t'.it* KZ^Zon. 
Azzz66 £tiom SaZ£ Lalzz CZ£fj Z6 pAovZdzd brj an a6p!iaZt buK'lazzd 
aZZ rtzathzn. lU/juwa^/ oJ v:kZzli 2/5 Zh on. 6con i:ZZZ bz Zntzti-
&£a£z kioiit:aij. Ll£ZZZ£Zz6 atiz ZZinZZzd £o ?an.\i CZ£tj ptiopzK 
aZZkough pnojzz£6 o{t 6uf\$ZzZzn£ &Zzz and v)Z£\t adzqua£z i:a£zi 
Ju.C{ii£6 i\aij p.iovZdz ZlizZx a;n AZKVZZZ* + 
$Z£z 
Subjcz£ pKapZ'i£ij Zh ZozcZzd en £kz ncfit'i iZdz c j U£a!i 
HZoHtiatj 246 oppxcxZhiatzZy 1/2 nZZz za6£ e >\ Z£t> Zn£zK6Zz£Zon 
ttZZii Pa*/; Ai/e;mc [11-224]] tliz lead ZaadZnr Znto Pa*/; Ct£*? 
ph.opz-1 a6bzZ<L ci-6 ncx£','j:asia to I - 50 and SaZt Latzz CZt:j. 'It 
Z6 Zsi^ZijuZasi Zn 6:napz, zcn£aZn6 9 16.764 cz<iz* i:Z£li £opcQKapli*j 
JLCLIIGZIIQ tSICM ZzvzZ zaZ£Zva£zd *a*n Zand £o 6ajZ'bxu6n zcvz'iza 
kZZZsZdz6. Tliz soZZ zondZtZon appza/i6 £o bz AtabZz, 6uZ£auZz 
{.o>\ tnz vazZzd con±£<iuc£Zcii $cund Zn £kz G<iza. U-24S Z6 
c6piiaZ£ 4a . t j r . cca but Z* net o£nz<*MZ6z Zi>p<iovzd. Fsiotr Pa*L 
CZtij Zt zx£znd6 £o US-40 nctit.i c j KzatZ'j Zn Znz nzZckbcxnocd 
oi £!iz pnopc-hzd Jo-idaiizZZz UzhzAvcZ-x. tic uiZZZZZz* a*e 
dZuzztZij avaZZabZz; licr:zvz<x, a ZZnn£ r:a£z*% ZZnz extends to 
£hz AnaLZ eewataxy sZtiiatcd adjazznt to tliz pxcpzKtij9 6 
zntaanzz* AZZ u£ZZZ£Zz6 <i*c avaZZabZz, Ucczvz-l, uZthZn 
appXoxZr.iatzZy 1,000 to 1,200' »tiers, tlic. pKcpzntij16 6 outlines £ 
eotineti at the ZnZztil zz£Zon #J Vayda.y VtiZvz and' L-224. The 
zxZ6tZn$ 6ZI:ZSL pZant Z6 aZ.sc neatiby; thus, u£ZZZ£Ze<s axz 
avaZZabZz aztiois ctiizx ptiopztity iizZd by thz ocnzti at ZliZ*s 
poZnt. [luasZ pubZZz utZZZtZz^ atiz avaZZabZz to thz ptiopzuty 
JJ*OK; botli !iZg;u;a:j6. 
lonZna 
T - l 
UntZZ tiazznZZij, :i!iz v^opz^ttj i*:a6 ZozaZzd Zn SJ.V:V:U£ Coun£:j 
and unzonzd. ' /\A^annzr}znt6 navz bzzn nadz -Jo* annzKatZ.or/ 
Zn£o ?a<ilz CZtij i:Zii: zonZny app.icpxZatz £o £az c(-:ncsi96 
pstopo-bzd cva-iaZC dcvzZcpwznZ pZan. T.iZ6 v:ZZZ ZnzZuaz 
/izsZdcnttcZ zcnc6 3*01:1 ^Zn^Zz iksiougli \r.nZ£Z^avZZfJ, zomr>z<izZaZ 
KZZKza^Zon and zoini:tz<izZaZ. 
HZM a Q.st en d b c A £ L s z 
Ba6zd upon £nz $o\cnoZnn, az£ZvZ£fj v\Z£!iZn £nz aAza and *Z£z 
u£ZZZ£'j, Zt Z6 Znz app'iaZ6z<l' b opZnZon £na£ £.iz aZ<jiiZ6£ and 
bz6t U6Z to UiiZzn Znz p<iopz<lX.tj iia:j bz put Z6 J c * siz+ZdcntZaZ 
dzvcZcpi.ziit cZtn 6c£zZZZtz !>c<i\'Zzz and -xzzfLZatZcn atica* 
{.oZZov:Zna a lot: d&i6Zt:j pa£tz<tn ZnzZudZnc} znat ptiopc6zd bij 
thz otuic*. 
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Improvements 
Zxlstlnn Improvements consist o$ several dwclZlnqs and 
£arm buildings which do net contribute to the value o* 
the prope.nt'j under Its proposed hlahest and best use, 
thus are alven no further consideration. 
ANALYSIS AlW CCtiCLUSlOXS 
In this analysis, two approaches to value have been deveZoped 
herein, tilt Harket Qata Approach which Is concerned v:lth tne 
Study oi sales o I compcrabZc property In a direct comparison 
with subject and the. Income Approach which, In this Instance, 
Zs based upon a Zand dcvcZopinCnt analysis. ThZs latter 
method Or' comparison concerns ltseZ\ with sales c,-
Individuate Zots or v:hat may be considered retail sites {.or 
comparison v:ltk the severaZ components ishlch result £rom 
the anticipated dcveZcpixent e& subject property. 
Vue to the ZocatZon of. subject properly, Its characteristics 
ana the market to which It Is oriented, a direct market 
ccnparlson wast, oi necessity, be somewhat broad. Sales 
referred to nereln iiave been drawn. *rcm other markets sZt\ZZar 
In nature to that o& subject and ZncZudc AZta, Lltau, and 
Jackson, 'Jyomlnn, 'Cue to the extent a ,i market activity In 
Tark City proper, su^^lclent sales related to the comparison 
with components within the property's anticipated develop-
vent were $cund so that,: aZthciiQ.it others were studied, the 
best relation ship Is to be $ound In the ZocaZ market ZtscZ*. 
Market Vaia Approach 
A wide ranne o£ sales were studied as a basis lor this 
approach; however, tew were la unci that ccuZd be considered 
comparable In ail respect* to subject. Its ZccctJcn within 
one mile o j one o$ tne region's most popular ski resorts, 
annexation i:hlch has provided city services and utilities and 
Its size have tended to complicate comparison. A<ljustments 
were leund to be necessary In each case and, wltiiln the 
loZZowlnr., ranoe tram nomineZ to execs slve. L'ncrc lite 
adjustm<ilits adversely ay^ect comparison, the sales are 




1. U-24S, 1/2 v,ile east c/0' "Vv 
Sold Oct. 1971 0 $233,000 
7*5.26 acne tnael 2 $1,257. Innegulan shape and tennaln 
to/cood tile, hue tj -yiontcQC and cneek. Adjoined ?a.nk Cltu; 
thub, with annexation, utilities could be bnouoht In. 
2. Cottonwood Stake Una.nch, Sn'tdcnvlllc, ll.tak 
Sold Jan. 1073 C $ 1 , 3 7 5 , 0 0 0 " 
1,375 ac. nan eh G $1 ,000 . llclllna neador to mountainous 
tennaln u/ scottenzd aspen and conl^ens -in up pen elevations . 
Good Mat en nlcht. 
3 . 1-SO 2.5 r.llzs cast o< Vanity'4 Sur.nlt 
Sold fvpnll 1970 0 y173,000 
83}9Z4 acnes 0 $2 ,000 . ilolllnn' saoe bnush between 
Gonnoza and Klivdoc.il Junction Intencnanaes. Ixccllcnt 
v:aten /tight. 
4. 11-224$ Tank Cltij Vest U u o . U Mo ad 
Sold Vec. 196S 0 $525,000 
130 acne tnaci 0 $2,500. Genenalltj level and open 
rp as tunc. /.T; connen c< Intersection u/tnact having told 
pnevlous uean Q $1,500/ae. and the south 60 ac. (loath 
hat'*) ^clllnn Jan. 1.969 U $2SS,000 on $4,&00/ac. Good 
potential. 
5. U-224 0 Tank Cltu Vest lload 
Sold Jul>j 1973 C~$452,000 
36 acne pancel C $12,000. Undenciclnc 
condominium!. Cntj United utilities 
6. tic nth side Vax\i Clt-t iJest toad 
Sold Julij 1973 Q $247, SOU 
11. S acne pancel 0 $21,000. On cntmj load to ski Hit 
but unzoned and ulta onltj llv.iltcd utilities. 
7. Teton Valien Ranch, Kelletr, [*;,7o, 
Sold ticv. 1970 J $1,705,000 
37$, SS acne pnopent'j C $4,500. Zolllnn saae bnush but 
on the Gncs Ventne dlven 14 tulle* nontheast o< Jackson. 
8. US S9 1.1 wile no nth o< Jackson, UtjoviliiQ 
Sold Feb. 1972 0 $£50,000 
SO acne tnact Q $10,625. Ilcllliuj tennaln v:lth 1.5 r.lles 





<?,« JUS $9 6 jScptt JLanCj jJa.cfcaon 
$p£d ApxZZ 197 0 u JelOO^OJO 
4/f>P'7 acxz* 0 $2pyO.5.5.. 1..5 TAZISL 6$SJL£*i'J2.£i v£ £or:.n nZth 
SPfid zornzxciZaZ pptzntZaZ.. 
10. It i:\ZZz Lztt o-f Alta 
Sfiljl 19 65 0 .$244,000 
£1 acxz paxzzZ 0 $.4,000* V$LK'j ZtxznaZax tzxxaZn a&txZdz 
hZghisatj to AZta. i'c<$£ o* a&tZvZttj at tZnz o j AaZz bat 
noc: iZtz o {, ±noi:hZxd ilz&oxt cciipZtx.. AdjoZnZnn aZZZiZclz 
/txact c j 29 acxzs aZbo acquZxzd Q $1,0001azxz bat Zackzd 
}yjLQliv:aij faontaQZ. 
11. South^ztt o' PtxuvZan lodoz, AZta 
[ScZd Szpt. 1970 0 $550,000 
11 acxz txact C $50,0 00. LlnZr.pxovzd and Aoutk o$ cxzck 
uZth paxt o< tZtz too htzzp {ox Llkztij u<5c. 
Sp.Zzs #1, 2 and 3 axz cuono thz Zaxczx txact* that kavz &cZd 
Zn thz vZcZnZtij o j ?axh CZttj daxZnn thz xzcznt pa&t. * 1 Zt> 
flZxzctZij acxcti thz 6txzzt faon Aubjzzt and znjotj* a nzaxZj 
cquaZ potzntZaZ. It* za^tzxZij end, noczvex, ZA Zot-i and 
ACYAZwhat i\axs,uj, ZZr.\ZtZncs dzvzZcpuiznt* *2 Z& thz Zaxcz6t 
pxopzxtu and cZazzt to Aubjzct Zn.&Zzz but Z* pxzciatuxz 
[.ox dzvzZopuznt, xzstxZztzd Zn dzvzZcpauZz axta duz to 
tzxxaZn and hah no utZZLtZzA avaZZabZz. IZ-Z&, ILOXZVZX, 
cZo6Z to Vaxli CZt'j Lest xztoxt and v:ZZZ, Zn att pxobabZZZt'j, 
6a dzvzZopzd pxZuaxZZ^j [ox caoZn AZQUZS. #5 tva& puxchaAzd 
btj an adjoZnZnc o^nzx uho nezdzd thz v:aizx xZc\htt> tc dzvzZop 
hi6 orn pxoyzxZ'j. It v:ZZZ be tZzd to thz Coxgoza Inttxcaon^z 
and, zxczyt {ox a 6i::aZZ potzntZaZZj ccYmzxcZaZ axza, v:ouZd 
aZ&o cz viebx. AuZtcbZz $ox zabZn 6Ztz*. *'•'/ Aticrtbt* thz 
uiaxLzt tnznd Zn thz Tart CZZij a.siza during thz Za±t 6Zvz<*iaZ 
yzatis. Onz ijzax dzuon6th.atzd a 651 Znzizaiz Zn vaZuz v:Ztii 
JLhz haZ't cZo±z6t to thz Va-'ih CZt',j $Z4>Z . . i c i M i tkcu'Znr- an 
cxidZtZonaZ Znc<izaiz uZZhZn Zz±6 than i \wcnth* v:hzxz 46% o4) 
thz pKcpzxtij sic.p'XZhtntzd 5 90 o
 c' thz tctc.Z txazt vaZuz. 
SaZzt> $5 and S axz v.waz<iatz bZzz pa/iczli 'iz^ZzcZLnri xzabonabZjj 
6ttion$ dzvzLcp\>,cnt pctznttatt, and- 6, 9 o.nd 11 axz M.iaZZz'i 
paticzZ* v:Zth *izZativzZ>j Zy.vt:xdZatz votzntZcZ v:Zth a iiZzii 
dz\\6Zttj ox coir.r.zxciaZ oxZzntatZcn. Saizi ^7 and 10 axz 
&Zr:»ZZaX Zn ehoxaztzx to buhjzzt, and even though • ^ 10 ZA viuzh 
SVCZLZX and a tcZatZvzZij cZd -ic.Zz, Ztb xzZatZvnshZp to 
potzntZaZ Zn z<inz 6tanzh, pcxtZzutaxZi' rmzn cci.paxzd to $ 11, 
bzaxA dZxzztZij on tht luixt^zt £QK bubjzzt. 
(?£ il\z abovz, bcZzb #7 and 10 XZqnZnc thz Zzast nzt adjuit-
mz\it vitzx q.onsZclzxZno tiv>\z, ZozotZun and r.iaxi:zt6. # J 0 hat 
tnjotjzd an zxzzptLvnai ucv^Zcpmnt r:hZz'n, ZZhz tat Oxzatzx 
?<txL' CZZtj Qcnpantj*i aitZvZZtj, ha* ^cccZvcd natZonaZ 
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recognition. Subject docs not enjoy this deduce o£ 
potential; hoi' ever, this, along witi: sizc> tends to 
o^set the tint di^erentiaL. #7, although distent, 
enjoys a market very close to that $or subject* It 
is better related in size to subject tarn wost other 
sales found, levies cnt in $ as it does a 'large capital 
Investment. Considering the size o$ tne individual 
adjustments requiredt tnls sale is superior to #7J 
&or purposes o{, comparison with an estimated 1CZ 
allowance necessary alter relating tirr.e and location* 
Value Indlcat ion : 
9H.764 acres S $4,95Q/acrc $4,541,852 
Say $4, 550,OOP 
1 nee we Appro ad: 
As a basis {or this study, it lias been necessary to 
analyze t'ne growth pattern o$ Park City as well as other 
similar areas. Population trends and characteristics 
along with land use densities and grov:th patterns allow 
development ct( a reasonable projection £c*i the toreseeaole future. Since Va'rl: City's grevsth potential is that c< a 
resort area, trends In retail sales, per capita division 
o{t retail sales, division Into Merchandise components and 
development c^ primary and secondary trade areas v:zre given 
only, cursory examination with the location1 s relationship 
to transportation and a v.uzjor metropolitan center being 
primary consldcrdiions underli^irng 'the devzlopv:ent o[ 
projected anticipations. : ' Character o* the surroundings, 
site utility, access, and relationship to the primary 
attractions o{) the area provide areas o$ study o,< a wore 
Specific nature in relating the property to Its :.:arlzet. 
Situa.ted as it is approximately 7 mile (ron the center ol 
resort activity end no wore than 2 niies <rom Va.rk City's 
primary business district. Subject property is v:ell related 
to tne community, particularly when the terrain proulanS c j 
tht area closely surrounding the old lov:n Is considered. 
Highway access is also excellent with the property being 
on U-24& near its intersection with 11-224 with the ^orrjzr 
leading to several popular reservoirs and the 'wasatcn State 
Vark and the latter to J-SO and Salt La.ice City no vwre than 
SO uUnutes distant. ^evelcpv:entaX utility ottered by the 
site is excellent with the bulk oj tiiz property being 
generally level, yet i:ith 5 separate areas o^ Moderately 
sloped hillsides with only United area in steep hillsides 
and creen bctlciv,. The character oj the surroundings Is 
generally that oj open pasture and range land with a 
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mountainous background. The Vail: City SZ":er pZant Zs 
Zocated near a proposed access to U;-Z24, hut Zt is 
cotnpZz.tc.Zy separated <rcm .ike property by a hiZZ and 
may onZy he Seen ircm the highway if. one is Zoo Ling $or 
i t . T/ic. view to tliz west is cLf the mountains, Thaynes 
Canyon subdivision and tkz resort company1s present goZ< 
course; Tkz property's frontage on L-2Jl is directly 
acton $rom Zand sal'e #1 i:liick~is *an old taiZZngs dump 
which has a presently barren appearance, bat since Zt was 
purchased «cr development, Zt is not likely that Zt will 
remain long in its present condition. Overall, the 
property enjoys a desirable potential (or development 
{ollowing a variety c\<' pZans. SeveraZ luck plans were 
considered ^rcv: tliz standpoint o £ cccnomZeS with a 
cenerall^ eoual result. Since ike .'unction of tkis 
appraisal is' to provide a oasis tor developmental fiinciicinL, tkz proposed development pZan a^tzr comparison 
vjitk tiiz several other possibilities has bzzn utiZZzzd as 
tkz basis &or tkz following pro jzctions . 
Having developed general assumptions which will tznd to 
•contrcZuCvcicpuent, a pattern may be established wherein 
tkz anticipated usz densities may be allocated within tkz 
devzlopvznt term. Since no previous development o{ t'nis 
magnitude has bzzn accomplished in this area, tkz relation-
ship o< supply and demand cannot be (ally projected. A 
targe pari o^ subjzzt property kas bzzn reserved ^cr 
recreation usz with tkz result tkat a nomiinal position o$ 
tkis may bz considered as a rzszrvz to allot'} £01 reanalysis 
and redistribution 0 £ dzvzlopmzni components during the 
dzvzlopmzni period, ho vaZuz has been attributed 'directly 
to these reserves or reereation areas nor to the community 
service area to bz incZuazd within tkz communityfs resort 
orientation.' Tliz recreation areas provide activities wiiliin 
the dzvzZopnc.nt itself nzzdzd to ciAset tkz distance to the 
primary center 0\ resort activity and thus allowing sales 
prZczs and volumes commensurate with plist activity dirzctZy 
adjazznt to ski ii$ts and the resort eznizr. 
Thz {ollowing chart outlines tkz disposition 0 3 acreage among 
tkz several categories 0£ use aZong with ike suggested 
densities <or each. The proposed development pZan ±oZZov:s 
past dzvzZcprr.znt patterns as to density which, based upon 
performance, appears to be proper. Tiie rencnettes and the 
semi-estates 0^ subdivision rfJ are Zargc tracts with a 
density ranging {.row approzimatcZy .6 Zcts per acre Zn the 
rancneties to .3 in tne sourt'n subdivivisicn. Subdivisions 
* 1, 2 and 3 ^oZZcw a pattern ranging yicm 1.3 to 1.6 Zeis per 
acre v:hZchf v:ken considering iiiai portions c,( t'nzsz sights 
arz hZcZsZdc, is considered an zxceZZznt ^zZaZZonskZp. T,iz 
condominiums range $rcn S to J-/ per acre i:itk most at 12. 
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D-capcw-iior. a-' Acicor.?. 
S'ir.rlc TanHy \ veiling SZici: 
" Sub. fl 
n it
 # 2 
it n # 3 
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 *«' (50 £o.ts) 140 " 557 ac. 
Ccr.dcr.-in-Lui) Sites: 
Tank Cii-j Ant Institute 
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Eciuc6<<\<lcn Cen ten 
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In tkz $oZZot'Uno projected dzvzZopviznt sckzduZz, dzvzZop-
tnznt costs a<xz baszd p<xZi;ia<xZZ:j upon tkosz piovZdzd by tkz 
ounzti; kcv:zvzi, Wa<xskaZZ and SriZ&Z VaZuaZZon SzivZzz 
£Zoufizs as i.zZZ as Kzzznt dzvztcpvjznt cost Zn subdZvZsZons 
in tkz SaZt Lake. a<xza adjusted ;[o<x addZZZons nzzzssasnj Zn 
7a*ik CZttj i:z<xz ccr.:pa*xzd t:it!i tkz CcntxZ Construction Co. 
bZd on tkz <xanckzttz subdZvZsZcn u.itkin subjzet p<xcpz-xt>j 
iciik tkz <xzsuZZ tkat variations v:z*z KZHOK ovz<xaZZ and *$o<x 
tkz r.ost part tkz cv:nz<x's estimates v:zrz kiukzst. Turtkzr, 
an aZZov:ancz 'cor zontZnnznzZzs i:as addzd to ZnzZadz zonsZd-
zratZons o< {LLZU-XZ inflation. Tkz prejectzd dzvzZcpvznt 
tzKn, kcv:zvzr9 kas bzzn Zxtzndzd Znto 1 9 72 duz to tkz 
apparznt ZZkZZiiood tkat SuccZvZsZcn ^1 na.y not bz <xzad:j {.01 
aziZvz ii:arkz£in*j untiZ tkz znc! o{. 1973. Tkz ranzkzttcs
 % 
kovizvzr, kavz already rzzzZvzd zonsZdzra'oZz Zntzrzst9 .aZtkouak 
tkz pZat Zs net fjzt opprovzd and recorded. TliZs unZt Zs 
P'Xon.xcy.izd :]or J 975 v:itk ecndor.iniuvis and tkz rzr.aJninn 
Subdivisions and ce\ra:.zrzial areas p<xcjzcizu tkrcuQii tliz 
rzr.aindcr c t tkz tzni. A rzvizn* 0 J tkz Grzatzr Talk CZtu 
Conpan:j's aztivit-j subtests tkat tkZs ten: zeuZd bz 
skortznzd scv\zi:kc~t.} kasever, przsznt kick Zntz<xzsZ .xatzs as 
tezZZ as zjzZ^izaZ variations in tkz t:\arket IndZzatz a pattern 
&ZwZZar tc tket outiinzd to avoid cverZcati.inr, bot'n narkct 
and SacZZZZLcs. ScZ.zs zxpcnszs anticipate a -standard SI 
commission irkick Zs typical .0 < tkz market Zn tkzsz price 
categories and volur.es. QvzXdcad and profit are estimated 
at 25ri. Tkz ranee in tkese tro categories is relatZveZ-j 
broad v:Ztk 5-5C- and 1S-2CS, • KcspcctZvzZ'j, beZnr* found. In 
vZcv: c j tliz sZze o< tnZs dcvzZcpnent and its orientatZon, 
St and 7 7C appeal to bz Zndlzatzd kerz. Cross sales and 
costs are aZZocated on an annual basis v:Ztk tkz rzsuZt Zn 
zazk tjear bzZng reduced to Zzs present t-:crtk b:j tkz appro-
prZata {aclcn. Tliz present t:crtk factors used provide £or 
a 121 overciZ rate, and sZnee no adjustment: £or p.xzsznt 
uoxtk t-:as ir.aaz lc/l 1*75, za.ck subs zquzni tjza<x Zs based <JLOI\ 
a point 1.2 5 nza<xs kznzz. 
VaZuzs zstabZZsiiza ^on. tnz usz ttjpzs ZndZzatzd a<xz bahzd 
upon a zei:i]ya<xZscn i-:Ztk saZzs 05 sir:iZc<x p-xopzxtj icund Zn 
tkz ZozaZ ua.xLzt. C< tkz saZzs $cund, Zkz $oZZci:ZnQ appza<x 
to bz tkz west pz'Xtinznt. 
Lot SaZcs 
1. Lot 44 Tkaunz's Cannon SubdZvZsZ'on 
ScZd Ap.x. 1975 0 $16~,25u 
172.Z711 oO .5i x 51. 5 c /K) 0.21 contaZnZnr, app<xox. i$950 
A. Q# D il.u5.^ ?<xzvZousZtj soid C i l l , 000 
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1. lot 41 Tacrine'l Camion Subdivision 
Sold !la>t 197 5 C v 16, 4SO 
15/16.125 x 95.75/100.24 containing S,390 l .
 a ' . 0 
$1.96. Thevlouily tola 'J $14,000. 
5. Lot 92 Thc.inici Canyon Subdlvlllon. 
Sold Aphll J V73 C $1$,65C 
9b.il/12.65' x H5.79/154.26' containing &,390 I . £. 
Q $1.96. VnevlouUy told 0 $14,600. 
4. 1370 Tail: Ave. 
Sold Aph. 1973 C ±35,000 
50' x 137' containing 6,550 I. £. 0 $5.11. Small 
comichclally zoned and ohlented lite en phlmany acceil 
Into tov:n and ic.joh acvclc^i.cnt activity. 
5. SEsCohnch ?ahl: Ave. S 1600 St. 
Sold l\ay 1972 3 $96,200 
165' x "145'± containing apphox. 24,000 I. A. G $4.00. 
Excellent comic xcial cohnch achoil <hcm hciohi 
In^ohir.ai*on o,<{Ice. 
6. 1700± Ihcnnchie Vhlvc 
Sold July 1915 0 $129,000 
43,560 i\ (. lite C $2.96. Lahgch connchclal lot ioh 
{.ooditonc In needy developing ahca. 
7. 14&2 Empihc Ave. 
Sold Aphll 1972 C $55,000 
104' x 115' containing . 2 7 ache 0 $129,807. Sr.all 
lite {on addition to exlitlng ccndcr.lnlu):. 11 unit* 
to be bullx 0 $2,917 land colt. Zoned ton i:ultl£sj)lly 
uie v:lth ell utilities. 
&. 11-24$ [adjoining HomeiXcLe Cond. ) 
Undch negotiation [i/75) 
1.5 acne t:lta 21 condowlnluxM phopoied 3 $5,000 ea. oh 
$93,250/ache land cost 
9. G£5 VahL Ave. (achoil ^hori Vahli Ave. Cond.) 
Undeh negotiation ( 5 / 7 3 } . 
1.2 acne tile r:ltn 55 condonlnlw.i phopoied Q $5,000 
ea. oh $146,000/acne land coil. 
10. Snor> llancli [adj. Tiiaync'l Canyon Sab. J 
Undeh negotiation ( i / 7 5 } 
13 ache inact vltii 152 condovunlur.^ phopoied C $5-9,000 
ea. oh $51-9 1,ZOO/acne land coit. 
Sales M , 2 and 5 above pchialn to tingle iaiUly hcildentlal 
loti and hcpncAcnll a nhoup o^ 96 lucii lltei luhhoundine, t'nc 
nohlii end c $ tiie hcicht'i pheient gol{ ccunic, Initially 
idling Jo<*i ^hou $9-15,000, t'.ic bull: c j irhlca icehe caiu~lalci 
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vUth recent ncAaZz<s as ZndZcated abovz end 6zZZZnn oven 
the pznZcd '.-'ion tali, 1972 th'tough -;!ay',' 1973. Thztz 6aZzt>, 
aZong vUtii the tZwxz ficqtiZncd to ±ztZ -Hie. 9 6 Zcti>, tunozit 
a ticatcnabZe bat r;«i»ui.ui'i absonpZZon nate. SaZe6 ^4, 5 and 
6 ane cor-r.icncZcZ pncpzntZe* ZndZcatZnn a nanne o * $2.96 to 
$5.11 pen Aquatic ^oot, pantZatZy attnZbuted tc ZocatZcn but 
aZ6o neiZectZnn the 6Zze lactam. In appZZcatZcn tc subject 
pnepentu, #4 and 5 ane 6upenZon Zn ZocatZcn i-:Zth $6 bcZug 
hZZchtZij beZcv: that o j the pnepc^zd 7 aac tnact en tkz 
pnepeni'j' i nZo:^;a[j ^ncntaoc. *6, ozZnn cZcicAi Zn !>Zzz, Zi 
bzbt nzZated to the antZcZpatzd utZZZzatZon o< tht* tnact, 
but ccupanZion* Aucczst an appncxZnate -40Z £cn AZZZ, thus 
ZndZcatZnn $1.77 pen. sc>uanc icct on, Aotj, $77,000 pen az>xz. 
Tkz 6raZZzn szzondamj coiMizncZaZ pa.xzzZ o j 3 ac ' ic i iiai a 
iiWlz ZZi:tZtzd utZZZt'j, bzZnr, suZtobZz cnZj ten c tviaZZ Joou 
Atone v:Zth szvznaZ othen convznZznzz- shcp6. Theiz stones, 
koi:'zvz<i, i':ctiZd znjaj a sizZattvzZij captZvz vninizt o
 :\ cvzn 
4,000 pctzntlaZ ccniu\\\zns en coupZztZcn and Ju££ occupancy 
o< thz pnujzzt.
 t Ten thZs nzascn, Zt, toe, Zs v.zZZ nzlatzd 
to &aZz ?6, i:Zth both ^4 and 5 bzZn*j supz<xZon Zn ZczatZon 
and niac'i SnaZZzx panczZb. Thz adjiistr.Qizi {en sZze n«a.#' be 
reduced hzne to between 15 and 2C\, ZndZzatZnQ, sa:j, $2.50 
pen squane iect on appKcxZw.ateZj $110,000 pzn ac<xe. ZuiZes 
#7, Z, 9 and 10 ncZatc to thz ccndonZnZur.: znacts, ZndZcatZn^ 
a nance o\ inov: $2,917 to appncX'iv:ateZ:j $5,00 0 pzn unZt *ton 
Zand cost. ConbZdenZnn tiie dznsZt:j antZcZpatzd hznz, sate 
#7 Zs toe cenczntnaizd in Zt* use ^en pnopzn cenpanZscn. 
ti£, 9 and 10 a<xz not actuaZ sates, but do tznd to .xz^Zzzt 
sound cnZiznZa <on thZs tupz and densZtj c$ use. * £ and 9 
anz ACKzehat dzn-szn tiian Zi> antZcZpatzd kz<xz v:Ztn *1Q bzZnQ 
mo^t znuaZ. LZZCUI6Z O< thz dzn^ZZ'j Znveivzd, $Z and 9 
AhouLd £aZZ bzZcv: thz $5,000 pzn unZt abhZno pnZcz, v:hZZz 
Zn thz cabz o£ #10, thz ov:nzn* asiz not JcZhztij to achZzvz 
thzZn a&kZnj pn<izz, bat it Zs doubt^uZ that a AaZz couZu 
6c zlizztzd at £c-!>..s than thmZd-pcZnt Zn thz nzn>"tZatZciu 
ccnsZdznZnn thz zxzzptZcnaZZ:j dztZnabZz ZocatZen rhZch 
wouZd tend to &evtv%nat o^i^ct thz acccptzd Zand to buZZdZnn 
AatZc ^oZZct:zd Zn pncvZcuA dzvzZopv.iznt Zn thz nzZnlibonhccd. 
AppZrjZna t.izs c cciiiZdznatZon* tc thz'SzvznaZ. ccndcvZnZu;:) 
Zoca<Z~cns i:Zt*iZn subject pnopznz'j, Zt Z& antZcZpatzd that 
thz <Zn*t, 6zccnd and thZnd nncup*, bzZnn thz Zza6t ^avonabZu 
iZtactzd, icZZZ ZZz bzZcr tut $5,000 "Z;jp^LcaZ" unZt Zand cc±t. 
Vunt.izx, thz tZA'bt one up iuis a dzn^Zi-j c> 14 unZt* pzn aznz 
lahZch <l6 t'.ic iiZciic.it Zn thz dzvzZcpvziit. G/ioup 5 Z± aZ^o 
adjacent to thz <bi:>aZZzn convzxzZaZ anc.c. a* t;:zZZ a* thz 
nanchzttts c:hLcii nay pnevz to be
 0Zz*>4 than zoi.ipatZoZz and 
couZd t:annant a cnan$c to ccr.:r.izncZaZ
 t\ox thZ6 pcntZon a j tiiz 
6Ztz. Othzn unZtb anz bzttzn iZZuaizd n%Zth [cvoncbZz dcusZZZz* 
ajia shcuid nanaz abovz tiiz base unZt cost, b'j 101, v-Zth 
addZtionaZ $500 annuaZ Zncnzr.znt* added even tiiz dcveZcpi.ient 
penZod. The Ant Instttaie pnoptnttj cow.pane^ Zn de^ZnacZZZt.j 
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Projected 'Oivctopntnt Schtdat date 
ilt&cfUption 
UII-CJC^I 
77 o W3,tyuU 
S<i£e* Tabutaticn 
1973 | 1.974 1976 1977 197* GKOht Salt* btj Tt!) 
QD 
O 
© o o 
o 
Uc^iZte.* 99 
f re . £o£J 50 
1-1/2 rtc, £o*a SiiO 
Mof-i-tll-tUftA 655 
l.Uc/t " . J i f 
tk at» inM." no 
rtxtiol 10 n e . 
Ix3ii Sa£e<s Of/ Ytax 
| 'ivzJLv»hiznt CoA-t 
! ir.ic* Up , ) 
' vvc.i.'ip.ra 5 P/te$<t* (250) 
*• i.. I r e t o t U 2 r . ) 
v : t L - c Ic I etui 
V f , 2 * 7 , 0 0 0 
[13,500 
( 9 7 6 , 0 0 5 ) 
( 7 7 , 2 2 0 1 
[521t150) 
! i • > ' , • 
JOO o $ J O , $ 5 O 
v f , 0 o O , 0 0 0 
l o o c $ 1 2 , 0 0 0 
V J , 2 0 0 , 0 0 9 
50 0 $ 2 7 , 0 0 0 
^ 3 5 2 , t»U0 
95 0 4,000 
$3Sd,CQ0 
100 C *M,5O0 
$1.450.000 
60 0 $'j,S00 
' $5*0,000 
50 G $4,000 
SO 0 $5,000 
$6C0t0CQ 
90 C *4,000 
$360,000 
90 0 '44,500 
$405,000 
60 C $6,000 
'* 5 6 G
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$) ,'t 4 /, -J1J4 l 
.7)51 
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20 0 $2$,50O 
£5 70^.00 0 
?00 0 $6,000 
£0 0 $5,500 
$1,046^000 
) v y6 , 5 00 
100 Q $6,500 
65 Q 6,000 
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to X/ic ^i.'ist 6Cvzx.aZ Lo\\6.oxt\L\\Lnxr. unZt* nottd, but a& 
dcvaZopr.\(Lnt c& tilt ):<xcj£Ct JL* caxKlta £csLi:asid, a $bQ0 
annaaZ -ciic.tcne.ii-C 6lictiZd be jca4-cb£e u c ^ . c 
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Tke fioxtrolnn analysis ioZZov:s a pxocxam c$ anticipated 
nZnZmur. use ikxounkout a ^oxeseeaule and v:ell suppcxied 
developneni texn.~ vxovi f i c ^ e anticipated axoss sales 
axe deducted a<cZ pextlneni costs Including ad valcxex 
taxes estlw.ated tc acexuz duxlnc< t!iz deveZop\::ent texv.. 
Tkt nzt •In cone zvoZvzd .i-5, In tact, tkt Zand vaZut xeiuxned 
duxlng tack pexlod i-:klck, v:kcn xzdu.zzd.to lis pxeseni tioxin, 
pxovldes an Indication o* tkt vxopexty1s naxkzt vaZut a* o$ 
tkt pxeseni^ 
Value Indication: $4,177,570 
Say .$4,200,000 
[Ox Saij $4,575 pzx acxz) 
COllT.lLATJOU AUV VIUAL VALUU ZSTWATL 
Ullk an advantageous econovilc potential, tkt uaxLci lex 
pxoptxZij Zocattd xeaZ estate trlikln tkt xciylon Is sound, 
Tkt location o< subject pxopexiy Is paxilcuia.xly deslxable 
villa an exceptional dcvelcpweni potential, T'nz pxopexiy 
Its it £ Is o* Su^slcltnl size to aZZov: ^uZz utilization o% 
tkls potential and- inus ackleve Its uZiluatz ox uost 
pxo (liable use. 
Since tke.subject o(, this valuation study Is xc.v: Zand on 
tite vcxg.e o{: development, ohLtj tv:o appxoackes to vcZue 
v:exe applicable ';{ke llaxkei ~C*aia Appxoack, v:klck Is based 
upon a. study o-j sates c-l pxopexiy as nzaxly slrllax tc 
subject as possible, and Ike Income Appxoack, v:klck Is a 
study of ike pxopexiy1s r.osi feasible devcZcpr:eni pattcxn 
v:ltk a pxojeciLa: c< component sales less typical expenses 
and a xzascnable pxo lit to pxcvldz a xzsldual to ike Zand. 
In tills Instance, boik appxoackes p.xcvide Indications In 
zxixetr.cly close pxoxlr.liy. Tkz licxLci 'Data Appxoack, 
kcivzvzx, Is hGuci'kat i:eaJ:ened by <;• lad c j txuly ccw.paxable 
pxo\. extleb , paxilculaxZy In ine Sub jeci9 s oi:n envlxcns • On 
tke cikc.x iir.nd, tke Incorie Appxoack lh dexlved ^*ion a bxcad 
xanre ow' data viiick lb dln.ectly applicable tc tke cnalysls. 
Vevelopnenl costs slew ZaxncZ'j' txen tkz ccntxactcx1 s
 WUA.M 
bid, and ctkzx expenses , clone i:lik tkz dwelcpcx9s pxo^ii 
and an ovexall xetuxn on ike Investment, axa.-c.lZ suppcxied 
In tke riaxkei. do.sea upon tkls, It Is ike app.xals ex1 s 
opinion tkai ike i.iaxkci value c j ti:e descxlbeu pxopexly as 
o-J 7 Auc.uii, 1 $75, Is $4, 200,00*0 . ' 
toun-inuiou wo libuvrsv THOUSMIV UOLLAKS 
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CFHTiriCAT7(/\; 
I" kzKzbtj zzKtZAij tkat to tkz best o{ mtj knoutzdaz and 
hzttz{.9 the $azt>>, data and statzv.\znt^ coniatnzd kzKztn 
aKz tKuz and contact, tub]cat to tkz zonttneznztzs and 
Ztmttattons v:ktck ioZZoi-:, wttk no Kzizvant data v:Ztk-
kzZd OK di'h.'iZijandzd. AZio, no onz otkzK tkan tkz andzK-
sZonzd pKzpanzd tliz cnat.js c6, zonzZustcns and optntons 
<LZKC<UI execo-t as nctza. 
I {UKUIZK zzKtt^j tkat 
oh contzi'i'cZatzd, tn.tk,. 
paKttzs tnvcZvzd tkzKZ'.'ittk 
zor.vpzn6 attcn zo ntt 
tat 7 kavz no tntzKzst OK btas
 9 pKzsznt 
, tliz subjzzt Cj' tlits appKatbcZ OK tiiz 
kzKZ'. ittk, noK ts tkz znpZccjmznt OK 
n^znt upon tkz vaZuz toand. 
Tkts appKatsaZ KzpoKt has 6ecu pKzpaKzd tn con&cKv.ttij 
lottk and ts subjzet to tkz KCOLLZKZHznts c-j tkz Ccuz o{ 
VKO{zsstonaZ ctntzs and StandaKds o & VKO tzsstonaZ Condazt 




couTiUGnn AKV UVJTIUG couvuious 
Thz ZtgaZ dzsznZptZon, pKovZdzd by oikzK6, Zt> pKZSamzd 
to bz ZOKKZZZ and no KzspoiuZbZZZty Z6 assamzd Zn tonnzztZon 
tktKtwttk. 
Ho KtlponsZbZZZty Zs a*6umzd {OK xaatttKh ZtgaZ Zn ckaKatttK 
noK Zl an opinion KtndzKtd a* to tkz tZtZz, vckZzk Z6 
pKzAunzd coed. Any zxZstZng Z-lzn6 on. znzunb Kan zzt> aKZ 
dZsKzgaKdzd and the. pKoyzKty Zi appKaZszd as tliougk £KZZ and 
cZcaK and undzK KI-: ponsZbZz oionzKAkZp unZzss otlizKivZs t nottd. 
?Zan6, dKaviZngs and maps azzompanyZng thih KzpoKt aKZ 
Znttndzd onZy as Kt^tKznzz ^OK statzr.znts zoniaZntd ktKtZn 
and aKt HOVJZSZ to bz zonstKuzd as a suKvzy UnZzss so notzd 
and Zn no zvznt skaZZ KZSponsZbZZZty bz assumzd {OK Zts 
azzuKazy. 
In^OKnatZon fiuKnZskzd by otktKS and utZZZzzd kzKtZn lias bzzn 
vtKZ^Ztd Zn as £aK as Zt Zs pKaztZzabZt and Zs bzZZzvzd to 
bz iz£J.ablz; iiowzvzK, no KZSponsZbZZZty Zs assumzd {OK Zt6 
aczuKazy. 
Wo tzstZncny OK attzndancz Zn zouKt, zommZssZon, zommZttzz 
oh. bthtA. body skaZZ bz KZOUZKZU O{ tkz appKaZszK by Ktason 
o{ ZkZs KtpoKt tcZtkout PKZOK v:KZtttn aKKangtwtnt. 
Tkt dZstKtbuZZon o{ tat totat vaZut tstZmatt bttv:ttn Zand 
and ZmpKovtwtnts appZZts only undtK pKtStnt OK ZndZcatzd 
condZtZons o^ utZZZzatZon. 
PosstssZon 03 tkZs KtpoKt dozs not zaKKy ivZtk Zt tkz KZgkt 
o£ pubZZzatZon, noK may Zt ukoZZy OK Zn paKt bz uszd {OK 
any puKposz v:katsozvzK by any but tkz pKZnzZpaZ v:Ztkcut 
pKZoK vtnJLttzn zonstnt 0$ tkz appKaZszK and Zn no tvtnt, 
v:Ztkout pKoptK quaZZ^ZcatZon. ruKtktK and SpzzZ{ZzaZZy, 
nzZtkzK aZZ noK any paKt c % tkt zontznt-i 0 &' tkZs KtpoKt 
skaZZ bz zonvzyzd to tkz pubZZz tliKougk advzKtZsZng, pubZZz 
KzZatZons, nzt:s , saZzs OK otkzK uizdZa, uZtkeut tkz i'JK.Lt£zn 
consznt o£ tkz autkoK, paKiZzuZcKZy as to vaZuaZZon zonzZusZons, 
tkt ZdtntZty 0 { tkt appKaZs ZK OK {ZKW icZZk ivkZck Jiz Zs tonntcttd 
OK any Kz{zKznzz to tkz AmzKZzan InstZtutz o{ MzaZ hstatz 
AppKaZszKS OK to tkz MAI dtsZgnatZon. 
TkZ6 appKaZsaZ ka6 bzzn tnadz Zn azzoKdanzz v:Ztk tkz StandaKds 
CjJ VKaztZzz and HuZzi 0 & VKO ^zssZonaZ EtkZzs o& tkz AmtKZzan 











; : iscellaaeous 
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cgiiAtrrrcrrrous 
AUGUSTUS x. >c. :ic)f/\'s, :JE. 
EPUCATIO/J 5 EXPETTrC^CE 
Graduate o£ 'thz JdrJLvzK^Jcty :o i Houston (T94:9) v)tth 
po6tgnaducctz .6tudZz± -in sizaZ &6t:atz -and appiat'btng. 
A . I , R . E t A . . C c u ^ e J a-£ -lni-cv.e/<*&-£-££/ -OQ -LI-Cah anci 
Active, In £tz£d& o& JizaZ .estate, appKatitng and 
moKtgagz ^banktng itnsLZ 1 9.5 J. -Lzlztun,z>i and 
jLyu>tKiicto<x on .appn.aU.Aal ^ubjzct4>. "Eon.mzn.Zy *b<xanzh 
manage*!, .Salt laLz 'liive.6tr.ent o£&<Lcz, Gznzn.aZ 
AmzKlzan ±Z£z J IU utiaiuie. Company *and Pnju>tdznt, 
UattonaZ lioKtgage Company. 
Exp,zn.t vttnzn, .P<u>t>itzt CoiLKtb, Statu ~o & Utah. 
AREA OF ACTIVITY 
Idaho, Montana, Uzv:ada, T.ZKOA., Utah xinxi ttyomtng. 
imibEzsttirs s ATTIIIATTOHS 
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THE OFFERING 
Greater Park City Company ("GPCC") proposes to sell, 
in dilution of the equity interests of certain existing 
stockholders, a total of 753,500 shares of its presently 
outstanding common stock at a per share price of $3.9 8. 
GPCC presently has outstanding 2,2 87,063 shares of common 
stock. The proposed offering represents 32.944% of the com-
mon stock equity of the Company. 
In connection with the offering, the present stock-
holders of GPCC will restructure certain presently outstand-
ing debt of the Company (owc-.d to stockholders) by conversion 
of said debt to equity. Also in connection with the offer-
ing the common stock ownership in the Company by United Park 
City nines Company ("UPCMC") will be eliminated. Details 




THE PARK CITY RESORT 
C h a r a c t e r 
The 1" ark C i ty Resort i s a r e 1 a 11 ve 1 y new , gr owinc 
resort community with emphasis on skiing. Because of : * • 
location arid trie ric/iurc: <: : ,i,1 s land holdings, it has sev-
eral unique and very basic economic qualities which provice 
an opportuni ty t o de ve ior;;' 11 i n to one of th e 1 a r g;= s t and 
mos t suc ::.ess f u I sI; I - orien!.,ed resorts in the coantr*u'", 
The first and perhaps the most important of tnese 
qualities is its location,, The F'ark City Resort: is a:, pro;-
imately „ c„ miies edst/southeast of Salt Lake City, Access 
to it from the Salt Lake City airport is via Interstat.e 80, 
which is now complete to within five nuies if the little 
town oi Park City itself, The final five miles of the trip 
is on a two-lane, paved and essential •.* ieve* .-. • - r • 
The trip From the airport 1 o the reseat under normal driving 
conditions* aL today's prevailing speed limits takes 4c minutes, 
No other ski resort of the sire and potential c,:; lit ,.s oue -s 
as cor,\;e n i, en11,' 1 oca.t e c tL> a nil;ior interna11ona 1 jet; airporz 
as is Fax K City, 
The second basic* quality cf the Park C: *..;/ Res or'. ..I'-
ve i ves t,„t«•" s .L i':.' e1'11 rat1re ci 11s 1 ana ho 1 dings . The Greater 
Park City Company owns or has the right to purchase or lease 
approximataiy 12 ,0C0 acres At p r::-v-m *: a 1 _/ :( C C i acres is 
1 
SO0OC3S0 
suitable for real estate development; much of the balance of 
the property is to be developed for skiing. All of the skiing 
is on private land. The Park City Resort is one of a handful 
of ski areas now existing in the United States which possess 
this important quality. Its skiing potential and size far 
exceed any of this group. This quality is particularly im-
portant and may one day become Park Cityfs greatest asset be-
cause it gives Park City the opportunity to determine not 
only how many skiers will be admitted to its facilities on 
any given day, but also who they shall be. Ski areas through-
out the country can and probably will have to, if for safety 
,reasons alone, limit the access of the public to their facil-
ities. Where public lands are involved, this can only be 
done on a first-come, first-serve basis. A late starter liv-
ing in a resort therefore might be denied the opportunity to 
ski on the day and time of his choosing. Over the years this 
will become a most important factor. 
In early 19 73, in order to protect its right to the 
control of admission to the mountain facilities, Greater Park 
City Company announced that it would exercise these rights 
and privileges at some time in the future. While the announce-
ment stated that properties within the City of Park City it-
self were to be included under the .umbrella of skiing privi-
leges , the statement itself and the intentions of the Company 
were greatly misunderstood. Substantial political unrest 
80000351 
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developed, which resulted in expensive and untimely delays 
:i n construct.! on and the sale of real estate, and is in no 
s m a 1 1 p a i t r e s;: • c n s i 1: 1 e f c i: 11 i e c i :i r r e i 11 d ii f f i c i 12 t i e s A!" h ;:i c h 
the Company faces This privilege of control is so basic 
and so :i mportant to the longterm future and potential to 
th i s res ::;r t 1:hat t: !: ie Company e 1 ec t:e :i t o ]::; • a y 11 ie high price 
:D f p r o t e c t i n g i t Th e C omp any feels th a t i t s po s i t i on i s n ow 
understood within the community and that these problems are 
1 ar ge 1 y b eh i n d u s 
A thi rd quality enjoyed by some ski resorts and not 
others i s the existence of the little town of Park Ci ty it-
self , with its long and its interesting history of si 1 ver 
mining, Many of the old, historic buildings still remain 
a n :i e x e::::: ;, > e f f :: i: t s I i o u ] d I: • € ma d e t c • ]::: :: o t e o t t h e n: \ P a i: k C i t y 
n ow 1 o o k s rnu c I i th e w a y A s p e n d i d a t ::i t s c o r r e s p o n d i n g s t a g e 
of development. 
"T h e f c "i :i r !:  I :, a n d 1 a s t: b a s i • ::: q u 2 1 i t y w h i c 1 i t h e P a r k C i t y 
Resort has is its size and scope a nd the vast amount of land 
whi ch is under a s in g 1 e e 1 enen t o f pr i va te contro 1, nam.e 1 y 
!:: 1 le Gr ea t: ,e:r P a r k C:i t\ Company . It i s estimated , base :. on 
c u r r e n t e xp e r i e n c e , th a t t h e s k i i n g t e r r a i n a, v a, i 1 ab 1 e c an 
comfortably accommodate approximately 2 5,00 0 persons on. a 
single d. ay . Th i s c omp a r e s w i th A s p e i i" s c u r r e :i 11: c a,p a c 1 1 y < f 
,] 5 ,000 s k i e r s T ins v a s t land ownership and the p o t e n t i a l 
f c r c o n t.:;:: o ] o f t: I e r a t 2 a n d q u a l i t y c f d e v e .] o c r : e n t ~ i -
^ 
8000C352 
tor which is highly unique and highly important. 
It is the plan for Greater Park City Company to de-
velop three profit centers. The first and probably the lar-
gest will be the development and sale of real estate of var-
ious types, concentrating primarily on the sale of land. The 
second will encompass the recreational facilities, primarily 
skiing. Based on the experience of other companies in this 
.business, this in itself can be developed into a most valu-
able asset. The third and perhaps the smallest profit center 
will involve the management and operation of hotel, condo-
minium, and commercial rental facilities. 
History 
The resort was originally constructed and developed 
by UPCMC and commenced operation in 19 63. The resort began 
operation with a gondola, 12,800 feet in length and 2,300 
feet in vertical rise, and with two chairlifts. A third 
chairlift was constructed in 1970, Effective February 16, 
1971, the Greater Park City Company agreed to purchase the 
resort facilities and entered into a land purchase and lease 
agreement with United Park. Since that time GPCC has enlarged 
the area to include the gondola and eight chairlifts. One 
of the two original lifts has been substantially rebuilt. 
Three formerly existing J-Bars were eliminated. A well-qual-
ified ODerational crew and ski school was aucmented bv Stein 
4 
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E r I k s e n , wh o b e c a me D i r e c t o r o f S k i I n g . Ii e w a s then an d s t ill 
i s oi i e • : f 11 i e n i ::>S t: i: e \ e i e d £ o r n ie i ch amp i cn s c f s k i i n g. Fr i e d 1 
Pf elf er, who- was ins ti umental in the early development of 
Sun Valley , then ,1 ater , was engaged as a ski consult ant. 
Ii i December 19 72 , t he U Team selected the Pari: City 
resort as tJ :" : *~: fi.s- ^t.^r^l Training Center. 
QPC^ |ias r e n G V c l~ e u ^J.Q ^ - - ^rtain * igc' 4; - t' - ' '" Ski 
Team for use ^ *-*& or^.:.- . Cente: The company feels 
that the promotional benefitr ;* • 'rai . g Center and id le 
ad d e d p r e s t i > v . j i i. a t e:: : i a 1 
an d conti n uin g b en e'f 11 t o 11 I e re s ort. Th i s p as t s umme i th e 
II S . Ski Team, moved i ts executive offices to Park: Cit\ , 
T h e r e s i :i 2 t s o f 11 I € e n ] a i g e me n !: o £ th e s k i a r e =: a i i d th e 
e s t a b l i s h m e n t o f i 1: s o p e r a t i n g t e a m h a v e b e e n m o s t g r a t i f y : ! n c , 
a s d i s p l a y e d b e l o w : 
Approximate Average Mountain 
Food Sz Condominium 
Beverage Management 
Season Skier /Vis tor Days Skiers P e r Dav Revenue (1) Revenues Revenues 
$ 552,848 $138,974 
1,157,225 328,602 
1, 773,539 50G, 567 






1970-71 140,000 933 
1971-72 190,000 1,267 
1972-73 280,000 1,867 
1973-74 340,000 2,267 
1974-75 
(Projected) 408,000 2,720 2,715,000 300,000 
(1) Lift Revenue and Ski School coiriined. 
The Greater Park City Company expanded the existing nine-hole golf 
course to eighteen holes and constructed a golf clubhouse facility 
which also contains a specialty restaurant. A surrjr.ary of the use 
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Period Revenues 
1971 $ 48,541 
1972 28,347 (Construction Period) 
1973 70,779 
1974 114,864 
Three tennis courts were added, planned to be followed within 
the next 24 months by the establishment of a tennis center. 
Real Estate Development 
Greater Park City Company's record of performance 
in the real estate area has not been a successful one. It 
has been frustrated by costly delays, as mentioned previously, 
abnormally high interest rates, business failures on the part 
of contractors, and a disastrous effort to perform part of the 
construction effort internally. 
As a result of these factors, through its fiscal year 
ended April 30, 1974, GPCC has accumulated a deficit in re-
tained earnings of $5,259,603. The accumulated deficit of the 
company is due to its highly leveraged structure and it is 
aggravated by the problems described above. At this time the 
company is no longer engaged in the construction business and 
has liquidated its construction subsidiary (Summit Construction 
Company). The company was initially forced into the constructior 
business in 1972 when the general contractor building a major 
condominium project for the company failed and was unable to 
perform its contract obligations. The following is a summary 
reflecting the operating history of the company adjusted to 
exclude interest expense, depreciation and amortization expense, 
construction and pre-operating losses. 
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FYF 9'iM, ':r 
Seven months 
ended 4/30/74- (906,149) 667,411 296,919 1,187,355 
(5,259.602^ 2,214.656 1,135,721 
1,185, 53 
3,320,080 137,733 1,543,55 
S i n c e F e b r u a r y 1971 „ GPCC has c o n s t r u c t e d c r caused 
t o 1 e coTV". f. m e t e d a t o t a l of 427 condominium u n i t s , of which 
289 have been s o l d and ,13d) a r e he la for s a l e by the company. 
The company manages as h o t e l accommodations under a 
X'en 1. a 1 p<' ] ope r a f i c•n a pp r o>:: i.mate3 y 80 % of t l ie condominium 
units that it has sold. This operation has not as yet bee: i 
profitab" - . *-«
 :erformance is improving. 
r
. : - r eg i s t *•- r s e ve r a 1 o c 11 ^ p r o i ects 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission and with Real Estate 
Commissions in several states, including California, It has, 
also
 t as requ i r e d L) lei>, , fiia.de- I i ,1i. n c:,.. u ;, tb H,d I) : i:: suae L to 
the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act, The prices, .ng 
of appl ications with hrie SIX and the dalifornia Peal Fstate 
Commission, in particular, proved tc be tai "HOI -• time ' :r:i nuu 
and laborious than :r-c:na]ly anticipated and resulte: ,Te: 
c i s * I.: ; i6:cy? "" r # "er^1 i d.i: 1.102 t n e i n t e r v e n i n g p e r i o d market 
c o n d i t i o n s worsened a p p r e c i a b l y , hav ing a s e v e r e a d v e r s e ^^fe?^ 
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upon completed sales. 
Primarily as a result of misunderstanding and confusior 
over the Company!s announcement of its future intention to 
inforce limitations on the number of persons utilizing its 
recreational facilities (referred to above), the Company 
encountered substantial delays in obtaining local approval 
for annexation and zoning in the Summer and Fall of 19 73, 
These problems arose out of misinterpretation of the effect 
of such a policy on the local people and have since been 
substantially eliminated. At present, relations and communi-
cation between the Company and local government are good and 
the Company does not anticipate a recurrence of the subject 
problems. 
The Company's plans for its immediate future are to 
liquidate as rapidly as possible the existing inventory of 
coiidom.iniurns and lots, and then to concentrate on a modest 
program of land sales to developers. The Company in this area 
has recently negotiated the following sales: 
Date Purchaser and Use Tract Sales Price Status 
3/74 Destination Resort 
Corporation, pro-
posed 70 condominiums 2.6 acres -$487,500 closed 
4/74 Cornstock Associates, 
proposed Holiday 
Inn Hotel 8.4 acres $841,000 closed 
10/74 Sweetwater Development 
Company, proposed 50 
condominiums 2.3 acres $350,000 option to 6/7. 
S00CC357 
1 2 74 I Jnionamerica Inc. , 
proposed 10 
• cond ominiurns 1.0 a c r e s $ 10 0 , 0 0 0 closing 12/7 4 
9/7 4 Ranc h Home s, 1nc. , 
proposed 100 unit 
subdivision Mi acres §510,00 0 option to 4/1, 
Future Operations 
The projections which follow include allowances for 
capital e;-ippnd - loi res suffw"- 'r tc consLrujt L O V ne , s K . lift 
in fiscal years 1976, 19 "7 and l ^ S , alcnq v;ith the appropriate 
development of new ana improved trailr Thi? or nor on oi 
cons tr iJ i" t L on sh M I i J11 i iJ >i * »TJ i J a 1 ! L I <mj let- tht at ve ±opment 
of the area now i^ilized for skiing It is the Company's 
feelinc that at some point between lb7c ani lc' ^P dt-ppn.' g 
on economic com.! ,i i i on.» , i.ne development of a second nia^cw ski 
area should begin in an area known as Deer Valley/Lake Flat. 
In the Company's coirncn this ierriio i M J I ^ 1 ' , ^ t t'i * v icl i 
;:!/, now in use,, both ioi purposes of skiing ana development 
of real estate. It is in the development rf t ki? pcrtic of the 
Company ' s prop*? rt;' wh--j:;i:j t he mop t s , ^r, * f .* c ^  n j a i ^ t i GO t-
created, The Company owns or has a contract tc lease moso of 
the prcperty needed for this ski m o improvemen• Tnere are a 
few sma ! ! parcel ri which v., I I IJ JO <- J: ,  * J U ,;)ia.- ad In ordc*- to 
complete the development and seme c: these are under option. 
Wh lie a sign i f: c a n t amo un t of p r:? 11 mi nar f f I a n r, i n : h P S 1" *= j n 
dene .IP '.liese are.-ji^ , it is not to It that any meaningful pro-
jections could be made for inclus-.cn in this document. 
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The ultimate size of any ski area as it pertains to 
real estate development is not limited solely by the develop-
able land available but in most cases by the availability of 
skiing terrain. Assuming an ultimate skiing capacity of 
25,000 people and a population limit which would be 150% of 
the persons skiing at any given time and further assuming that 
one unit can be sold for every four persons within the population 
and that GPCC can capture 60% of that market, one finds that 
GPCCfs potential for development should approximate 5500 units 
of all types (not including commercial facilities). There may 
well be demands for units not related to skiing in the future 
but any estimate of this market is not included within these 
projections. It is estimated that at the end of 1978 the 
Company will have a land potential remaining for development 
of approximately 3,300 units. The residual values of the 
remaining real estate are based on these assumptions. 
In spite of the many difficulties which the Company 
has faced in the past three years, the Company has never altered 
its convictions concerning the potential future of the area. 
It feels that the construction which has been accomplished has 
been of high quality and has established the proper tone for the 





GPCC was incorporated under the laws of the State of 
Utah on May 4, 1970, as a subsidiary of Royal Street Corpora-
tion, to acquire, develop and operate the Park City Resort. 
GPCC's initial capitalization v:as $537,000 in the form of 
525,000 shares of preferred stock and 1,217,6^7 shares of com-
mon stock held by Royal Street Corporation. On February 16, 
1971, GPCC exercised an option to acquire approximately 4,200 
acres of land and existing resort facilities from JPCMC and 
entered into a lease agreement covering approximately 7,000 
acres of land for use for skiing. All of the ski area land 
was also owned by UPCMC. The total purchase price to UPCMC 
for the land, existing resort facilities and certain water 
rights was $6,122, 319- A total of $900,000 was paid to UPCMC 
in February, 1971. The balance of the purchase price bears 
interest (payable monthly) at approximately 7% per annum. 
Principal payments of $350,000 are due annually. The present 
balance of the indebtedness is approximately $-!,8C0,CCC. The 
indebtedness is secured by resort facilities and unreieased land 
pursuant to the terms of the purchase agreement. (Copies of the 
acquisition agreements are available upon request). 
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In connection with the purchase, UPCMC received options 
to acquire 900,000 shares of preferred stock and 900,000 shares 
of common stock from the Company for a total consideration of-
-$972,000, These options have been exercised. 
On February 16, 1971, GPCC purchased an additional 839 
acres of land substantially contiguous to the existing resort 
and the UPCMC land for a cash consideration of $^55,922. This 
tract comprises the "Holiday Ranch Community" presently being 
developed by GPCC. 
On April 30, 1971, GPCC agreed to purchase an additional 
156 acres of land also contiguous to the existing resort for 
$272,842. 
Concurrent with the closing of the UPCMC agreements in 
February, 1971 > Unionamerica, Inc. agreed to loan to GPCC, 
pursuant to a revolving credit arrangement partially guaranteed 
by Royal Street Corporation, the sum of $4,000,000. 
On July 73 1972, GPCC sold to Morgan Guaranty Trust 
Company of New York, as Trustee of a Commingled Pension Trust 
("Morgan") and The Fidelity Bank, as Trustee ("Fidelity"), its 
6 3/H% subordinated notes in the amount of $4,000,000, the 
proceeds of which were used to retire the Unionamerica, Inc. 
credit. Unionamerica, Inc. received and has since exercised 
an option for 105,883 shares (5%) of GPCC common stock pursuant 
to the original revolving credit agreement. Morgan and Fidelity 
acquired 338,83? shares of common stock of GVCC in connection 
with th- financing. 8OC0G361 
En July, 1973, GPCC sold to Morgan ($1,500,000), Union-
america, Inc. ($250,000) and Royal Street Corporation ($250,000) 
an additional $2,000,000 of its 6 3/^% subordinated notes. The 
purchasers acquired a total of 169,4l6 shares of previously un-
issued common stock of GPCC in connection with the transaction. 
In July, 197^, the stockholders of GPC€ loaned to the 
Company the sum of $2,000,000 pro rata in the form of secured 
notes, due on April 30, 1975- At this time, management was 
instructed to proceed with planning of the recapitalization 
that is the subject of this memorandum. A substantial portion 
of this liability is converted to equity in connection with 
the recapitalization. 
Following is the present stockownership of the Company 
together with a summary of the debt obligations of the Company 




Equity Ownership (4) 
Common 
Shares 
Debt Obligations (4) 
Preferred Purchase Stockholder Subordl- Development 
Shares $ Agreement Loan nited Notes Loans Other Total 
United Park City 
Mines Company 
Royal Street Corporation 
Morgan Guaranty Trust 
900,000 39.35 
514,995 23.83 
Coinpan) of New Yoi 
\1 Unlonamerlca, Inc. 
The Fidelity Bank 
Others (1) 








900,000 972,000 4,746,679 787,040 












2.287,063 100.00% 1,425,000 2,017,424 4,746,679 2,000,000 6,000,000 12,000,000 1.500,000 26t246t679 
(1) Individual stockholders affiliated with Royal Street Corporation. Shares were acquired from Royal Street Corporation. 
0D(2) Line of credit to OPCC from Chase Manhattan Bank and First Security Bank of Utah, guaranteed by Royal Street Corporation. 
2 ( 3 ) Construction and development loans secured by projects In process and land. Loans are from Western Mortgage Corporation, 
^ a division of Unlonameilea, Inc., payable from real estate sales proceeds. 
a 
flD(l) Subject to change In connection with the proposed recapitalization. 
u 
PROPOSZD RECAPITALIZATION 
A. Approximately $1,800,000 of the proceeds of the offering 
will be used to retire existing dept. The balance will provide 
working capital to the Company. 
B. $^,000,000 subordinated notes at 6 3/h? • Interest due 
for fiscal years 1976 through 1973 will be forgiven. There-
after interest will be resumed. Principal is payable at the 
rate of $^00,000 annually beginning in 1979. 
C. $2,000,000 subordinated notes at 6 3/h%. Interest due 
for fiscal years 1976 through 1978 will be forgiven. There-
after interest will be resumed. Principal is presently payable 
in 1980 ($1,000,000) and 1981 ($1,000,000). Principal payments 
will be rescheduled to $250,000 annually beginning in 1980. 
D. $2,000,000 loan from stockholders at prime rate, due 
April 30, 1974. $787,000 to UPCMC will be repaid. Balance of 
$1,213,000 v/ill be cancelled and converted to equity. 
E. $1,000,000 of land development indebtedness to Union-
america, Inc. v/ill be converted 7.0 unsecured subordinated debt 
with interest at prime rate. Interest for 1976 through 1978 
will be forgiven. Principal will be deferred to 1980 with 
$250,000 annual payments for 1930-1953. 
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F. $1,000,000 of the Chase Manhattan loan will be assumed 
by Royal Street Corporation and v/ill be converted to unsecured 
subordinated debt with interest at prime rate. Interest for 
1976 through 1978 will be forgiven. Principal will be deferred 
to 1980 with $250,000 annual payments for I98O-I983. 
G. General land development indebtedness to Unionamerica, 
Inc. in amount of $2,625,000 (after the conversion in (E) above) 
will be secured by specific projects and real estate as follows: 
(1) Theriot water project -$200,000 -
payable from the sale of water con-
nections with minimum requirement 
of $80,000 in 1975, $80,000 in 1976 
and $40,000 in 1977. 
(2) Holiday Ranchettes Subdivision -
$1,000,000 paid as from proceeds of 
lot sales. 
(3) Land loan on Holiday Inn site -
$325,000 paid from installment pro-
ceeds of Ccmstock Associates sale 
and from proceeds of sale of adja-
cent 3.5 acre site. 
12 3 8000C365 
(h) Land loan on Village p:*operty -
$600,000 - paid from proceeds of 
land sale to Unionamerica, Inc. and 
by (A) above. 
(5) Land loan - Holiday Ranch project -
$500,000 - paid from proceeds of 
development of Holiday Ranch pro-
perty. 
Attached hereto are detailed projections of cash flow, 
operations and financial position based upon the offering and 
•the proposed recapitalization- Appendixed hereto is an appraisal 
summary of the Company's land holdings, presenting present value 
based on planned development densities. 
12 C 8O00C366 
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OC:':1'O)OCJ Loa.ii nnd Third 
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2t C«j-It--r]c\v Before Overhead 
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Debt Service 3,031 4 ,473 3.25G 3,530 
m-+- ,--r.r< 
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UUJbAlLH l'AHK CITY COMPANY Si SUDSIDIAIUES 
SUMMARY CASH FLOW 







Sources Of Funds 
I U S O I t 
Hotel 
Commercia l 
Real Estate - Net 
Paj clay 
llomcsta'cc 
P J I K A\enuc 
Claim jumper 





ML Air Market 
She 1 aton 
S i h e i King Lodge 
Olfice ll'iildin:; 
Misc . X After Completion 
The 1 lot Spi lugs 
Stocl.holttei > Loan & Third 
Pai ly 
Total Soin t os 
Application of Funds 
Ite.Moit 
Hotel 
( U A 
, A d \ c i U s i n g fc Promotion 
Dc&»!|;n L Engineering 
Drill Service 
C.tpitjl Lxprnriiturcs 
To\ i l Appllc at Ion 
N't Cash Flow 
lit |;innlm; Cash 
I rillIIK < ^ » 
Loss Rental Pool Payments Due In 
Actual 
5 - 1 - 7 1 / 
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1,000 
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GREATER PARK CITY COMPANY 
Real Estate Sales - Slaloivcnt A.-.J S.- nr.:?.ry CI Cr.i i Flow From 0-?rj!'.!cns 
Tor The Year Ended April :;:; 
Cl'ji »n Jumper 
?•:; i * S M H 
Drr/.ir.nlicii Ile^ort - Closed 
\)i io.iamcrica 
Co:* stock Association - Closed 
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' k „ Ac:t< Across From Holiday Ranc^i 100.0?? 
i!«»:»i;:iy R.uich 14 ,741 ,000 
"iiir.yr.es Canvcn Base Area 175,000 
w«:si ihryiK-s Canyon o/l? TOO, 000 
S:\wv Ki:> , l - .ue 1*0,000 
?.;-, A?r :;:iv;.!t- cio-ed 100,000 
Rrncr.C'cs _ U . ' . \ l n ! L 
: ^ T . , .'Jl,(i 
K-jf Profit Ren! Er.tale Before Design 
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(j) Net Cash i Ion Real Estate 
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£C Net Cash i low Resort 
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IT-CMC - Purihase Contract 
I rc.MC - Water nights 
Ch.isc y» ui*i.itlan 
5 » orillnaUJ D-I»t 
Ari.i'Mrcng - I nml Purthaee 
ft t^l r.tial ledcral - I.MI 
I lr «t 3. iur1l> - S»l lift* 
1 irst Smirlty - S.-.OA Call 
l l r f l Scurl t ) - Furniture 
Pi j'ci.;|;.l I c.kral It-KistraUon Bldf. 
Ar.tciU.tr S i L - Tli kct DoJIdlng 
Ai.iciu.in S i L - Indu-Jrlat Site 
Thlilol - SI I t i h 





















7% - $302,000 duo In 1975, $350,000 thoroofter 
C& - Due In 1987 
122 1/2'i, of prime - duo 6/75 
6 3/4% - prtuclpil of $400,000 due to J 679, 
ami t 1M0,000 duo tlicrn.iftcr 
7% - $1,900 duo monthly 
Y* - $»,00 duo monthly 
pilmc • 3% - $I3,0<»3 duo monthly 
10.2% - $1,200 «!u»i monthly 
1 0 i - $800 duo monthly 
6 3/1% - $1,500 duo monthly 
U'i. - $3,100 duo n-onlhly 
8 3/4% - $1,900 duo monthly 
9% - $3,800 duo quarterly 
G'w - $1,000 due mont'ly 
prlmo - duo 4/75 




1MV I t II 
Hanchcttcri 
359,000 j Principal payments 
499,000 J In Honl Estate Schedule 
Var. N Included In 
Vnr. / Real F.stalo 
1,090,000 J Schrduto 
WMC - llanch Loan* 
The riot 200, p00 
Ranch - la Real Ectate Schedule 500,090 
Corner 675,000 
fj) E.Vraton, Alrcoa, Clcmcnllno COO,000 
WMC - Stockholder I join 1,000,000 
IISC - .McekhoMer Loan 1, COO, 003 
See write-up on pages 11 and 12 
(1) Wash trmoiacUoo after 9/74 
(2) Si23,000 not expense for current period 
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80,000 14,000 40,000 2.000 
107,000 25,000 101,000 11.000 
3,756,500 1,525,400 
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S000G3S1 
GREATER PAHK CITY COMPANY AND SUnSTClAF.IES 
Assur.inllo:i3 T o r Projection.*! 
Apr i l 30 
1973 1070 1977 197?. 1.979 1^?0 1931 19^2 
Maximum Cr.pr.city 1 ,102 .300 l , i r : ! , G 9 0 l f Itfi/sOO 3 , 3 : 7 . 3 9 0 l , ; c . 7 , 5 0 0 — — 
Skier Days - 20^; I n c r e a s e F r o m B S F C Year-GS,COO 403 ,090 470 ,009 5 : 4 , 0 0 0 012,00'? Cf.O.COO 7.S.O0O 610,000 c , ; ' , 0 0 0 
pe r ycr.r t h e r e a f t e r 
I. S*,d Lift 0 ;v ; r a t ions 
Revenues - All Day Lift P r s s c s of 6. GO, 9 .00 . 9.CO, 
n . t » ! \ 1 0 . r o , l l . 0 0 r 1 1 . 5 ? , 12 .00 P e r Y e a r -
>:»t <;r ni.-cov.r.is 5.90, 0 .31, o.oo, 7.00, 7.32, 
7. 97. «j. ;.->t S.T10 $2,432,000 $3,004,000 $3^039,000 $4,33S,0 r , l SoJl ' .CCO 35,PC2,*00 $0,393,009 37,o?l fC0P 
E;:pr;vjts - 2.00, 2.20, 2 .12, 2. 00. 2.33, 3.22, 
S.-vl, 3.'JO S10,C?0 1 ,047 ,003 l , r . 3 , 0 C 0 l .C2S,C'>? l,22!>,C-09 2 , 1 0 2 , Oro 2 f S : 0 , 0 0 0 3,4;??, COO 
II. Ski Sc!.ocl 
RIIVCIVJL'3 - $ . 7 0 P u r S!;l Day 
l-:.N|)(:nj?i:s - S .CO P a r Ski P;,y 
III. Golf - New G-U C o u r s e in 1977 - Thi rd Yenr is 
Hrrnj .cven Point* 
Tv". O l h c i s - Mine T r a i n . T h e a t r e , .Sumner C o n c e r t s , 
S'.ii:iiii'.;r (VJIMIOIP., T e n n i s , e t c . , 0fc Inc rease P e r 
Y'j::r 
Total 
He</e»!:'.:s 2,922,000 3.031,090 4,r~2.000 3 , 1 7 ^ 0 ? 0,9."?, OOP 7. CO i, TOO g, Q f 0. opp 9.-tr.1.0PQ 
C l i e n t s l,2f>9,C00 1,'J!.7, 000 :C 'iTfo:'»'.) : V U G , K ' ) r ? . r . " ,> : ;o 3,r:{7."?00 2 . 9 1 0 , ^ 0 4 fS:3.0-\ '> 
G & A - 10 ;, Per Year 2:>i,oco 221,000 :;4S,ooo r v ~ : . .'•;. . \ ':'V;2 :! iLV/:.'?•?? 4>MV0 -f^co? 
l,-ir..3.P0(> ? . 0 r 0 , 0 " 0 2. 410,')'»•) ±jJL_ifjLJ 3 . . V : J_P 3 ^ ; ..i-'Hi 4 . 3 7 2 , 0 ^ 0 r . C - r , C C ? 






























9 9 , 9 ? 9 
-7 r % 909 
iOZ,000 
v » ^ POO 
r;?,cco 




p o *v n 
3 ^ , 0 9 9 
129 , "99 













GREATER FAKK CITY COMPANY AND SU;v?::>v\K?ES 
A:??u::i:)V.or.» Ti>r Troj^ctlyns 
April HO 
1075 IP7<5 1077 107?. 1°'*? 1020 19FI tOS2 
S'.ier Dr.ys 10?,, 000 47v5,000 ci '»,000 012 ,220 -SO, C00 7 : 2 . 9 0 0 6U ; , 009 SJvl.OD? 
Food v.v.\ Beverage 
Income - 1 .35 , 1 .05 , 2 . 0 5 , 2 . 1 5 , 2 . 2 1 , 2 .35 
2.:50, C.'-iO 5 753 ,000 $ 92S,000 $1,11.1,020 ?l,?-lC rCC? ?• I , C2.0, 000 ? 1.7C-S, COO S 2 , 0 ^ 0 , 0 0 0 $ 2 , 2 2 3 , 0 2 0 
E>f.n:;vs - 1 .50 , 1.G9, 1.C5, 1 . 7 5 , 1 .80 , 1 .0? , 
2. CO 2 ,10 021. QQO 702rC09 R2S,2;" 1 ,07*. 2?ft *.22'».mQ 1 . ' 2 1 . 9 ^ 0 1 ,^32 ,2°^ l .f'fi .O^D 
Condom is;! i:m Mar.ngeirsnt 
Income - 22)2 w\[\r» managed at an avevesa of 2"% 
ci:ci:r.r.:v.-y U :* 299 clays v.llh a 2% occ.ipr.^vy 
inc : ? a - ; j»:': yen*. 
ivooin i:i;.;U:. - M \ 7 2 0 , 73,70-1, 7 7 , 0 3 3 , 81 .072 , 
85, 1151. V.),r: JO, <J3, '-2», 07, COS; 5,n Incr-r.v.o on 
AVM:-::::.-?::•/»' 22,. 52, 2 , 5 . 2 \ 3C..90, 33 .H) , 10,70, 
12.7 5, 4 ! . :.'0, 7. J/J ?.,n3g.fi00 2 , 5 2 * . >; 20 2.PQ1.70O 3,32*.CO" 2 t / - ' r . 20? 2 N ?r2 .000 4 , 2 0 1 . 0 0 0 * . ' 9 7 , 0 2 0 
- V-,;\\\u;vr.r.[ 350 ,020 2:>9,GG<) 42.C,':••') 4';S,CVI :^:;,0l»0 ;2_>.t'<0 0J?,022 020,102 
(*;• ' •\ ,:vc:'.:^ - vending ir.arhli'/js, associat ion 
n>M-: - -VMi , »l::. 25 ,020 25,090 25 ,000 25,0^3 2?;,COO 2%0Cf' 25 .02* 2 5 , 0 : 2 
EV.I:I:». i : - v,<:i ru'»»r. n!j;!»l 
5 livjrciisc - -^.20, 4 . 4 0 , 4 . 0 5 , 4 .S5 , 5 .10 , 
5.2.5. 5.«.o> 5.'"i 203 ,000 2,2*,000 .?r.1.220 2.2^,0^0 *'.3?.W9 «:20t000 ft24.^90 57C'aO°C 
Total 
Kironu':; 1 ,130 ,000 1 ,312 ,000 1 ,570 ,030 l ,R?.r ,crn 2.27??C09 2,32.?,00O 2 ,630 ,000 3 . ' j ; 3 , 0 ' 0 
i;.\j,-r.»..-:i 295 ,000 i . o ? n , o 2 o 1 ,252 ,000 i,-i-.*.7, «•;•.;. I . » - 2 I 1 , I K C i ,«-?",oro 2 , 1 3 9 , 0 0 0 2,122,01;) 
(i .1- A 10Vo increase 170,000 L-Z-J-2? 217, 'Q^ i i l ^ . l v 2S2yron V'sOOO 3 1 7 , 0 " : 2L',2?C 
Net Cash How 4 0 , 0 0 0 59 ,000 04,COO 1 :.:•',0CO 155,020 i 9 9 , 0 0 223.C09 2C2,0r,0 
Qnnr iA^f i i l 
Tab 15 
RICHARD W. GIAUOUE 
GREGORY P. WILLIAMS 
W. BRENT WILCOX 
GARY F. BENDINGER 
JAY D. GURMANKIN 
COLIN P. KING 
RICHARD W. CASEY 
STEPHEN T. HARD 
SCOTT A. CALL 
WENDY A. FABER 
EDWARD B. HAVAS 
CHRISTOPHER M. MISLOW 
SCOTT M. LILJA 
ELIZABETH S. CONLEY 
LAW O F F I C E 
GIAUOUE, WILLIAMS, WILCOX & BENDINGER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
5 0 0 K E A R N S B U I L D I N G 
136 S O U T H M A I N 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8-4IOI 
(SOI) 5 3 3 - 8 3 8 3 
TELECOPIER 
(SOI) 5 3 3 - 8 3 9 5 
FACSIMILE 
(SOI) 531-1-466 
ROGER D. SANDACK 
or COUNSEL 
March 27 , 1987 
Erik Strindberg 
PRINCE, YEATES & GELDZAHLER 
175 E. 400 South 
City Center No. 1, Ste. 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
RE: United Park City v. Greater Park City, et ah 
Dear Erik: 
Tom Melloy tells me that Dick gave Watkiss & Campbell 
the following documents at the March 19, 1987 meeting: 
1. November 6, 1974 letter from Clark Wilson to William 
Miller at Anaconda re the reorganization, together 
with two attachments, "UPCMC Clarification and 
Resolution of Purchase Agreement, etc." and "Negative 
Factors in Repossession of Resort Facilities and Land"; 
2. November 25, 1974 GPCC Board Minutes; 
3. March 3, 1975 GPCC Board Minutes; 
4. May 22, 1975 GPCC Board Minutes; and 
5. May 27, 1975 UPC Shareholders Minutes. 
The November and March GPCC Minutes are significant 
because they show that at least certain of the documents which 
Bob Wells gave us regarding the recapitalization were given to 
UPCM. The May GPCC Minutes demonstrate that UPC requested that 
Van Cott prepare UPC's proxy statements, etc. in conjunction 
with the 1975 transaction and that GPCC was specifically asked 
to consent to Van Cott's representation of UPC. 
Today I asked Tom whether UPC would be willing to 
return our forthright spirit and share their hot documents with 
us. Tom said he would talk to Heyrend and Watkiss and they 
would get back to us, probably some time after next week. 
Sincerely, 
Wendy A. Fabg/r 
WAF:cmw 
*5 C -> /T_-
Tab 16 
RICHARD W. GIAUOUE 
GREGORY P. WILLIAMS 
W. BRENT WILCOX 
GARY r. BENDINGER 
JAY D. GURMANKIN 
COLIN P. KING 
RICHARD W. CASEY 
S T E P H E N T. HARD 
SCOTT A. CALL 
WENDY A. FABER 
EDWARO B. HAVAS 
CHRISTOPHER M. MISLOW 
SCOTT M. LILJA 
ELIZABETH S. CONLEY 
LAW OFFICE 
GIAUOUE, WILLIAMS, WILCOX & BENDINGER 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
5 0 0 K E A R N S B U I L D I N G 
136 S O U T H M A I N 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8-4IOI 
(8O0 533 -8383 
July 2 , 1987 
TELECOPIER 
(SOI) 5 3 3 - 6 3 9 5 
FACSIMILE 
(SOI) 531-1-486 
ROGER D. SANDACK 
OF COUNSEL 
Hand-Delivered 
Michael F. Heyrend 
Watkiss & Campbell 
310 S. Main, 12th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
RE: United Park City, et al. v, Greater 
Park City, et a h 
Dear Mr. Heyrend: 
Per your conversation with Ms, Faber, enclosed you 
will find the documents you requested, which are as follows: 
(1) GPCC report of Residual Values of Land Holdings, 
November 1, 1974; 
(2) GPCC Private Offering of 753,500 Shares of Common 
Stock, November 15, 1974; 
(3) GPCC Private Offering of Equity Interests in Park City 
Resort Project, January 15, 1975; 
(4) Kenneth Leventhal & Company audited financial 
statements of GPCC as of April 30, 1974; and 
(5) Updated bound volume containing analysis of GPCC 
capital structures, master development plan, summary 
of activities, development potential of real estate 
holdings, residual value of real estate, etc. 
If you have any questions, or if I may be of any 
further assistance, please do not hesitate to call. 
Vecy truly yours, 




RICHARD W. GIAUOUE 
GREGORY P. WILLIAMS 
JAY O. GURMANKIN 
GARY F. BENDINGER 
W. BRENT WILCOX 
COLIN P. KING 
RICHARD W. CASEY 
STEPHEN T. HARD 
CHRISTOPHER M. MISLOW 
SCOTT A. CALL 
WENDY A. FABER 
EDWARD S. HAVAS 
SCOTT M. LILJA 
ELIZABETH S. CONLEY 
LAW O F F I C E 
G I A U O U E & W I L L I A M S 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
5 0 0 K E A R N S B U I L O I N G 
136 S O U T H M A I N 
SALT L A K E CITY, UTAH 8<*lOI 
(SOI) 5 3 3 - 8 3 8 3 
November 2 6 , 1986 
TELECOPIER 
(SOI) 5 3 3 - 8 3 9 5 
FACSIMILE 
(801) 531-1486 
ROGER D. SANDACK 
OF COUNSEL 
Hand-Delivered 
Adam M. Duncan, Esq. 
Dorothy Pleshe, Esq. 
Callister, Duncan & Nebeker 
800 Kennecott Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84133 
Dear Mick: 
We have completed our review of the Royal Street and 
Deer Valley files provided us by Van Cott. Because there are 
no discovery requests outstanding to my clients at this time, 
have indicated on the enclosed lists which files we deem 
relevant and are willing to produce. The remaining files are 
wholly irrelevant to the issues in this action. Additionally, 
many of them contain proprietary information which our client 
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Adam M. Duncan, Esq. 
November 26, 1986 
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I would appreciate your advising me this morning 
whether we may begin review of United Park's documents this 
afternoon. 
-RWG: cmw 
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